Appendix III:
Written survey responses
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Q14 On which other street did you notice
automobile speed and/or volume impacts?
Answered: 353

Skipped: 864

Avenue Place Tibbetts Harrison Ave Diverters

Brooklyn Franklin Division Tibbets
Street Ivon Clinton
Powell Lincoln
G adstone

#

Responses

Date

1

Brooklyn Brooklyn

6/6/2016 4 38 PM

2

Brooklyn brooklyn

6/5/2016 9 26 PM

3

Brooklyn Brooklyn St

6/5/2016 12 37 PM

4

Division Division St

6/5/2016 8 40 AM

5

Brooklyn Brooklyn

6/2/2016 3 51 PM

6

36th SE 32nd 33rd and 36th

6/1/2016 11 16 PM

7

Tibbets Se tibbets

6/1/2016 8 56 PM

8

33rd Ave 33rd Pl SE 34th 33rd Place 33rd Ave

6/1/2016 8 52 PM

9

31st Ave SE 31st Ave

6/1/2016 8 47 PM

10

32nd Ave SE 32nd south of Clinton

6/1/2016 3 45 PM

11

32nd Ave se 32nd st

6/1/2016 3 07 PM

12

33rd Pl 33 place 33ave 32ave

6/1/2016 1 26 PM

13

16th 18th 31st Ave 16th 18th 31st 33rd

6/1/2016 11 30 AM

14

Brooklyn SE Brooklyn

6/1/2016 9 40 AM

15

33rd Ave Woodward 33rd avenue 32nd avenue

6/1/2016 7 11 AM

16

ALL Any other neighboghood side streets after dealing with the diverters and to avoid Division St since that is a huge
traffic jam

5/31/2016 10 22 PM

17

32nd Ave 32nd

5/31/2016 10 22 PM

18

32nd Ave 32nd and also clinton

5/31/2016 10 05 PM

19

32nd Ave 32nd ave

5/31/2016 9 44 PM

20

Se 17th ave

5/31/2016 4 17 PM

21

Division Division

5/31/2016 4 04 PM

22

Tibbets Tibbet

5/31/2016 12 05 AM

23

Brooklyn Brooklyn

5/30/2016 10 59 PM

24

more volume on division

5/30/2016 10 38 PM

25

Brooklyn Brooklyn

5/30/2016 6 56 PM

26

Brooklyn SE Brooklyn Street

5/30/2016 2 57 PM

27

Gladstone SE Gladstone St

5/30/2016 2 57 PM
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28

32nd Ave 32nd ave

5/30/2016 12 48 PM

29

Division Division

5/30/2016 10 11 AM

30

Brooklyn Brooklyn

5/29/2016 12 53 PM

31

All the semi diverted on 32nd Ave did was cause more traffic and confusion along with traffic increases on other side
street since Division St was poorly changed to 1 lane each way Speeds have increased due to frustration dealing with
these diverges along with cyclists not obeying any stop signs

5/28/2016 5 23 PM

32

ALL several

5/28/2016 12 10 PM

33

Division Division

5/28/2016 10 46 AM

34

Division Division

5/28/2016 1 30 AM

35

17th 17th

5/27/2016 4 27 PM

36

Lincoln SE Lincoln

5/27/2016 1 48 PM

37

Division Division

5/27/2016 9 45 AM

38

Brooklyn Brooklyn St

5/26/2016 11 57 PM

39

Division Division

5/26/2016 9 03 PM

40

Division division st

5/26/2016 3 34 PM

41

34th 34th Ave between Clinton & Woodward

5/26/2016 1 31 PM

42

21st 23rd 26th 23rd 21st & 26th

5/26/2016 12 42 PM

43

Division Division and SE 16th

5/26/2016 12 02 PM

44

34th 34th ave

5/26/2016 11 59 AM

45

Brooklyn Brooklyn

5/26/2016 10 43 AM

46

34th SE 34th between Woodward & Clinton and SE 26th from Division and Harrison

5/26/2016 9 29 AM

47

32nd Ave SE 32nd

5/25/2016 9 13 PM

48

32nd Ave 32nd ave

5/25/2016 8 02 PM

49

Brooklyn Brooklyn

5/25/2016 5 44 PM

50

ALL Any street next to Clinton

5/25/2016 12 44 PM

51

Division SE 17th and SE Division

5/25/2016 12 23 PM

52

32nd Ave 32nd Street and 33rd Street

5/25/2016 10 47 AM

53

Division D V S ON

5/25/2016 8 21 AM

54

Brooklyn Brooklyn St

5/25/2016 7 13 AM

55

Brooklyn Franklin Kelly Tibbets Tibbetts Brooklyn Franklin Kelly SE 33rd SE 31st many other numbered
avenues all the way down to SE 12th

5/24/2016 11 02 PM

56

Division Division

5/24/2016 10 53 PM

57

17th 17th

5/24/2016 9 14 PM

58

Division Mostly on Division t seems the cars have gone back to this street and a lot have stopped using Clinton as
a Through street since they can't get through anymore

5/24/2016 7 39 PM

59

34th se 34th between clinton and division

5/24/2016 6 23 PM

60

Division D vision and Powell are gridlocked most of the day

5/24/2016 5 19 PM

61

Division Division

5/24/2016 5 19 PM

62

16th 16th Ave

5/24/2016 3 42 PM

63

SE division and all surrounding side streets between division to SE Hawthorne and division to SE Powell 've seen
more collisions and some pedestrians hit by cars

5/24/2016 3 33 PM

64

Division Division

5/24/2016 3 26 PM
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65

Division Division

5/24/2016 12 54 PM

66

32nd Ave SE 32nd and SE 33rd

5/24/2016 12 20 PM

67

Division Division Street

5/24/2016 12 08 PM

68

32nd Ave SE 32nd Avenue

5/24/2016 10 36 AM

69

5/24/2016 10 29 AM

70

26th Powell and SE 26th

5/24/2016 8 56 AM

71

Brooklyn Brooklyn Street

5/24/2016 8 45 AM

72

18th 18th ave

5/24/2016 8 12 AM

73

Division Division

5/24/2016 5 49 AM

74

32nd Ave 32nd Ave

5/24/2016 4 42 AM

75

Division Division

5/23/2016 10 26 PM

76

Tibbets Tibbets

5/23/2016 9 51 PM

77

Division Division St

5/23/2016 8 46 PM

78

Tibbets Tibbets

5/23/2016 8 03 PM

79

Brooklyn Brooklyn

5/23/2016 6 40 PM

80

Division division

5/23/2016 6 06 PM

81

Powell

5/23/2016 5 22 PM

82

Franklin Brooklyn Tibbetts Franklin

5/23/2016 5 16 PM

83

Division Division

5/23/2016 5 12 PM

84

32nd Ave 32nd Ave

5/23/2016 4 32 PM

85

Division Division all other side streets

5/23/2016 3 43 PM

86

Division Ivon von

5/23/2016 2 13 PM

87

Division Division

5/23/2016 2 08 PM

88

ALL Too many to list

5/23/2016 1 17 PM

89

Division Division

5/23/2016 12 46 PM

90

Division Division

5/23/2016 12 38 PM

91

Can't remember the name

5/23/2016 12 36 PM

92

the streets where the diverters were put in obviously

5/23/2016 12 03 PM

93

Brooklyn SE Brooklyn

5/23/2016 12 02 PM

94

Division Division

5/23/2016 11 15 AM

95

Division Division St

5/23/2016 10 49 AM

96

Division Division Street

5/23/2016 8 29 AM

97

Division Division

5/22/2016 7 00 PM

98

31st Ave 31st 32nd 33rd

5/22/2016 4 24 PM

99

Ivon von

5/22/2016 4 04 PM

100

ALL Surrounding area as you constrict vehicles traffic avoids the area

5/22/2016 9 41 AM

101

Division Division Street

5/22/2016 12 23 AM

102

Brooklyn Brooklyn

5/21/2016 11 55 PM

103

Lincoln Lincoln? Ko ko

5/21/2016 7 50 PM

104

32nd Ave Se 32nd ave

5/21/2016 5 45 PM

105

Brooklyn Brooklyn

5/21/2016 4 37 PM
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106

17th 17th

5/21/2016 4 16 PM

107

Division Division

5/21/2016 6 05 AM

108

36th SE 32nd SE 36th

5/20/2016 8 48 PM

109

Brooklyn Division SE Brooklyn St

5/20/2016 8 45 PM

110

Division Division

5/20/2016 6 01 PM

111

36th SE 36th Avenue

5/20/2016 3 22 PM

112

Division SE Brooklyn St

5/20/2016 3 11 PM

113

17th SE 17th

5/20/2016 2 30 PM

114

17th SE 17th St

5/20/2016 2 07 PM

115

Division Division

5/20/2016 1 18 AM

116

Division Division

5/19/2016 7 23 PM

117

Lincoln Lincoln

5/19/2016 12 08 PM

118

Brooklyn Brooklyn

5/19/2016 9 24 AM

119

SE 32nd to the south of the semi diverter

5/18/2016 8 25 PM

120

Naito Naito and Broadway choked off by stupid restrictions

5/18/2016 7 46 PM

121

15th 16th During rush hour cross streets below 17th

5/18/2016 2 37 PM

122

Brooklyn Brooklyn St

5/18/2016 2 33 PM

123

Division Division

5/18/2016 2 14 PM

124

ALL Several of the residential streets spanning the area of the newly installed diverters

5/18/2016 2 02 PM

125

Brooklyn Brooklyn St

5/18/2016 1 13 PM

126

Brooklyn Brooklyn Street

5/18/2016 11 51 AM

127

33rd Ave Division 33rd Avenue

5/17/2016 9 38 PM

128

Division Division

5/17/2016 8 05 PM

129

Division Division Street

5/17/2016 6 49 PM

130

32nd Ave 32nd Avenue

5/17/2016 4 23 PM

131

26th 28th SE Division SE 28th Place and SE 26th

5/17/2016 2 03 PM

132

Brooklyn SE Brooklyn St

5/17/2016 1 03 PM

133

Brooklyn Franklin Lincoln Brooklyn Lincoln & Franklin

5/17/2016 12 40 PM

134

Brooklyn SE Brooklyn

5/17/2016 11 00 AM

135

32nd Ave SE 32ne between Clinton and Division

5/17/2016 11 00 AM

136

31st Ave 35th 31st and 35th

5/17/2016 9 39 AM

137

Division Division

5/17/2016 9 15 AM

138

Brooklyn Brooklyn

5/17/2016 7 21 AM

139

32nd Ave 33rd Ave SE 32nd Ave and SE 33rd Ave

5/17/2016 6 58 AM

140

Division Division

5/16/2016 10 45 PM

141

35th 35th avenue

5/16/2016 8 45 PM

142

Division Division St

5/16/2016 7 53 PM

143

34th ave one way reduced volume but speed still issue

5/16/2016 6 57 PM

144

Division Division

5/16/2016 6 56 PM

145

ALL all numberd streets crossing

5/16/2016 4 57 PM

146

36th 37th 38th The numbered cross streets ie 38 37 36

5/16/2016 4 42 PM
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147

31st Ave 32nd Ave 33rd 31st from drivers cheating the diverter to speed back to Clinton

5/16/2016 1 42 PM

148

32nd Ave 32nd ave

5/16/2016 1 17 PM

149

18th 32nd Ave 18th and 32nd

5/16/2016 1 12 PM

150

26th 26th

5/16/2016 12 31 PM

151

26th 20th 26th 28th aves

5/16/2016 12 14 PM

152

Division division

5/16/2016 11 28 AM

153

35th Division 35 Avenue Division to Clinton more southbound Division may be busier but that is ok

5/16/2016 11 14 AM

154

Division mostly on Division more traffic but slower speeds

5/16/2016 11 05 AM

155

Division Division

5/16/2016 11 00 AM

156

Division Division

5/16/2016 10 29 AM

157

Division Division

5/16/2016 9 53 AM

158

Division Division

5/16/2016 9 30 AM

159

16th SE 16th Ave (where we live)

5/16/2016 9 28 AM

160

Division SE Division St

5/16/2016 7 46 AM

161

Brooklyn Brooklyn

5/16/2016 7 28 AM

162

Division Division

5/16/2016 6 06 AM

163

Division Division

5/16/2016 12 19 AM

164

Brooklyn Brooklyn

5/15/2016 9 47 PM

165

Harrison Harrison

5/15/2016 9 06 PM

166

Division Division Street

5/15/2016 8 18 PM

167

15th 16th SE 15 16th just between Clinton & Woodward and SE 32nd between Clinton & Woodward

5/15/2016 8 07 PM

168

ALL Lots of streets in Division/Clinton area

5/15/2016 8 04 PM

169

35th 35th Ave is bearing the brutal brunt of new speeding drivers also due to its extra width and flatness near
Clinton St

5/15/2016 6 03 PM

170

Brooklyn Brooklyn

5/15/2016 5 05 PM

171

31st Ave 32nd Ave SE 31st Ave and SE 32nd Ave just S of Clinton St

5/15/2016 4 42 PM

172

32nd Ave 32nd

5/15/2016 4 34 PM

173

30th 31st Ave 32nd Ave 30th 31st 32nd

5/15/2016 4 08 PM

174

20th SE 20th

5/15/2016 2 13 PM

175

32nd Ave 32nd Ave between division and Woodward

5/15/2016 1 58 PM

176

Division Division 11th 12th (nearly every street within a five block radius)

5/15/2016 12 35 PM

177

Division Division 17th and Woodward both have increased traffic creating unsafe crossing conditions for school
children

5/15/2016 12 27 PM

178

18th SE 17th and 18th

5/15/2016 12 25 PM

179

32nd Ave 32nd

5/15/2016 11 36 AM

180

Clinton

5/15/2016 11 32 AM

181

Brooklyn Franklin Tibbets Brooklyn & Ti betts & Franklin

5/15/2016 11 24 AM

182

Brooklyn Brooklyn

5/15/2016 11 22 AM

183

32nd Ave 32nd and 33rd

5/15/2016 11 21 AM

184

Tibbets Tibbetts

5/15/2016 11 17 AM

185

17th 17th

5/15/2016 10 37 AM
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186

ALL All neighborhood streets near clinton

5/15/2016 10 30 AM

187

33

5/15/2016 10 11 AM

188

ALL Many n s streets

5/15/2016 9 23 AM

189

Division division more traffic and much slower

5/15/2016 9 20 AM

190

32nd Ave SE 32nd Ave

5/15/2016 8 48 AM

191

32nd Ave SE 32nd Avenue

5/15/2016 8 23 AM

192

Division SE Division

5/15/2016 8 01 AM

193

Brooklyn Brooklyn

5/14/2016 11 23 PM

194

28th 30th 30th and 28th between Division and Woodward

5/14/2016 11 12 PM

195

31st Ave 31st Ave and all the N/S streets between Division and Clinton

5/14/2016 10 56 PM

196

Division Division

5/14/2016 10 12 PM

197

16th 16th Street

5/14/2016 7 37 PM

198

Brooklyn Brooklyn st

5/14/2016 4 39 PM

199

27th SE 27th Ave between Division and Clinton where Piccollo park is located

5/14/2016 4 06 PM

200

Division Division St

5/14/2016 3 09 PM

201

Brooklyn SE Brooklyn

5/14/2016 2 34 PM

202

Brooklyn Brooklyn 17th 16th

5/14/2016 2 01 PM

203

Division Division

5/14/2016 1 13 PM

204

Division Division St

5/14/2016 12 36 PM

205

20th SE 20th

5/14/2016 12 08 PM

206

Brooklyn Brooklyn

5/14/2016 11 27 AM

207

Division Division

5/14/2016 9 59 AM

208

Division F

209

Division Division

5/14/2016 8 35 AM

210

35th Our st 35th

5/14/2016 8 35 AM

211

Woodward Woodward

5/13/2016 11 25 PM

212

Lincoln Lincoln

5/13/2016 11 07 PM

213

Brooklyn Brooklyn

5/13/2016 10 10 PM

214

21st 26th SE 21st and SE 26th

5/13/2016 9 05 PM

215

everywhere You made Division awful and

the entire neighborhood

32nd north and south of diverter

5/14/2016 9 53 AM

5/13/2016 8 49 PM

216

18th Brooklyn SE 17th SE Brooklyn SE 18th

5/13/2016 8 47 PM

217

29th SE 29th

5/13/2016 8 22 PM

218

Division Division St

5/13/2016 6 31 PM

219

Brooklyn Brooklyn

5/13/2016 6 27 PM

220

20th 27th 20th 27th the whole atmosphere has slowed down

5/13/2016 5 45 PM

221

Division Division (time of day matters when you ask these questions)

5/13/2016 4 27 PM

222

Brooklyn Brooklyn

5/13/2016 4 21 PM

223

Division SE Division Street

5/13/2016 4 12 PM

224

Division Brooklyn & Division

5/13/2016 2 57 PM

225

Brooklyn SE Brooklyn SE 36th

5/13/2016 1 32 PM

226

16th Lot more cross/turning onto Clinton traffic 16th to 12th

5/13/2016 12 57 PM
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227

Division Division

5/13/2016 12 35 PM

228

16th Everyone cuts down 16th now t's annoying because 'm trying to leave on my bike but so many cars are
coming down the street and don't let me merge

5/13/2016 11 14 AM

229

32nd Ave Se 32nd

5/13/2016 11 05 AM

230

Harrison SE Harrison in the 20s

5/13/2016 10 43 AM

231

Division Division

5/13/2016 10 42 AM

232

Division Division

5/13/2016 10 01 AM

233

32nd Ave More circular traffic near the 32nd st diverter

5/13/2016 9 38 AM

234

Harrison Lincoln Lincoln and Harrison

5/13/2016 9 06 AM

235

Division Division Street Brooklyn St Tibbetts

5/13/2016 8 53 AM

236

Division SE 18th & Division There's a lot more volume at the stop singe on 18th

5/13/2016 8 52 AM

237

Division Division and 20th both

5/13/2016 3 02 AM

238

32nd Ave SE 32nd Ave

5/12/2016 11 42 PM

239

Brooklyn Brooklyn Franklin Tibbetts

5/12/2016 11 24 PM

240

Division Division

5/12/2016 10 45 PM

241

42nd 42nd Avenue Steele

5/12/2016 9 54 PM

242

Tibbets Tibbetts st

5/12/2016 9 41 PM

243

Division Division Street Powell Street

5/12/2016 9 33 PM

244

32nd Ave Se 32 ave

5/12/2016 9 22 PM

245

Brooklyn Brooklyn

5/12/2016 9 06 PM

246

25th SE 25th

5/12/2016 8 56 PM

247

32nd Ave 32nd

5/12/2016 8 54 PM

248

use other side streets to go a similar route

5/12/2016 8 41 PM

249

Tibbets SE Tibbetts

5/12/2016 8 34 PM

250

Division Division St

5/12/2016 8 04 PM

251

Division ncreased volume on Division

5/12/2016 6 27 PM

252

Division Division

5/12/2016 5 56 PM

253

26th S E 26th

5/12/2016 5 38 PM

254

Division SE Division

5/12/2016 4 48 PM

255

Division Division St

5/12/2016 4 29 PM

256

Division Division

5/12/2016 4 08 PM

257

Brooklyn Brooklyn

5/12/2016 4 04 PM

258

Brooklyn Division St Tibbetts Brooklyn

5/12/2016 3 58 PM

259

Brooklyn Brooklyn Street

5/12/2016 3 58 PM

260

15th 17th 17th and 15th

5/12/2016 3 39 PM

261

ALL Many of the numbered streets (north south streets) as cars try to cut through the neighborhood around the
diverters

5/12/2016 3 16 PM

262

SE Clinton

5/12/2016 2 52 PM

263

ALL All the N/S streets that cross Clinton cars are zig zagging to find a way around

5/12/2016 2 48 PM

264

16th SE 16th

5/12/2016 2 36 PM

265

Division Division

5/12/2016 2 13 PM
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266

30th Se 30th and other south bound streets with cut through traffic to SE Powell

5/12/2016 2 07 PM

267

Division Division ST

5/12/2016 1 48 PM

268

Brooklyn Brooklyn

5/12/2016 1 42 PM

269

20th SE 20th Ave

5/12/2016 1 39 PM

270

Division Division

5/12/2016 1 39 PM

271

Division Division St

5/12/2016 1 37 PM

272

34th SE 34th Ave

5/12/2016 1 36 PM

273

34th 34th

5/12/2016 1 34 PM

274

39th Brooklyn every side street going north and south between 39th and 26th

5/12/2016 1 27 PM

275

33rd Ave 33rd Pl 35th Division Division SE 35th Ave SE 33rd Pl SE 33rd Ave

5/12/2016 1 24 PM

276

30th 34th Side streets between Division & Clinton between 30th & 34th

5/12/2016 1 20 PM

277

Lincoln SE Lincoln

5/12/2016 1 11 PM

278

Gladstone Southeast Gladstone Street

5/12/2016 1 08 PM

279

Division SE Division

5/12/2016 12 49 PM

280

Harrison SE Harrison St

5/12/2016 12 42 PM

281

Division Division Street

5/12/2016 12 38 PM

282

32nd Ave 32nd Ave

5/12/2016 12 29 PM

283

16th 18th 33rd and 16th and 18th

5/12/2016 9 46 AM

284

Brooklyn S E Brooklyn

5/12/2016 9 33 AM

285

15th 16th 31st Ave Franklin Tibbets SE Tibbets SE Franklin SE 31st SE 15 and 16

5/12/2016 9 13 AM

286

Brooklyn SE Brooklyn St

5/12/2016 9 04 AM

287

Gladstone Gladstone

5/11/2016 11 37 PM

288

Brooklyn Brooklyn

5/11/2016 10 01 PM

289

Division Division

5/11/2016 10 01 PM

290

Tibbets Tibbetts

5/11/2016 9 17 PM

291

Brooklyn Brooklyn Tibbetts & Kelly

5/11/2016 9 09 PM

292

34th 34th ave

5/11/2016 8 59 PM

293

34th 34th

5/11/2016 7 05 PM

294

Brooklyn Brooklyn Street which has way more traffic than any of the streets in this survey Please help reduce
vehicle speeds on Brooklyn

5/11/2016 6 55 PM

295

Kelly SE Kelley

5/11/2016 6 55 PM

296

15th 16th Brooklyn Woodward All sreets west of 17th but south of Clinton

5/11/2016 6 49 PM

297

35th SE 35th Place and other Clinton cross streets

5/11/2016 6 42 PM

298

Brooklyn brooklyn

5/11/2016 6 31 PM

299

Brooklyn SE Brooklyn

5/11/2016 6 28 PM

300

Division Division and SE Powell

5/11/2016 6 17 PM

301

34th SE 34th North of Clinton

5/11/2016 6 05 PM

302

Franklin Franklin

5/11/2016 5 52 PM

303

Brooklyn Brooklyn and all other streets 6 to 10 blocks either way east and west of the Semi diverter

5/11/2016 5 36 PM

304

Brooklyn Brooklyn

5/11/2016 5 24 PM

305

32nd Ave SE 32nd Ave

5/11/2016 5 16 PM
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306
307

32nd Ave 35th 32 and 35
SE 33rd

5/11/2016 5 02 PM
5/11/2016 4 44 PM

308

33rd Ave SE 33rd Ave

5/11/2016 3 59 PM

309

20th 20th Ave south of New Seasons only

5/11/2016 3 39 PM

310

Brooklyn Brooklyn

5/11/2016 2 47 PM

311

Division Division

5/11/2016 2 36 PM

312

Division SE Division

5/11/2016 2 04 PM

313

Franklin SE Franklin

5/11/2016 2 01 PM

314

34th SE 34th Ave

5/11/2016 1 56 PM

315

32nd Ave SE 32nd Ave

5/11/2016 1 55 PM

316

32nd Ave SE 32nd Ave

5/11/2016 1 55 PM

317

Brooklyn Brooklyn as it is wider than Woodward on 21st & Brooklyn is especially bad during AM rush hours etc

5/11/2016 1 45 PM

318

Division Division street Powell Blvd and most numbered streets

5/11/2016 1 33 PM

319

32nd Ave 32nd Ave

5/11/2016 1 29 PM

320

32nd Ave SE 32nd Ave

5/11/2016 1 20 PM

321

32nd Ave SE 32nd Ave

5/11/2016 1 17 PM

322

32nd Ave SE 32nd Ave

5/11/2016 1 08 PM

323

16th Ivon SE 16th Ave SE von St

5/11/2016 12 03 PM

324

Division Division

5/11/2016 12 01 PM

325

All streets between Powell and Clinton parallel to Clinton

5/11/2016 11 54 AM

326

Lincoln Lincoln st

5/11/2016 11 45 AM

327

Brooklyn Kelly Brooklyn kelly

5/11/2016 11 44 AM

328

Tibbets Tibbetts

5/11/2016 11 34 AM

329

Burnside East Burnside

5/10/2016 8 50 PM

330

33rd

5/10/2016 6 46 PM

331

25th 26th Tibbets SE Tibetts SE 25th SE 26th

5/10/2016 6 44 PM

332

Brooklyn SE Brooklyn

5/10/2016 6 11 PM

333

Clinton Clinton

5/10/2016 3 39 PM

334

34th SE 34nd

5/10/2016 2 59 PM

335

Brooklyn SE Brooklyn St

5/10/2016 2 44 PM

336

Brooklyn SE Brooklyn St

5/10/2016 12 56 PM

337

Division Division

5/9/2016 11 05 PM

338

Brooklyn Brooklyn

5/9/2016 9 46 PM

339

Tibbets Tibbets

5/9/2016 9 22 PM

340

Division Division

5/9/2016 8 02 PM

341

Brooklyn Brooklyn von

5/9/2016 3 55 PM

342

Division Division

5/9/2016 2 35 PM

343

Division Division

5/9/2016 2 29 PM

344

Brooklyn Brooklyn

5/9/2016 11 26 AM

345

Ivon SE von Street

5/8/2016 11 52 PM

346

Division Division

5/8/2016 7 55 PM
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347

Lincoln SE Lincoln

5/8/2016 2 04 PM

348

Division Division

5/8/2016 1 52 PM

349

Tibbets Tibbetts street

5/8/2016 8 06 AM

350

Division Division and Powell

5/8/2016 12 33 AM

351

Division Division

5/7/2016 7 17 PM

352

Taggert

5/6/2016 10 22 PM

353

Division Division

5/5/2016 10 02 PM
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Q18 What speed and/or volume control
feature would you prefer at SE 17th Ave.
instead of the median traffic diverter and
why?
Answered: 41

Skipped: 1,176

Circle Concrete Crossing Taller Makes Local

Stop Sign Access Traffic Roundabout
Intersection Trees Dangerous
Faster

Speed Bumps Flashing Lights
#

Responses

Date

1

Landscaping Bio swale or something similar not impervious barrier concrete perimeter with plant life inside

6/4/2016 3 59 PM

2

This diverter simply makes it far more difficult to access our neighborhood t's frustrating to wind my way around tiny
neighborhood streets 'm sure the residents of 16rh and 18th Taggart would agree Perhaps defining an actual bike

6/1/2016 11 37 AM

lane somewhere would be better Right now there's just cars everywhere t makes the rest of the streets unsafe
3
4

Traffic calming tools Put in a rounder The traffic on 17th is unhappy and aggressive
Landscaping Signs/Signal Devices Right turn cars don't stop (are not required to and can easily cut off bicyclist
who go fast straight down Clinton and are not required to stop Trees and shrubs need to be pruned way back so cars

5/30/2016 6 57 PM
5/27/2016 12 01 AM

on 17th can proceed safely through the intersection Traffic signal needed at Clinton and 20th with all the new
seasons traffic going south on 21 into the Clinton intersection
5

Traffic calming tools Round A Bout

5/25/2016 5 45 PM

6

Traffic calming tools Not sure speed bumps?

5/24/2016 10 26 AM

7

Diverters Signs/Signal Devices t would be great to have it be a diversion that blocks motor vehicles from
crossing 17th while traveling on clinton but still allows a left turn on to 17th from either direction keeping the previous
4 way stop may be needed This would still force traffic up to division and down to powell and have minimal impact on
neighborhood accessibility for residents The two way stop is dangerous and drivers from all directions are unsure how
to navigate Also low visibility on either side makes it difficult to see cyclists when crossing clinton on 17th think a
diverter is good but this one needs to be reworked Most traffic just goes up a block then down 18th and back on to
clinton adding the option of turning left may help with that

5/24/2016 8 23 AM

8

One-Way would prefer a network of one way roads The intersection at present has become the most dangerous
part of my commute with cars pulling out in front of me either blindly not anticipating my speed or expecting me to
stop A one way would at least halve the directions have to look for cars rolling their stop

5/23/2016 8 46 PM

9

Traffic calming tools Round about or speed bumps like every other neighborhood

5/23/2016 5 18 PM

10

Signs/Signal Devices Cars should have the ability to make left turns onto 17th This isn't controlling traffic on
Clinton it is preventing traffic on 17th

5/21/2016 8 36 AM

11

Traffic calming tools Round about

5/20/2016 10 02 PM

12

Signs/Signal Devices Stop sign/slowing device for bicycles Visibility of cyclists can be tricky here leading to a lot of
near misses Also cyclists never yield crossing to pedestrians Also we need to prevent the diversion of commuter
traffic to non arterial streets The speeding and running of stop signs by car drivers on Taggart is an extremely
dangerous and urgent problem

5/20/2016 2 37 PM
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13

Signs/Signal Devices would like to see a 4 way stop sign at this intersection Bikes don't have to stop which
makes it difficult for pedestrians to cross Cars are confused as to whether they need to stop in order to turn t's very
scary to be a pedestrian at this intersection t's also scary to be a car as it's the visibility is poor when coming south

5/20/2016 2 10 PM

from Division The corner has a large vine blocking visibility to the west
14

Traffic calming tools would prefer a roundabout like the others on Clinton St t causes cars to go around into the
neighborhood faster and run stop signs which is not good for pedestrian activity

5/19/2016 7 01 PM

15

Traffic calming tools Circle Anything that still allows you to turn onto Clinton at that intersection

5/18/2016 2 34 PM

16

Signs/Signal Devices t is confusing to cars especially not local cars to have required turns without a stop sign
However 've seen fewer near collisions on SE 20th and Clinton possibly because of the diverter

5/18/2016 11 53 AM

17

Of all the diverters this one seems to confuse people the most Traffic approaching from the sides seems to think that

5/15/2016 9 37 PM

the bikes have a stop sign Several times 've had to break or use a bell to keep a driver from charging right into me
18

Signs/Signal Devices Cars MUST be made more alert that traffic on Clinton no longer stops Flashing lights a la
school zones maybe? Still waaaay too many close calls on this one

5/15/2016 8 32 PM

19

Signs/Signal Devices 'd like to see No Turn signs in the west bound lanes of Division to keep cars from turning on
to Clinton This would also keep traffic from backing up traffic on Division as drivers wait to turn f business parking
impact is an issue maybe make the Westbound signs effective from 6 9am

5/15/2016 8 07 PM

20

Traffic calming tools

5/15/2016 4 09 PM

21

Signs/Signal Devices flashing lights

5/15/2016 9 22 AM

22

Remove Traffic calming tools

5/14/2016 2 02 PM

23

Traffic calming tools Speed hump Let the traffic through

5/14/2016 8 36 AM

24

Traffic calming tools Not sure but as a cyclist and a driver these feel really dangerous when approaching as the
visibility of oncoming vehicles is greatly reduced

5/13/2016 10 34 PM

Traffic calming tools Roundabout They are pretty and slow people down but let local traffic share the road with

5/13/2016 9 07 PM

25

'm not sure something that slows people down but doesn't restrict access

don't know Maybe it's removal The traffic on nearby street is dangerous

cyclists
26

Traffic calming tools don't know but cars are making fast u turns on 17th sometimes forcing through / swerving
around the median and cutting through the other streets Lots of kids play right around 18th and taggart/woodward
and cars are not changing speed when they use these cut throughs

5/13/2016 8 49 PM

27

Signs/Signal Devices 25MPH or 20MPH to keep all traffic at a moderate pace

5/13/2016 10 04 AM

28

Traffic calming tools Pedestrian crossing only Diverter made it more difficult to cross SE 17th Cars moving faster

5/13/2016 9 07 AM

29

Signs/Signal Devices Traffic calming tools 4 way stop This is a confusion intersection have seen a couple of
near misses with bikers because cars can't seem them when they are going very fast through the intersection

5/13/2016 8 55 AM

30

Traffic calming tools Something taller that is more obvious in bad weather and won't break apart creating a
perilous bike hazard when a car or truck hits it

5/12/2016 9 55 PM

31

Signs/Signal Devices Traffic calming tools 4 way stop signs/lights Diverting cars off of Clinton seems to
increase speeds on other street does not help with visibility and doe not feel safer The stop signs at 21st and 26th
work very well

5/12/2016 8 58 PM

32

Traffic calming tools speed bumps

5/12/2016 5 39 PM

33

One-Way diverter for traffic heading one of the two ways i believe this results in less through traffic

5/11/2016 9 59 PM

34

t is a confusing intersection now

5/11/2016 9 19 PM

35

Traffic calming tools a circle/roundabout

5/11/2016 5 16 PM

36

Landscaping vegetated median with trees

5/11/2016 1 02 PM

37

Traffic calming tools traffic circle the diverter median signs obs

5/11/2016 12 56 PM

38

Signs/Signal Devices Red light

5/10/2016 6 45 PM

39

Landscaping Traffic calming tools Well Portland is known for its many parks would be nice if the median was
xeriscaped with plants instead of concrete and made a bit taller Also would be nice if it forced cars to turn right when
approaching from the East and West and left when approaching from the North and South (like many streets in
Berkeley CA) This would eliminate people making U turns

5/10/2016 9 24 AM
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40

Signs/Signal Devices Traffic calming tools don't have a solution as to what to use but feel like the bikes at
this area feel like they don't have to pay attention and just speed through here and expect that cars will always see
them t is very dark here in the morning and there is a lot of bushes so when they aren't paying attention it feels very

5/9/2016 5 50 PM

dangerous
41

Traffic calming tools tbd

5/8/2016 2 06 PM
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Q19 Where do you suggest moving
the median traffic diverter and why?
Answered: 7

Street

Suggest

Skipped: 1,210

Traffic Ride Division

#

Responses

Date

1

21st Ave would move it to SE 21st ’ve been biking Clinton to and from downtown for the past 3 years do this ride
daily just to give you an idea of how often ’m on Clinton Anyway where it is at now is fine but Clinton widens up after

5/25/2016 11 23 AM

21st so cars can pass easy enough as it is With the placement on 17th ’ve noticed a severe increase of cars
hurriedly driving down one of the two Taggart and then turning left on to Clinton which is more troublesome than a
simple pass t’s like we’re constantly at threat of a car turning in front of us or hitting us as the cross Clinton This
seems to be a direct result of this divider mean do like it a lot but it’s created some other unsafe driving habits
2

17th Ave

3

17th Ave haven't seen the initial studies or the rationale for putting the diverter at 17th but it has always seemed to
me like the worst traffic parts are later starting at SE 20th or so

5/15/2016 6 32 PM

14th 18th

5/13/2016 9 27 AM

4

didn't have the option to suggest adding another one

like the one at 17th and would

would suggest adding one of these on around SE 14th Ave and another near SE 18th Ave because as

5/24/2016 3 27 PM

ride travel eastbound notice motor vehicles enter Clinton at SE 12th Ave travel up the diverter on 17th Ave and then
go around the block towards SE Woodward St and reenter Clinton at SE 18th Ave and continue all the way up and
around the semi diverter at 34th Ave on to Cesar Chavez Blvd These are usually people who are in a hurry and too
impatient to get into the slow traffic on SE Division and they make the street dangerous for everyone
5

17th Ave There is a stop light at SE 17th & Division the median on Clinton makes no sense because the light is
used by the neighborhood Move the median one block south

5/13/2016 9 21 AM

6

12th Move 12th Traffic still enters on twelfth go around the block on 17th and come back into Clinton

5/13/2016 5 20 AM

7

Clinton is a wide street which accommodates cars well Now with the diverters cars are pushed to narrow residential
streets causing safety concerns The better solution would be to make a smaller side street a bike only road and open
Clinton up for cars

5/11/2016 6 57 PM
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Q20 Where do you suggest moving
the median traffic diverter and why?
Answered: 5

Trees

Skipped: 1,212

Clinton Traffic

#

Responses

Date

1

17th Ave Not sure but more accidents have happened on 17 th two that am aware of and Divisin traffic is
horrendous and bikes almost get hit all the time on 17 th and Clinton because they come out of nowhere going very

5/24/2016 9 18 PM

fast
2

Landscaping just make it pretty Why all the concrete? Why not trees?

5/22/2016 4 36 PM

3

Uncertain

5/16/2016 8 27 AM

Woodward Even though don't commute by bike fully support it but why not use Woodward (between 17th to

5/11/2016 6 42 PM

4

39th) as the bikeway instead of Clinton and let Clinton take car traffic since it is wide enough for two cars to safely
pass and avoid the big backups on Division during rush hour Traffic is quite a bit worse in the neighborhoods since
the orange line went in (many people park and ride) and there are a ton more people overall Woodward is wide
enough for a bike lane accesses all the other bikeways and would be much safer than having cars zip through narrow
neighborhood streets can't help but think traffic patterns and population density has changed since Clinton was
selected as the bikeway nstalling a flashing crossing at Woodward and 26th would allow for bikes to get by Cars are
already starting to slow for the flashing light at Clinton As a pedestrian this would be a welcome feature
5

Landscaping Keep it at the same place but it needs a vegetated median with trees

5/11/2016 1 02 PM
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Q21 What speed and/or volume control
feature would you prefer at SE 17th Ave.
instead of the median traffic diverter and
why?
Answered: 6

Speed
#
1

Trees

Skipped: 1,211

Stop Signs Traffic

Responses
TC Tools

Date
do not know but Dicusion is way to stopped up and it is causing frustrated drivers to speed through the

5/24/2016 9 18 PM

neighborhood and stop signs on the side streets
2

Landscaping just make it pretty Why all the concrete? Why not trees?

5/22/2016 4 36 PM

3

Signs/Signal Devices Stop signs traffic light etc

5/16/2016 8 27 AM

4

Signs/Signal Devices lower the speed limit to 10 or 15 and enforce it 've lived here for 14 years and have maybe
personally seen speed enforcement on the street twice and both of those times were cops stopping bikers for going
through a light and ignoring speeding cars

5/14/2016 4 16 PM

5

Woodward would relocate the whole concept to Woodward Clinton is too wide of a street to give up to bikes only
given that there are so many cars in the neighborhood and buses get stuck in traffic Please look at more holistic
solutions

5/11/2016 6 42 PM

6

Landscaping vegetated median with trees

5/11/2016 1 02 PM
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Q23 What speed and/or volume control
feature would you prefer at SE 32nd Ave.
instead of the semi-diverter and why?
Answered: 129

Skipped: 1,088

Confusing Attractive Stop Sign Roundabouts Prevent
Better Signage

Drivers Red Light

Semi Diverter Heading West Traffic
Permanent Drive Speed Bumps Clinton
Aesthetically Pleasing

Type of
Diverter

Parking

Full Diverter Ugly Similar Vehicles
Far

#

Responses

Date

1

Signs/Signal Devices Same as the first one Much more attractive as far as that can go

6/2/2016 3 59 PM

2

More/Other TC Tools don't know but completely blocking east west traffic has only diverted local and cut through
traffic to other nearby east west residential streets from woodward to franklin

6/1/2016 9 08 PM

More/Other TC Tools an alternative that would continue to discourage cut through traffic but allows local traffic to

6/1/2016 9 46 AM

3

pass through
4

Diverters see cars routinely drive around the semi diverter t may slow traffic but it relies to much on the good
intentions of drivers The diverter at 17 works much better it would be great to see the same thing in place at 32nd

5/31/2016 5 26 PM

5

More/Other TC Tools nstall a different semi diverter design like is at Clinton and Chavez/39th because the existing
design forces out of direction travel and is routinely ignored by many people bicycling

5/31/2016 12 43 PM

6

Roundabouts i like the rounders you drive around forces you to go slower

5/31/2016 9 55 AM

7

Diverters More/Other TC Tools think the SE 17th & Clinton Median Traffic Diverter would work much better than
the one at SE 32nd Ave The reasons a) see drivers drive around the diverter on 32nd Avenue regularly They
actually drive into the oncoming lane for a few yards (in order to get around the diverter) before returning to the lane
they're supposed to be in see it happen with drivers going both east and west on Clinton B) see drivers also
circumvent the diverter when they travel south on 32nd from Division They make a right turn onto Clinton and in
order to accomplish that they also go into the oncoming lane for a few yards before returning to their proper lane
think this is an accident waiting to happen Finally that Semi diverter is huge and ugly Why not have the simple
relatively attractive diverter that's on 17th? t's more effective anyway

5/30/2016 6 02 PM

8

Signs/Signal Devices stop sign

5/30/2016 2 58 PM

9

More/Other TC Tools Not sure what would work best with the space But have observed a large number of cars
cheating and just going around Often right into cycling traffic travelling the other way

5/30/2016 7 41 AM

Diverters

5/28/2016 5 09 PM

10

prefer the 17th ave style diverter People just go around the barrels here Also people park too close

behind them making it tight to pass through on a bike
11

Diverters More/Other TC Tools Put in a more effective one people just go around it Bikes have to swerve
because of the cars parked on Clinton when heading west

5/27/2016 12 02 AM

12

Diverters More/Other TC Tools think the type of barrier at 17th is much more effective
drive around the semi diverter and continue on Clinton

5/26/2016 12 52 PM

frequently see cars just
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13

More/Other TC Tools 'm not sure what would work better But it seems a to easy for cars to go around in an
improper way

5/25/2016 11 08 AM

14

Landscaping More/Other TC Tools prefer something that doesn't obstruct vision and is aesthetically pleasing
Like a small island with rose bushes or something of that nature

5/24/2016 3 29 PM

15
16

More/Other TC Tools

don't know what but people just go around it which is even more unsafe

More/Other TC Tools Roundabouts Signs/Signal Devices think two way automotive traffic should be
retained At the very least this should be *much* better marked was attempting to park in the neighborhood during a
twilight rainstorm and wound up far too close to another vehicle and the divider because could not see the divider
before attempting a turn No collision but then had to navigate back out to get parked and conduct business on
Division suspect that if Division were a more useful automotive thouroughfare (less obstruction etc ) and Clinton had

5/24/2016 12 55 PM
5/24/2016 10 34 AM

small roundabouts cars would re route preferentially to Division
17

More/Other TC Tools Signs/Signal Devices We can see that traffic has calmed on Clinton as we walk it
frequently That feels great However we have observed people driving on the wrong side of the street against
oncoming traffic to get around the diverters and also making U turns on Clinton Not sure how to solve this situation
We live on Woodward between 26th & 28th The increase in traffic volume and speed has been quite noticeable Cars
fly down Woodward over 28th heading west They go only a little slower up Woodward heading east There is a stop
sign at 28th & Woodward on 28th We have heard many more honking horns since the diverter went in as conflicts

5/24/2016 9 46 AM

happen with people in cars or bicycles not stopping or yielding t seems only a matter of time and luck before an
accident happens here n addition there is only room for one car at time to travel east or west on Woodward & it is
dangerous to pull in & out of our driveway or even to get in or out of a car parked on Woodward Frequently cars must
queue and wait for their turn to travel This rarely happened before the diverters went in Woodward doesn't feel like a
residential street to us or our neighbors anymore and many of us have lived here over 20 years Traffic flow on
Division needs to be streamlined The lack bus pull outs creates increased trip times for motorists and buses sending
frustrated motorists to Clinton and now to Woodward Sending those frustrated motorists back to Division via the
diverters seems counter intuitive as they cannot seem to make headway We would like to see Division made so that
cars do not get stuck in long lines behind buses There need to be pull outs for the buses to get out of the traffic lane
when picking up passengers Perhaps remove some swales to accommodate this? Frustrated drivers leave Division
and drive the residential streets just to keep moving Also a turn signal at Division and Chavez to allow traffic on
Division to turn onto Chavez with a signal rather than having to wait for traffic to clear would go a long way to keeping
traffic off Clinton We primarily use Clinton now to turn onto Chavez and we do this because there is a dedicated turn
signal t is impossible for more than one or possibly two cars to make the turn onto Chavez from Division during
rush hour traffic Traffic turning onto Chavez can get backed up into the main east/west lanes on Division and further
delay and frustrate drivers We are over 60 years old and do not ride bicycles for transportation We do ride buses
Putting too much emphasis on bicycles seems short sighted Not everyone can will or should ride a bicycle
18

More/Other TC Tools Build a feature similar to the other new treatment on Clinton This one is difficult to navigate
on bikes and cars rarely pay attention to it see someone snake around the feature in their car at least once a week

5/24/2016 9 26 AM

19

More/Other TC Tools They act as a major chokepoint for bike lanes in both directions forcing bikers to weave
between them and any parked cars next to them There seems to only be about 2 feet between the edge of the
diverters and the closest legal parking space which is generally occupied / non bikeable space

5/24/2016 9 25 AM

20

Diverters Use the same setup from 17th and Clinton Because this little bulb in the road is too small and ineffectual

5/24/2016 5 51 AM

21

Cars still drive through the current barrier setup

5/24/2016 4 43 AM

22

Signs/Signal Devices 4 way flashing red light

5/23/2016 10 35 PM

23

Diverters Something similar to the one on 17th to prevent autos from going around it recklessly

5/23/2016 9 53 PM

24

More/Other TC Tools Something with better visibility 've almost hit a dog and a kid here

5/23/2016 8 47 PM

25

Speed Bumps maybe more speed bumps? drivers seem to just be confused

5/23/2016 6 58 PM

26

Roundabouts Speed Bumps Round about or speed bumps

5/23/2016 5 18 PM

Signs/Signal Devices Speed Bumps More like the one between 12th and 20th The diagonals are sometimes

5/23/2016 1 41 PM

27

hard to get through especially with parked cars right there
28

More/Other TC Tools Something smaller

5/23/2016 12 03 PM

29

Signs/Signal Devices Stop signs

5/21/2016 7 11 AM

30

Diverters have witnessed a car do an S move around the semi diverter so it was able to continue its westbound
travel on Clinton Perhaps a median traffic diverter AND a semi diverter there would force a car to turn

5/20/2016 11 56 AM

31

More/Other TC Tools the barrels are weird They also don't prevent left turns And people try to slalom around
them Perhaps a diagonal diverter?

5/19/2016 7 39 PM
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32

More/Other TC Tools Change it to something that allows cross traffic t interrupts the flow of traffic and throws too
many people onto other side streets where they are frustrated and drive too quickly

5/18/2016 2 36 PM

33

Roundabouts Proper roundabouts

5/17/2016 9 39 PM

34

More/Other TC Tools Anything that actually prevents people from driving through it

/still/ see people drive on the

5/17/2016 5 27 PM

wrong street to get around the semi diverter and continue east/west although 'll admit it's probably a twentieth as
many people as when it first was installed so maybe eventually people will stop doing it
35

More/Other TC Tools One that prevents lawless wrong way drivers

5/17/2016 9 33 AM

36

Speed Bumps bump

5/16/2016 4 58 PM

37

More/Other TC Tools Something similar but which makes a preferred path clear to automobile drivers

5/16/2016 2 16 PM

38

Diverters A full diverter like the one at SE 17th

5/16/2016 9 13 AM

39

More/Other TC Tools deally something that encourages/forces those driving on Clinton to divert toward Division
instead of South into the neighborhood streets such as Woodward

5/16/2016 7 48 AM

40

More/Other TC Tools something that makes it more difficult for drivers in cars to run around

5/15/2016 9 49 PM

41

More/Other TC Tools This one is working great But the turn radius after the barrels is really tight on a conventional
bike and so tight just use the opposing lane when 'm on my cargo bike f we could cut one parking spot by each
diverter or build bike cut throughs to replace the barrels that would be great

5/15/2016 8 35 PM

Landscaping More/Other TC Tools The short diverter is ugly reliant on cones to see and unforgiving in

5/15/2016 7 16 PM

42

accidents Perhaps another curb like separator would work just as well
43

More/Other TC Tools think this diverter is in a good location although another block or two west would probably
do more to calm the traffic originating at 26th liked the temporary guerilla calmer installed at 26th That made that
part a lot more walkable Regardless of if the location of this diverter moves it seems like it should be like the one at
17th where it only allows a turn in one direction

5/15/2016 6 36 PM

44

Diverters Full diverter so drivers can't go around it so easily

5/15/2016 6 01 PM

45

Diverters More/Other TC Tools something cars can't go around/bypass more like 17th diverter

5/15/2016 5 11 PM

46

47

Diverters More/Other TC Tools A diverter that cars can't drive through Right now cars just drive through it
Pedestrians and bicyclists need more space to pass by/through it
More/Other TC Tools Signs/Signal Devices not sure something that slows people down but doesn't totally

5/15/2016 4 45 PM

5/15/2016 4 11 PM

restrict access would also like to see enforcement of traffic laws with bikers in the neighborhood mainly stop signs
and yielding to pedestrians
48
49

Diverters More/Other TC Tools Full diverter to make it more difficult to go around illegally

5/15/2016 2 00 PM

Diverters More/Other TC Tools A better diverter The right side path for bikes is awkward and the the left side
path is large enough for cars to simply drive through

5/15/2016 12 50 PM

50

More/Other TC Tools Hard to get around for fast moving bikes heading West

5/15/2016 11 19 AM

51

Speed Bumps Leave uncontrolled as was before and add rnd about or bumps Don't push more traffic into the
surrounding areas where we have children playing and high density family homes Cars tend to speed up due to
frustration of trying to get into our out of the neighborhood

5/15/2016 10 16 AM

52

Landscaping More/Other TC Tools something that doesn't look like it was designed to stop terrorists with bombs
in their car

5/14/2016 9 02 PM

53

Diverters Like 17th

5/14/2016 4 50 PM

54

Traffic Circle Traffic circle

5/14/2016 2 35 PM

55

More/Other TC Tools The current diverter does not do enough to prevent drivers from disregarding it
https //www youtube com/watch?v=OXSChTs M18 https //www youtube com/watch?v=D7SvXoc5Ts8
https //www youtube com/watch?v=0KZ4D4QOyXM

5/14/2016 10 47 AM

56

More/Other TC Tools t needs to be something that motorists can not simply drive around
the oncoming traffic lane to bypass the diverter quite often

5/14/2016 9 39 AM

57

Speed Bumps Speed hump Let auto traffic through

5/14/2016 8 36 AM

58

More/Other TC Tools Something that discourages motor vehicles from continuing forward in the oncoming lane
have witnessed drivers swerving around this more than once

5/14/2016 12 36 AM

see motorists drive into
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59

More/Other TC Tools Not sure but as a cyclist and a driver these feel really dangerous when approaching as the
visibility of oncoming vehicles is greatly reduced

5/13/2016 10 34 PM

60

Diverters would like a full diverter like on 17th
pass through when there are cars parked

5/13/2016 9 32 PM

61

Diverters a permanet island type of diverter that could not be driven around

5/13/2016 9 02 PM

62

More/Other TC Tools f it's kept make it diverter like 17th Cars still drive around the semi diverter don't
understand what you mean by island We still get too much traffic between 34 and 39 so maybe the one at 32 needs a

5/13/2016 8 50 PM

feel it's confusing and doesn't leave much room for bicycles to

different location or we need one more
63

More/Other TC Tools Something that looks better than trash cans or highway crash guards Think artistic Have a
design contest Please if it is permanent make it better

5/13/2016 8 25 PM

64

Roundabouts Roundabout or nothing Cutting traffic off has choked Division and requires detours for local trips

5/13/2016 6 33 PM

65

Diverters Full diverter similar to 17th too many people drive around the current one

5/13/2016 3 05 PM

66

Diverters A Full Diverter

5/13/2016 12 48 PM

67

Landscaping More/Other TC Tools Pretty

5/13/2016 12 41 PM

68

More/Other TC Tools As it stands it makes parking in front of my home somewhat difficult ( live on the south side
of the street just past the diverter)

5/13/2016 11 21 AM

69

Signs/Signal Devices 25mph or 20mph to keep all traffic at a moderate pace on Clinton

5/13/2016 10 05 AM

70

Diverters t should be a full diverter Cars driving around it are a safety hazard

5/13/2016 9 18 AM

71

Roundabouts turnabout

5/13/2016 3 02 AM

72

More/Other TC Tools Something less unsightly

5/12/2016 11 46 PM

73

Signs/Signal Devices Stop signs should be installed to help direct traffic Cars don't stop there they just roll through
and make last minute decisions

5/12/2016 9 25 PM

74

Diverters The same one as on 17th Make them the same for understanding the traffic flow in this area and therefore
safer if there is consistency

5/12/2016 8 58 PM

Diverters A full diverter like on N Central St is my preference Something that feels less like have to potentially

5/12/2016 7 24 PM

75

have seen many drivers simply go around the diverter in an aggressive manner

avoid riding into the back of a parked car or wonder if someone will just drive through in the wrong lane would also be
an improvement like the semi diverter much more than having nothing there though
76
77

More/Other TC Tools Not sure the solution but many people drive around them in the opposing traffic lane
Diverters More/Other TC Tools the same kind that is at 17th this diverter is too easy to go around for cars and is
hard to go around by bikes mostly because car parking is allowed up to what seems like 2 feet away from the diverter
causing bikes to basically perform evasive maneuvers to navigate The type of diverter used at 17th would alleviate all

5/12/2016 6 30 PM
5/12/2016 5 48 PM

these problems
78

Diverters More/Other TC Tools Presently cars can and frequently do travel around the barricades into the
oncoming lanes to continue driving up clinton Replicating a barricade similar to the one on 17th would be great

5/12/2016 4 10 PM

79

More/Other TC Tools Signs/Signal Devices One that reduces speed but doesn't close off the ability to use
Clinton down to the light at 39th There also need to be some sort of amendment to the round about at 31st as people
have recently been treating it like a stop sign This seems to be a direct affect of the diverter @ 32nd As if they are
too concerned with what is happening ahead to use good judgement

5/12/2016 3 44 PM

80

More/Other TC Tools Something that

works

5/12/2016 3 32 PM

81

Diverters More/Other TC Tools A diverter similar to what is installed at SE 17th and SE Clinton if possible 've
seen drivers ignore the signs and drive around the barriers

5/12/2016 3 08 PM

82

More/Other TC Tools t's a little difficult to get around these barrells with the way that cars park Either the no
parking zone needs to be extended or these should be designed differently The ones that go all the way across the
road are a lot easier to navigate but realize you're trying to allow different turn options for cars here Not sure how to
make this work better but maybe just moving the no parking zone would do the trick t can be a tight squeeze
depending on the day

5/12/2016 3 06 PM

83

Diverters More/Other TC Tools Make it like the one on 17th Cars can easily drive around this one and continue
on Clinton

5/12/2016 2 23 PM
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84

Diverters More/Other TC Tools A diverter design that cars cannot easily drive around have seen many drivers
simply drive on the wrong side of the road to go around this diverter and these drivers are typically the most
aggressive and dangerous

5/12/2016 1 42 PM

85

Diverters More/Other TC Tools think a median diverter would work better here f the semi diverter stays street
parking should be further restricted around it to give cyclists more room as they go through Cyclists often go left
around the diverter (instead of right as it was designed) so they don't have to squeeze between the concrete barrier
and a parked car

5/12/2016 1 40 PM

86

Diverters More/Other TC Tools similar but a better design This diverter is difficult to use on a bicycle t needs
better and more clearance to pass through it on a bicycle

5/12/2016 1 39 PM

87

More/Other TC Tools A semi diverter makes good sense it's just that it's not executed as well as it could be The
barrels decrease overall visibility of oncoming bicycles and their configuration still allows cars through relatively easily

5/12/2016 1 33 PM

A lower height feature would be desirable and perhaps an additional piece at the curbs that makes the opening too
narrow for cars to pass through
88

More/Other TC Tools different design people (cars and bikes) are still easily confused at which way to go also the
parking spot that is next to the diverter is way too close removing this parking spot would make it much more
comfortable to see a viable path around the diverter

5/12/2016 1 29 PM

89

More/Other TC Tools This one allows cars to cut through too easily Add traffic cam and mail out tickets?

5/12/2016 1 27 PM

90

More/Other TC Tools Cars drive around it currently Needs to be the same design as 17th

5/12/2016 1 25 PM

91

92

Diverters More/Other TC Tools The same as the other test diverter on 17th which think is more effective and
less confusing
More/Other TC Tools Needs to be better engineered Does not prevent cars and does not allow enough access for

5/12/2016 1 21 PM

5/12/2016 1 21 PM

bikes
93

More/Other TC Tools Something to prevent thru traffic too many drivers simply go around the diverter and ignore
the posted signs

5/12/2016 1 13 PM

94

More/Other TC Tools Many drivers currently just drive around the barrels A feature that made this behavior more
difficult would help

5/12/2016 1 09 PM

95

More/Other TC Tools something a bit less brutalist

5/12/2016 1 05 PM

96

More/Other TC Tools There isn't enough room for bikes to pass on either side especially if there is a pedestrian
walking up Also cars can get through 've seen a car swerve to bypass the diverter to continue through on Clinton

5/12/2016 1 00 PM

97

More/Other TC Tools generally the same but better

5/12/2016 12 59 PM

Diverters More/Other TC Tools A more effective diverter for automobiles trying to enter SE Clinton from SE 32nd

5/12/2016 12 50 PM

98

Ave
99
100

Diverters Full diverter
Diverters More/Other TC Tools

5/12/2016 12 46 PM
don't know what design would work better but my concern is the ease and

5/12/2016 12 45 PM

frequency with which cars go around the diverter t's still a small minority of cars so overall this diverter is good as is
but if there is some treatment that can reduce this behavior without diverting too much traffic south onto SE 32nd it
would be an improvement would strongly prioritize installing other diverters on other greenways rather than
spending a ton of effort and money fine tuning this one
101

102

Diverters More/Other TC Tools would prefer either a full diverter or at least a semi diverter that doesn't allow
people driving westbound to illegally cross over the center line to go around it
Diverters

would like to see a full traffic diverter there without the ability for cars to go through
have seen many cars simply drive

5/12/2016 12 43 PM

5/11/2016 10 57 PM

103

Diverters More/Other TC Tools Change it to be like the one at 17th st
around this diverter

5/11/2016 8 45 PM

104

More/Other TC Tools live on Clinton at 32nd and see scofflaws multiple times a day go through the semi diverter
occasionally by turning on to Clinton from 32nd but most often by crossing 32nd and continuing down Clinton in both
east and west bound directions Almost every week (especially Thurs Sat in the evening) witness aggressive
borderline violent confrontations between scofflaw motorists and bicyclists who take it upon themselves to confront the
law breakers The fact that an assault or worse hasn't yet occurred actually surprises me and believe it will sooner or
later if the semi diverter remains in place think a more permanent solution like the median traffic diverter at SE 17th
is the best possible way to prevent motorists from flaunting the law and to reduce potentially violent confrontations

5/11/2016 7 57 PM

105

Diverters More/Other TC Tools like the semi diverter idea but the current set up has big problems The barrels
decrease sightlines cars are still physically able to go through it (and do) and the space for left for bikes is a squeeze

5/11/2016 6 08 PM
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106

107

Diverters More/Other TC Tools the semi diverter still gets driven around by impatient motorists prefer the 17th
street style diverters (as have gotten used to at ankeny/21st and going/15th) as they are harder to "drive through"
Diverters More/Other TC Tools The same as at se 17th

5/11/2016 4 51 PM

5/11/2016 4 05 PM

108

Diverters More/Other TC Tools Cars routinely drive around it and into oncoming bike traffic see people doing
this daily and it isn't safe 've reported it to the traffic division but have yet to see any enforcement A median diverter
like the one at 17th ave would be better

5/11/2016 3 55 PM

109

More/Other TC Tools Cars simply drive around the diverter onto the wrong side of the road to bypass the diverter

5/11/2016 2 06 PM

110

Signs/Signal Devices Better signage is needed if this is going to be permanent

5/11/2016 1 09 PM

111

Diverters Landscaping vegetated median with trees

5/11/2016 1 02 PM

112

Diverters More/Other TC Tools 've seen cars and truck bypassing the semi diverter A full diverter (like the one at
17th) or other feature to prevent this may be necessary

5/11/2016 12 55 PM

113

Diverters More/Other TC Tools The semi diverters are too tall for small cars to see over t makes it dangerous to
cross the street while driving Do the Diverter but keep it below 3 feet high

5/11/2016 12 13 PM

114

Diverters

would prefer a more effective diverter at 32nd Ave Cars easily drive around this in both directions

5/11/2016 12 04 PM

115

Diverters More/Other TC Tools The diverter is confusing to drivers it is unclear what it is supposed to do Diverter
at 17th is much clearer

5/11/2016 11 55 AM

116

Diverters More/Other TC Tools Full diverter sim to 17th Cars go the wrong way around the one installed Could
be dangerous to bikes a pedestrians

5/10/2016 9 36 PM

117
118

Signs/Signal Devices Red light

5/10/2016 6 45 PM

Diverters

5/10/2016 12 59 PM

think a diagonal diverter or a median diverter would work better because it would not allow traffic to

choose to turn south toward Woodward 'd also like to see parking removed next to the diverter and better signage
119

120

More/Other TC Tools Signs/Signal Devices Not sure live a few blocks from there and find not being able to
access Clinton past 32nd annoying 'd prefer to have additional features put in on division to make vehicle/pedestrian
traffic easier to deal with rather than closing off Clinton The issue is that Division is difficult to drive on with dozens of
crosswalks without signals Being able to control that traffic would since there problem Making Clinton not accessible
to cars is an obnoxious bandaid

5/10/2016 12 16 PM

Diverters Landscaping More/Other TC Tools This diverter is horrible Cars routinely go around it in the wrong

5/10/2016 9 26 AM

direction and it pinches bicycle traffic Better again would be to force cars to turn Right when approaching from the
East or West and Left when approaching from the North or South Also hopefully this could be made into something
that's a bit more aesthetically pleasing (add some self maintaining plants )
121

Diverters More/Other TC Tools Use the same one at the 17th diverter

see too many drivers simply driving

5/10/2016 7 43 AM

around the 32nd one
122

123
124

125

Diverters More/Other TC Tools prefer the diverter at SE 17th The biggest problem with the diverter on SE 32nd
is that vehicles can bypass the diverter with no consequences Other than that 32nd appears to be a good diverter
location and it helps calm things well between 26th and 32nd and between 32nd and Cesar Chavez
More/Other TC Tools A median diverter that pushes westbound traffic to Division

5/9/2016 8 06 PM

5/9/2016 12 54 PM

Diverters More/Other TC Tools think the diverter should be full (no cars allowed either direction) Also remove
an additional parking space to increase room for the bikes to travel around the diverter

5/9/2016 12 40 PM

More/Other TC Tools ?? Something to prevent cars on Clinton from going around the diverter (by passing on the

5/9/2016 11 30 AM

left)
126

More/Other TC Tools Semi diverter with a different design Put the bike lane on the left not right side and make it a
large curb extension just like at Clinton & 39/Chavez Current design requires bike to slow down significantly and
sometimes make a difficult manouver with parked cars Also my guess is 1/3rd of bicyclists go left of diverter anyway

5/7/2016 4 34 AM

127

More/Other TC Tools Any feature that would prohibit cars driving around it Possibly retractable bollards to allow for
emergency vehicles to proceed as needed

5/6/2016 5 39 PM

128

Diverters More/Other TC Tools Diagonal diverter to prevent cars from going around the existing diverter

5/6/2016 11 44 AM

129

Diverters think the style at 17th is more effective 've seen too many cars just go around the one on 32nd putting
themselves in the way of oncoming traffic t's dangerous

5/6/2016 9 59 AM
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Q24 Where do you suggest moving
the semi-diverter and why?
Answered: 19

Skipped: 1,198

Wider Street T ny Woodward Congestion

Narrow Street Stop Sign Clinton Drive
Traffic Light Neighborhood
#

Responses

Date

1

29th More/Other TC Tools Move it to 29th A much wider more thru street from Clinton to Powell Add a light at
Division that is triggered if a car is there to enter division currently next to impossible to see to enter traffic due to so
many parked cars on the street

6/6/2016 6 04 AM

2

26th t makes little sense to send traffic into tiny neighborhood streets Find a bigger intersection where there's a
signal 26th?

6/1/2016 11 41 AM

3

34th Move to 34 where there is a traffic light Diverter should not go to the central retail congestion

5/30/2016 2 09 PM

4

a wider street nearby without so much pedestrian traffic

5/30/2016 12 49 PM

5

34th se 34th

5/29/2016 8 01 PM

6

34th 35th SE 34th the newly created one way that has a traffic light on division to help the flow of traffic Or SE
35th which is away from the busiest intersection on division and is wider SE 32nd is a narrow street with the highest
business/restaurant density Diverting trAffic to an alreAdy overwhelmed intersection doesn't make sense Daily cars

5/25/2016 9 16 PM

stack up on the corner which doesn't allow the flow of traffic two ways
7

39th Toward 39th

5/25/2016 5 46 PM

8

Not 32nd t sends too much traffic to Woodward street because 32nd tees into Woodward

5/21/2016 4 39 PM

More/Other TC Tools Further west The stop sign and change in direction two blocks away does almost as much

5/20/2016 12 03 PM

9

good to slow down cars
10

believe it should be moved to a street that directs traffic to Powell & Division rather than dead ending into SE
Woodward

5/17/2016 1 05 PM

11

26th 34th Diverters Not 32nd The traffic load between 17th and 39th is too heavy for one small street (32nd
which ends in a T intersection to the south) We need two diverters to share the load more equally and discourage
drivers from easily cheating the single diverter by speeding down to Clinton and continuing which we see constantly
(as well as people swerving to drive through the diverter into oncoming traffic) think one closer to 26th (which carries
3000+ cars a day) and one further east (particularly 34th as a northbound only to Division with a traffic light which
helps hugely) would be safer The single diverter at 32nd makes the small neighborhood streets extremely dangerous
particularly from restaurant drivers at night on weekends and is not helping cyclists' safety enough Two locations
spread further east and west would be a far better solution This neighborhood has complex traffic issues from rapid
development that need more fine tuned solutions than a single diverter on a small street ill equipped to handle every
single car on that section of Clinton

5/16/2016 1 47 PM

12

Diverters More/Other TC Tools As is it is diverting all the traffic onto on tiny street Why is there not an option to
advocate for more diverters? Put lots in or get rid of them The current plan is an ineffective half measure And it is
making 32nd unsafe

5/15/2016 10 45 AM
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13

31st 33rd Not 32nd The diverter on SE Clinton and 32nd should b emoved one block up or down to either 31st or
33rd The idea posed by PBOT is that the difficulty people would have going up 32nd and then having to turn at the T
in the road would cause people to use a different route t is completely not true All it has done is irritate people They

5/13/2016 11 19 AM

get upset and then speed up the street and run the Stop sign at 32nd and Woodward Then they race up Woodward
an droll through the other stop sign to either get back to Clinton or go to Powell Depending on there destination
nstead of disuading people from using Clinton it has only aggravated people and they speed up and race through the
small streets to get back to there original route You have not encouraged people to use another route You have
simply aggravated them to a point where they now speed through 3 narrow streets to return back to clinton one block
east and continue as they always have The people that have moved off Clinton now use Woodward ( Much more
narrow than Clinton) As a mini freeway endangering the children of the small school and neighbor children on the
corner of 32nd and Woodward Move the diverter to 33rd much larger and managable street The assertion that the
difficulty of turning at the T at 32nd will cause people to go away from that diverter is completely idiotic and is not
working You have just increased the traffic and danger for the residents
14

26th Move to 26 th Avenue They enter on 26 th and drive right through the diverter alost always

5/13/2016 5 22 AM

15

26th A couple of blocks west closer to the 4 way stop by the Clinton Street Theater

5/12/2016 1 17 PM

29th SE 29th That is a much wider street that allows for two way traffic The diverter on 32nd forces you onto narrow

5/12/2016 10 10 AM

16

streets that cannot accommodate 2 way traffic This is especially problematic on evenings when there is large
amounts of traffic cruising the neighborhood looking for parking due to restaurants on Division
17

Taggart Woodward Clinton is a wide street able to accommodate car traffic The diverters push the cars to small
side streets The better solution would be to move the semi diverter to a narrow street like Woodward or taggart and

5/11/2016 6 58 PM

open Clinton up to cars
18
19

Diverters Too much traffic and congestion at 32nd Suggest additional diverters
26th 29th 34th think it would be more effective if the diverter were at SE 26th preventing cars from heading
east/west on Clinton This wold be more effective at stopping the short cutters coming through the neighborhood
also think moving the diverter to SE 29th or SE 34th would be better as there are traffic signals on Division on those
streets allowing cars to move back onto the main neighborhood artery You might even consider preventing cars from

5/11/2016 1 30 PM
5/11/2016 1 29 PM

going south to Powell on those streets as well effectively eliminating cut through options
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Q25 Where do you suggest moving
the semi-diverter and why?
Answered: 15

Skipped: 1,202

Think South of Clinton Diverter Cesar Chavez

Division

Parked

Blocks

#

Responses

Date

1

More/Other TC Tools To a spot that does not outlet on to Division in the current location and doesn't face as
steep/narrow incline south of Clinton

6/1/2016 3 51 PM

2

31st suggest attaching the diverter(s) to the already existing center islands along Clinton eg 31st in this instance
but feel to actually be effective we need them every 3 5 blocks along the length of Clinton including east of 52nd

5/27/2016 6 23 AM

3

More/Other TC Tools Division street is currently congested since the changes to the avenue Having the closest
accessible side street closed to traffic creates major flow issues The bike avenues should be on quieter streets

5/24/2016 10 56 PM

33rd Just one block up on 33rd street

5/21/2016 3 22 AM

4

have noticed a noticeable increase in cars doing U turns to avoid the

diversion on 32nd Previously witnessed Zero cars doing U turns at this intersection
5
6

34th 34th
More/Other TC Tools

5/19/2016 7 03 PM
don't think it's necessary at all but if you must keep it change it to the style of diverter that is

5/18/2016 2 18 PM

on SE 17th
7

More/Other TC Tools think this diverter and others like it place a burden on the Richmond neighborhood to
accommodate the poor planning that had created such congestion on SE Division 'd prefer to see better traffic and
construction planning on Division than pushing both local and commute traffic onto smaller neighborhood streets
which don't seem well able to handle the increased usage

5/17/2016 11 09 AM

8

Not 32nd Where it is now forces drivers to turn down 32nd to Division This street is narrow Whith cars parked on
both sides of the street there is not room for 2 cars to pass each other So if 've turned down to go to Division and

5/15/2016 8 27 AM

someone has turned up from Division one of us has to back up so that the other can pass t's dangerous to back up
onto Division so had to back up onto Clinton Not good Also there is no traffic light on 32 & Division Traffic has
gotten really heavy on Division and there are parked cars that make it hard to see oncoming traffic if have to turn
onto Division because couldn't proceed down Clinton to 39th There has been so much new construction apartment
buildings with inadequate parking new businesses so side streets are now filled up with people parked
9

More/Other TC Tools Maybe a couple blocks south By sending cars through neighborhood streets to Division a
busy 2 lane street traffic flow has only worsened on both Division and within quieter neighborhood streets There are
not a lot of connecting streets in inner SE between 12th and Cesar Chavez Blvd so cars are now weaving throughout
former quiet side streets to try and get back on their course

5/14/2016 12 42 PM

10

26th This should be at SE 26th Ave because have noticed many times motor vehicle operators simply enter Clinton
Street here to go eastbound or are continuing travelling up from SE17th Ave and go around the semi diverter at 32nd
Ave and on all the way to Cesar Chavez

5/13/2016 9 32 AM

11

Not 32nd Not sure where but it currently dumps people onto 32nd which is too narrow to accommodate two
directions of traffic and parked cars think it is dangerous

5/12/2016 11 28 PM

12

More/Other TC Tools f a diverter must happen it should be on a wider street that can accommodate the increased
traffic

5/12/2016 9 01 PM

13

Not 32nd S E 32nd ends in a T intersection at Woodward Hill south of Clinton and speeds are too fast for a narrow
street Residential area is impacted with too much traffic

5/12/2016 5 44 PM
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21st 26th 39th More/Other TC Tools Attach diverters as four sided "spokes" radiating from each of the already
existing traffic islands along Clinton 23rd 31st 36th 45th 47th and extend that treatment beyond 52nd This will
force auto traffic off of Clinton every 4 6 blocks then place one way diverters on alternating neighbor streets to limit

5/12/2016 7 07 AM

collateral cut thru traffic that will occur Also it seems important to replicate the one way exit diverter in place at 39th
out to 50th (this is a big source of cut thru traffic entering Clinton headed west in the AM as well as capping it at 26th
and 21th sorry but Bus#10 doesn't belong here either f we are ACTUALLY serious about making this work then
let's make serious improvements applaud the effort in the "experiment" phase but the current diverters are not
broad reaching enough and only serve to limit traffic for a block then they come right back onto Clinton ride this
route twice daily at peak hours and have done so for 10+ years Auto traffic has steadily increased during that time
and drivers have become more aggressive and speeds have increased
15

n/a

5/8/2016 2 07 PM
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Q26 What speed and/or volume control
feature would you prefer at SE 32nd Ave.
instead of the semi-diverter and why?
Answered: 14

Skipped: 1,203

Diverter Th nk Street Center Parking Ride

Clinton Stop Speed Bump
#

Responses

Date

1

Speed Bumps Speed bump/s Current divider is confusing and sends cars east up wrong way up 32nd on incline
difficulty getting out on Division and takes 2 parking stalls adjacent to multifamily

6/1/2016 3 51 PM

Diverters More/Other TC Tools

5/27/2016 6 23 AM

2

would like to see diverters as "spokes" radiating from all 4 sided of the existing

center island(s) 23rd 31st 36th 45th 58th etc forcing a right hand turn only for cars with a pass thru for bikes
This would effectively reduce additional "overflow" traffic on other side streets too
3

More/Other TC Tools There should not be a diverter up there as this is the most congested and hard to navigate
portion of the street with Salt and Straw in the location The tourists who frequent the location get extremely confused
and this ties of local(within a 6 block radius) foot traffic and parking for locals

5/24/2016 10 56 PM

4

More/Other TC Tools The median traffic diverter is a more intuitive visual separation for traffic as it extends beyond
the physical intersection and is more common sense PBOT is ignorantly missing the fact that most drivers in this area

5/21/2016 3 22 AM

are not familiar with what a Greenway is honestly most individuals don't know the definition Most traffic in this area is
from out of state/neighborhood/country They have little interest in the long term success or ideals of a neighborhood
"Greenway" and have no investment in its outcome t would be more obvious and beneficial to designate Clinton
street as a bike through way allowing local traffic while making Division a Car only street cringe when see biking
on Division it should be discouraged at the very least and makes it extremely difficult for TriMet busses to pass Each
intersection on Clinton should have a clearly marked stopping line Vehicles routinely stop far into the intersection
endangering pedestrians cyclists and other cars The "flow of traffic" is disrupted which subsequently slows
everything down This is all as common sense as it gets
5

More/Other TC Tools You could use the blockade at this intersection and it would make it easier on people trying to
find parking for Division St have seen many people ignore it and go around it into oncoming traffic

5/19/2016 7 03 PM

6

Diverters More/Other TC Tools The same style that is at SE 17th ave The current semi diverter on SE 32nd is
legs and ugly and it is hard for multiple cyclists to ride through at once when commuting making everyone slow down
and traffic to happen

5/18/2016 2 18 PM

7

More/Other TC Tools

think the neighborhood greenway is an excellent idea and enjoy it when ride my bike but

5/17/2016 11 09 AM

it puts an undue pressure on the smaller neighborhood streets to accommodate Division and Clinton traffic
8

More/Other TC Tools Speed Bumps Division is becoming a really unpleasant place to drive and now you're
diverting even more traffic onto Division 've not noticed an increase in bike traffic on Clinton Unless traffic mproves
on Division Clinton needs to share the load As to speed control speed bumps seem to work best Take this feature
away Any place where traffic is diverted onto Division needs a traffic light at that location At the VERY LEAST
parking on Division should be restricted near these corners so that oncoming traffic on Division is easily seen

5/15/2016 8 27 AM

9

Diverters More/Other TC Tools This should be a full diverter as installed at 17th Ave as have noticed about half
of the vehicle traffic simply blowing through by going around it

5/13/2016 9 32 AM

10

More/Other TC Tools Not 32nd Not sure again just don't think that 32nd is the right corner for this t's not as
bad heading south but it is awful heading north from Clunton to Division

5/12/2016 11 28 PM

11

Signs/Signal Devices Again stop signs or lights Also enforcing parking and tree trimming so visibility is improved at
intersections

5/12/2016 9 01 PM

12

Speed Bumps speed bump

5/12/2016 5 44 PM

13

23rd 31st Move this to the above mentioned center islands (23rd 31st 36th 45th 47th) and replicate all along the
route

5/12/2016 7 07 AM
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n/a

5/8/2016 2 07 PM
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Q28 What speed and/or volume control
feature would you prefer at SE 34th Ave.
instead of the one-way northbound
installment and why?
Answered: 17

Skipped: 1,200

Bike Lane Drive Parking Control Feature

Traffic
#
1

Route

Wrong Way Barrier

Responses
One-way (S) One way southbound The southbound traffic now diverts to 33rd Place and Ave which are very narrow

Date
6/1/2016 8 57 PM

and congested with parking from Division Division is a total mess and affects us locals in a negative way every day
Our quiet neighborhood has turned into a congested over parked fiasco because of poor planning for the construction
growth on Division Developers came in and made a mess of our sweet quiet safe neighborhood More foot traffic
has caused more vandalism and other minor law infractions that we locals are living with
2

More/Other TC Tools Signs/Signal Devices Please see full comments

5/31/2016 10 44 PM

3

More/Other TC Tools Traffic Circle This location needs a traffic island As a cyclist on this road 've witnessed
cars turning onto 34th Ave despite traffic signs on multiple occasions typically making a right onto this street from
Division This is a potentially hazardous situation A series of elevated bike lane dividers early along the southbound
route could possibly discourage cars from attempting this maneuver

5/31/2016 10 10 AM

4

More/Other TC Tools Signs/Signal Devices would be simpler if no cars or bikes allowed to travel south Lack of
good signs on 34th cars still go down the wrong way (on accident) This would also bring back parking on both sides

5/26/2016 4 06 PM

of the street which is the number one issue in the neighborhood
5

More/Other TC Tools One-Way Signs/Signal Devices This should be more like the control feature used at SE
52nd and Division Cars still ignore the paint and drive through this intersection

5/24/2016 3 31 PM

6

More/Other TC Tools would like a small barrier between the car and bicycle lane so that automobiles don't use it to
drive the other direction 've noticed people abusing the fact that they are still able to drive the wrong direction so
whatever it takes to stop that behaviour

5/24/2016 2 22 PM

7

More/Other TC Tools 've seen traffic go the wrong way down that street and lack of access from this direction to
the Clinton side neighborhood means that parking to the north of Division gets terrible and traffic becomes more
congested This street was not terrible as a two way and as a result do not see a need for the one way control
feature

5/23/2016 8 48 PM

8

More/Other TC Tools Unsure But the one way there is somewhat confusing and has caused some traffic issues in
the recent past

5/23/2016 10 50 AM

9

More/Other TC Tools Signs/Signal Devices Add a physical barrier to cars trying to enter the wrong way

5/17/2016 9 38 AM

10

Signs/Signal Devices Add signage with a preferred route for cars so car drivers don't have to find a new route by
trial and error

5/16/2016 2 18 PM

11

More/Other TC Tools Allow parking one side and 15 mph both ways

5/15/2016 11 26 AM

12

More/Other TC Tools No idea but see a lot of cars driving in it thinking it's a lane/ignoring it

5/12/2016 1 46 PM

13

More/Other TC Tools Widen NB bike lane by narrowing SB lane/remove parking

5/12/2016 12 52 PM

14

More/Other TC Tools am not sure but think contra bike lanes are problematic because cars do not expect to see
a cyclist coming the wrong way on a one way street

5/12/2016 12 40 PM

15

Lanscaping vegetated space with trees to block thru auto traffic

5/11/2016 1 03 PM

16

More/Other TC Tools t would be great if the bike lane were protected and there were an actual (bike permeable)
barrier to cars entering the bike portion

5/10/2016 9 28 AM
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n/a

5/8/2016 2 07 PM

77
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Q29 Where do you suggest moving the oneway and why?
Answered: 2

Skipped: 1,215

#

Responses

Date

1

not sure

5/24/2016 9 19 PM

2

t's too close the other diverter

5/16/2016 6 00 AM

78
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Q30 Where do you suggest moving the oneway installment and why?
Answered: 1

Skipped: 1,216

#

Responses

Date

1

Down another street that doesnt have the traffic that Clinton does People who are paying for the roads that you keep
closing are having more problems and you're forcing them deeper into the neighbor hoods roads to overt the closing
of Clinton street Ask the neighbors how they like the cars going thru now what ever happen to common sence?

5/19/2016 11 05 AM
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Q31 What speed and/or volume control
feature would you prefer at SE 34th Ave.
instead of the one-way and why?
Answered: 1

Skipped: 1,216

#

Responses

Date

1

NONE

5/19/2016 11 05 AM
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Q32 Please share any additional comments
to help our evaluation.
Answered: 665

Skipped: 552

Confusing Way Northbound Bike Lanes Entry Love
Waste

Side Streets Wrong Way Stop Signs
Traffic Control

Improvements

Woodward Barrier
Division Semi Diverter Ride

Share the Road

Thank You for Installing

Greenway Prevent

Safer Harder Portland Illegally Traffic Calming
Good Idea

#

Bike Routes Auto Traffic

Responses

Date

1

Re/move Diverters f Division St was as it used to be this would not have to happen

6/6/2016 4 40 PM

2

More/Other TC Tools Add a no left turn by the traffic light at 34th and division have personally had 3 vehicles in
the past 2 weeks turn onto 34th heading into me as travel north bound in my car The signs are inadequate

6/6/2016 6 07 AM

More/Other TC Tools Traffic Safety/Enfor

6/5/2016 9 32 PM

3

am an avid cyclist and bike commuter to work and have utilized the

great bike lane system throughout the city But at some point the city has to recognize the we are growing and with
that growth comes increased traffic Traffic increase means more vehicles live on Brooklyn street and have noticed
a tenfold increase in auto traffic f the city is going to create a greenway of a major street then the city needs to
create traffic calming devices on the side streets surrounding Clinton With the combination of Division popularity and
Clinton greenway our neighborhood has seen an increased amount of traffic t is only amount of time that a reckless
driver exceeding the posted speed limit cause an accident or worst a fatality
4

More/Other TC Tools Personal Safety Traffic Safety/Enfor Woodward Woodward has become hazardous to
pedestrians and bicyclists due to increased high speed traffic Need traffic calming devices and parking restrictions if
the Clinton change remains permanent and if Woodward is to return to its former level of safety

6/5/2016 1 34 PM

5

Personal Safety Re/move Diverters Traffic Safety/Enfor We live on Brooklyn St and it has become
increasingly difficult to have my children feel safe as people are commuting to and from on Brooklyn from the east
side of Cesar Chavez since it is a thoroughfare (Woodward is not) t is incredibly unsafe to drive bike or walk in these
areas because the streets are not as wide as Clinton so there have been many close calls with the tremendous
increase in cars traveling very fast Please don't maintain the 34th street diversion Clinton was already a great street
to bike on with the speed bumps felt safe for my kids and myself riding my bike on Clinton with cars Now we can't
ride on the street we live on which is very frustrating

6/5/2016 12 41 PM

6

Improve@Other Locations Would love to see this project mimicked on Lincoln Street as well as other North/South
bike routes

6/4/2016 4 00 PM

7

More/Other TC Tools Commercial delivery trucks routinely continue to use SE 33rd Ave (a posted no truck route) to
access Division st Can the city get the word out or put up a second sign on the R GHT side of the roadway so its
seen more effectively? Only one sign posted now on LEFT side at Powell Blvd easy to miss

6/3/2016 5 12 PM
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8

applaud the idea of moving towards a more pedestrian/bicycle friendly community/city Please listen to the folks who
live in the affected areas and give some time for them to register their opinions before spending the money and taking
irrevocable steps

6/2/2016 4 01 PM

9

More/Other TC Tools Additional stop signs and speed bumps are effective in helping to slow car traffic The major
change at 32nd & Clinton is an inconvenience to people living in the neighborhood live on 35th Place Parking has
become a serious issue since the business and multiplex apartment explosion along Division Also the loss of auto
parking spaces that have been given over to bicycles is unwarranted as seldom see bikes parked in the one on SE
35th Place or most of the other large parking areas for bikes along SE Division The swells for rain water are also
taking up precious parking and do nothing to help in heavy rains let alone dry weather when they are absolutely
useless Someone from our neighborhood should be hired to track and document their effectiveness

6/2/2016 2 50 PM

10

Improve@Other Locations More/Other TC Tools Personal Safety Traffic Safety/Enfor Safety and livability
on Woodward 32nd 33rd and 36th have all degraded at the cost of attempting to decrease car traffic on Clinton and
Division while increasing population density and tourist attractions in the neighborhood PBOT needs to remove the
diverter at 32nd and look for creative alternative solutions to reduce traffic speeds on Clinton without diverting that
traffic to other neighborhood streets PBOT also needs to follow through on its commitment to address negative
impacts to Woodward and other streets from this diverter test now that drivers have been trained for 6 months to use
streets like Woodward 33rd and 36th as alternative cut through routes PBOT needs to install more stop signs and

6/1/2016 11 25 PM

more small traffic mini circles/planters to slow traffic on Woodward 36th and 33rd (similar to improvements made on
SE 30th and Grant near the Lincoln Greenway) There are alternative and more effective ways to improve the cyclist
experience on Clinton instead of a diverter at 32nd PBOT should install a median strip on Clinton from 26th to 30th
forming two narrow travel lanes Cyclists can then ride in the center of the lane and auto traffic must slow behind them
and will not be able to pass on the hill This would improve the cyclist experience without diverter traffic onto other
streets A win win instead of a win lose solution as is currently in place with the 32nd diverter
11

Personal Safety Traffic Safety/Enfor By closing Clinton to car traffic the city has further the traffic and parking

6/1/2016 8 59 PM

issues on Woodward Street We have families with kids here and now there are so many cars flying through here t's
changed the entire feel of our neighborhood And on top of it we get to pay MORE property taxes as a result What
an insult Stop messing with our neighborhood Let the cyclists figure out a route that works for them without using our
taxes to do it
12

More/Other TC Tools " mprovements" (barriers) have created a nightmare on Woodward esp in the am and pm
rush hour People speed through angry at being diverted from Clinton You don't "fix" a problem by creating a new
one f Woodward is going to be the victim of this traffic planning then speed bumps need to be installed The amount

6/1/2016 3 19 PM

of speeding traffic at present is a nightmare s this really neighborhood planning? or is it the quick fix that creates a
problem where previously none existed The "solution" to automobile traffic on Clinton is to impose a nightmare for
persons living on Woodward There have to be better solutions to address the problem
13

- Impact NeighStreets The increase in traffic within our neighborhood is ridiculous especially to Woodward and
Taggart Reducing division to one lane and having busses stop at every other street made it difficult to drive With

6/1/2016 11 44 AM

Clinton now difficult to drive the traffic is simply moved into a quiet family neighborhood Frustrating
14

- Impact NeighStreets More/Other TC Tools Although appreciate the efforts and creativity to preserve our
bikeway corridors PBOT needs to focus on the root of the problem
put more energy/resources into easing/solving
car traffic problems on SE Powell and SE Division Development of bump outs/rain gardens closure of peak traffic
lanes and ill timed traffic lights near train crossings at SE 12/11th on Division are the root cause of the dangerous
traffic situations that have developed in the surrounding neighborhoods in the last 2 years Unless you address those
issues you are not only going to need to remediate Clinton traffic woes but then Woodward (and Brooklyn Tibbets

6/1/2016 9 54 AM

etc ) As long as traffic is gridlocked on lower Division and Powell car commuters are going to be frantically and
dangerously speeding through the side neighborhoods trying to find a way through
15

Improve@Other Locations More/Other TC Tools Please put speed bumps on Woodward 33rd avenue and
32nd Also make 33rd ave and Woodward a 4 way stop (it is a blind corner now) and 3 way stop at 32nd This will slow
all cars down and discourage people trying to loop around the diverter

6/1/2016 7 16 AM
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More/Other TC Tools Personal Safety Traffic Safety/Enfor The diverters placed on 17th and 32nd did nothing
but confuse and frustrate cars along with allowing cyclists who just use Clinton St as a thoroughway the belief they
own the road and do not have to obey signs that cars and pedestrians do along with the thinking they are entitled

5/31/2016 11 02 PM

Since the city helped put that thought into their heads they should be responsible for the road fixes too Cars will
always find ways to avoid Division St due to the traffic The diverters has made for excessive traffic on already narrow
streets with wall to wall parked cars You have cars coming from both sides on 32nd and many are using residential
driveways as an u turn while you still have cars coming so lots of bottleneck Some get so frustrated they still end up
bypassing the diverter The diverters didn't calm things down at all At times the traffic reminds me of a Walmart store
on Black Friday live on 32nd Ave so ihave seen it all Ever since the diverter came about it can take me at least 5 to
10 minutes to get out of my driveway Then have to really be super carefree backing out due to confused and
frustrated cars passing by trying to get through the detours and making u turns Most of the car traffic is due to
restaurant visitors so when you have the diverters while their main goal is to fine limited parking it doesn't make for a
good combo You should replace the diverters with more stop signs know cars will and have obeyed those The
training issue is directed to the cyclists They need to share the road They want the right to be a car (when it fits their
needs) and with that comes obeying the stop signs etc have witnessed near misses when cyclists come onto
Clinton from a side street without stopping and if it wasn't for the careful car driver's quick alert driving the cyclist
would have run into the car Also have seen cyclist almost running into each other since one ran a stop sign This area
has grown but diverters aren't the solutions
17

- Impact NeighStreets More/Other TC Tools Re/move Diverters Traffic Safety/Enfor These traffic diverters
were put into place with the stated goal of lowering vehicle traffic on Clinton to be able to reduce the speed limit to 20
miles per hour While safety is important simply making a road less convenient to deter traffic and diverting that traffic

5/31/2016 10 44 PM

elsewhere is a dreadful solution gnoring the fact that this area has an increasing population density will not produce
reasonable urban design The cyclist first mentality can be seen with the design of turning 34th into a one way street
Having 34th be a one way street makes sense t is a very narrow road that can only fit 3 cars However it’s only one
way for automobiles Having the street remain two way for bicyclists has removed half of the parking available on the
block Parking is by far the number one issue in the Richmond neighborhood t also makes it more difficult to properly
warn drivers with signs that they cannot go south on 34th see cars everyday start to turn down 34th from Division
only to be confused frustrated and stuck either going down the wrong way or trying to turn around Having the street
a true one way for all vehicles would allow you to put up clearly marked “Do Not Enter” signs The obvious
foreseeable unintended consequences have occurred There has been an increase in traffic on the side streets next to
Clinton Both Woodward and Taggart have seen a large increase in traffic By pushing traffic off Clinton more
neighborhood streets have become more dangerous for local residents nstead of finding ways for bicycles and
automobiles to share the road these changes have pushed traffic where families live and children play This also
increases the chase for parked cars to get hit while cars squeeze by each other These changes have also resulted in
more cars turning on and off of Clinton throughout the area to avoid the barriers Constantly having cars turn off and
onto Clinton is more dangerous to everyone than simply sharing the road Because specifically live on 34th in
between Clinton and Division if ’m on Clinton and 30th have to turn off at 30th turn back onto Clinton on 33rd and
turn a third time onto 34th mproving safety on Clinton is a praiseworthy goal but the focus should be on ways to
share not exclude one form of transportation Both automobiles and bicycles are guilty of dangerous behavior on
Clinton but see more of these actions performed by cyclist than drivers One of the most dangerous places is 26th
and Clinton Daily see cyclists going through the intersection without following right of way rules not coming to a
stop or even slowing down going in large groups together even if not all at the intersection at the same time Or
following behind a vehicle long after they’ve gone through the intersection 26th and Clinton is a very dangerous for
pedestrians as well With so much focus on cars/bicycles (trying not to hit anyone) no crosswalk signals and due to
the jagged angles it can be hard to see all corners and oncoming pedestrians deally traffic would move to Division
as it is the largest street in the area However even without heavy traffic Division is a crawl There are a host of
reasons why having a pedestrian crossing every other block having a two lane road with a bus stopping every couple
of blocks cars searching for a rare place to park and a speed limit that matches Clinton at 25 To move vehicle traffic
to Division it should reflect the main throughway that seems to be desired by people reducing traffic on Clinton The
most notorious intersection is Division and 20th The light cycle needs to be changed to allow people to move out of
New Seasons and let enough traffic get through the light think one of the best solution is not to increase the time of
each light for division traffic but to decrease the time given to 20th and Ladd Ave Usually every single car/bike is
getting through the light with time to spare while the backup on Division just gets worse Finally the barriers that have
been erected seem to mostly to be focused on rush hour traffic This is when the majority of both automobiles and
bicyclists use Clinton However they are there 24/7 t’s painful to have to weave in and out of my own neighborhood
at night when there is no traffic because of the barriers when Clinton isn’t being used by cyclists would like to see
other forms of traffic safety employed by the Portland Bureau of Transportation Putting up barriers is equivalent to
putting your head in the sand t ignores the root problem and causes even greater unintended consequences The
roads need to be shared safely by all forms of transportation and this should be reflected in the PBT’s development
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More/Other TC Tools Re/move Diverters Some of your question are rather how should put it yes Stupid What
do you think the traffic speed will be when you divert traffic from a two lane street to a one lane street Duh How much
more traffic do you think you'll get on a street when you divert all the traffic to it? So what ever happened to "share the

5/31/2016 10 30 PM

road"? think if you want to have Clinton just for cyclists would go for that if as a consession that you remove cyclists
and busses off division and make it cars only Also put a left turn light on 39th and division This will make more
people use Disisipn as opposed to 39th and Clinton
19

More/Other TC Tools Does it really matter division is messed up to the point that you have to avoid this Street at all
costs nstead of fixing this mistake we have more restrictions on one of few other streets that we can actually use that
lets the traffic flow don't think diverting the same volume of traffic on to smaller streets was the goal unless making
driving in Southeast Portland was the goal do have a question during non peak times of the year or non peak times
of the day what are the numbers of cyclists? Surely there can be accommodations that can be made for just theses

5/31/2016 10 16 PM

times
20

Personal Safety Re/move Diverters Traffic Safety/Enfor Your diverter on 32nd is painful as a resident think
you are going to get someone killed more sooner than later The amount of non residents is extremely high combined
with an unfamiliar barricade that prevents traffic movement east to west forcing traffic down smaller streets that
cannot handle more than one car at a time You claim that 32nd had 750 cars per day originally and now with the
diverters you add another 750 cars per day for a total of 1 500 This has made it a nightmare to pull out of my driveway
as a resident of 32nd and Division n the 20 years 've lived here do not believe that we have not had one death with
the number of cyclists and cars moving up Clinton bet with all these changes and the influx of more and more out of
towner's we should get one here shortly do have to say that the diverters has really let me explore my options in

5/31/2016 9 57 PM

driving around the neighborhood now use a lot of the streets as cut throughs between Division and Powell that
would not have used before have also found that by cutting through condo parking lots we are able to avoid the
diverter on 32nd and Division Thank you would have never thought about that option had it not been for pbot and
the choking off of the street that 've been driving up and down for 20 years also enjoy the fact that having one of the
only 2 2 car driveways on 32nd has made it a real pleasure in trying to maneuver up and down the street since my
driveway has now become a turnout To actually get a real feel for all these changes wish that you could come and
spend a week living here in the midst of this would be happy to put you up The only thing that ask is that you do
all the driving for me Drive to work drive home drive to safeway drive to school drive home from school drive to
basketball practice drive home from practice and on and on 'm sure after a week of driving the backstreets avoiding
Division at all possible costs you too will learn all the backstreets and how to avoid all the lights
21

More/Other TC Tools The two traffic diverters along Clinton are incredibly inconvenient for cars While understand
the need for bike safety it's frustrating to have a method that completely inconveniences vehicles t is not realistic to
divert traffic to Division since that street is a complete mess during peak hours And it does not seem fair to force
vehicles onto other neighborhood streets such as Woodward There needs to be a happier medium between
improving safety for bicyclists and maintaining ease/flow of vehicular traffic

5/31/2016 8 10 PM

22

More/Keep Diverters 've lived on or near Clinton Street and used it to bike commute for over a decade bike down
the street daily and last year before the diverters were put in place was thinking that might have to move because

5/31/2016 5 35 PM

the traffic along the street had gotten so heavy so fast and so aggressive t is no exaggeration to say that angry
yelling was a daily occurrence along Clinton myself was actually attacked by a person who jumped out of his car ran
over to me on my bike (while was sitting at an intersection) and pushed me over Then he yelled at me about being
in the street (at all) and tried to take my bike away from me So was thrilled to see the diverters go in And will
swear on a stack of Bibles that traffic is MUCH slower there is much less through traffic there are far fewer speeders
and the level of aggression is WAY down Please put in MORE diverters
23

More/Other TC Tools Personal Safety Re/move Diverters t has made our neighborhood even more unsafe to
be a pedestrian walking kids to school in the morning is extremely dangerous between the diversion people running
lights and trying to dodge cars and not fall into division street scape holes t's is also extremely hard to see moving
bikes on Clinton/17th since diversion My children and gave also been hit by a number of bikes that know feel free to
overtake the sidewalks Bottom line after living here almost 20 yrs it has made being a pedestrian extremely unsafe
School times are especially dangerous crossing on division and 17th A child will be hit if this stays in place Just
terrible People speed down 17th even more than ever

5/31/2016 4 24 PM

24

Personal Safety Re/move Diverters hate it all Both have almost caused me accidents multiple times have
almost hit bikers multiple times because they are not made to stop on 17th and it is hard to see when they are coming
due to parked cars blocking the view and the fact that those idiots rarely use bike lights because they think they are
invincible

5/31/2016 4 01 PM

25

Re/move Diverters Remove the stop bars on Clinton at 17th

5/31/2016 12 43 PM

26

Re/move Diverters The barrier at SE 32nd and Clinton is not a good location because there are so many people
trying to come both ways on SE 32nd between Clinton and Division looking for parking Since there are so many cars
parked on SE 32nd it's really a one way street but people are coming from Division and Clinton would like to see
this barrier removed

5/31/2016 10 55 AM
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- Impact NeighStreets Re/move Diverters you have forced all the traffic onto Taggart st for the last year with
changes on Division and it makes my quiet neighborhood a noisy place with fast cars all for the sake of bikes When
you shut down clinton for bikes you changed all the traffic onto side streets and we choose to be on side streets for

5/31/2016 10 35 AM

the quiet Thats what we pay high property taxes for You should have left Clinton alone When you forces everyone
onto Division they tun on 26th and drive down Taggart St don't care for that at all But am sure my comments will
not mean anything
28

Improve@Other Locations Thank you for soliciting the community's feedback 'd love to see similar initiatives
underway along some of Creston Kenilworth's streets i e Gladstone or Francis between 26th and Chavez

5/31/2016 10 12 AM

29

More/Keep Diverters

5/31/2016 9 01 AM

30

Much more inviting ride to events at Reed etc now

5/31/2016 12 42 AM

31

Personal Safety Re/move Diverters Traffic Safety/Enfor The diverter at 32nd has made the Clinton and
Woodward intersections substantially LESS safe for cyclists cars and pedestrians See photos at
https //docs google com/document/d/1UhL2NT OVRL9 o3JSEonSgwkCjEzhF dyLQ65DxlhQA/edit?usp=sharing
These photos represent a tiny sliver of time but illustrate a variety of risky maneuvers people make at that intersection
talked with a PDOT employee named "T" setting up a traffic counter on 25 May (
https //goo gl/photos/tDMK41D6YyjhLTjg8 ) This guy told me that PDOT "used the data to prove they are right" a

5/30/2016 11 23 PM

live on SE 34th Things are so much better thank you

damning admission that neighborhood input is worthless 'm convinced after talking with Newlands that he is biased
to the point that he can't reverse himself that he can't admit that the 32nd street diverter is a bad idea or that there are
other solutions to the problem he thinks he has to solve He has little idea of what's happening at that diverter other
than traffic gets pushed off Clinton t is completely utterly wrong to push traffic up 32nd to Woodward into a T
intersection Cars turning right and particularly left have a much higher risk of hitting something or someone
32

- Impact NeighStreets With division down to one lane both ways the traffic is getting pushed into the
neighborhoods Bikers are also pushed in and are not following the rules of the road and causing more conjectipn

5/30/2016 10 41 PM

33

Improve@Other Locations More/Keep Diverters Re/move Diverters t's great that car volume has been
reduced on Clinton Thank you Let me observe that the car traffic between SE 21st and SE 12th has been greatly
reduced but the traffice between SE 21st and SE 32nd has not been reduced nearly as dramatically Could you put in

5/30/2016 6 08 PM

another diverter? My suggestion is to take out the diverter that is currently at 32nd in its place put two new diverters
between SE 21st and SE Cesar Chavez And make those two diverters like the one that's at SE 17th Thanks for
listening
34

- Impact NeighStreets Personal Safety Tere are other reasons why traffic is heavier and faster here The new
houses between SE 35 and 36th on Brooklyn and Woodward infill in the neighborhood houses and apartments
without adequate parking for cars And the speed bumps on 21st have impacted our area(26th and Brooklyn) also with
more traffic Over 30 years ago used to go to work on Division from the east and would wait at 39th for one or two

5/30/2016 3 10 PM

lights At that time driving up Division was reasonable unlike now where stay off of it because between the pads and
traffic find it easier to take the back streets as well as being safer to do so talked to a friend Sunday at church who
says his reaction time and eyes are still good but he rarely drives around Portland because of the current traffic
situation He would rather stay home and safe And with all the building have seen it looks like keeping our green city
canopy is not a priority to those making the decisions
35

- Impact NeighStreets

currently live in the Richmond neighborhood off of SE Clinton but moved one month ago

5/30/2016 3 00 PM

from SE Gladstone & 26th Ave Placing diverters on Clinton negatively impacted traffic on SE Gladstone and 26th
Ave both streets heavily used by bikes
36

More/Other TC Tools Re/move Diverters can't imagine a worse spot for a diverter than 32nd Should be move
or removed Someone is going to get hurt as a result of the congestion created at corner of 32nd ave and division st
MUST GO

5/30/2016 12 50 PM

37

More/Other TC Tools Thank you and make it 25 mph

5/29/2016 8 02 PM

38

More/Other TC Tools The amount of traffic impact differed by location The 17 th st diverter resulted in a lot less
auto traffic and made a wonderful difference The area of Clinton by all the restaurants still has quite a bit of traffic but
they move more slowly than before

5/29/2016 10 06 AM

39

- Impact NeighStreets Working in this neighborhood is now a nightmare and now avoid working there due to the
changes

5/28/2016 8 01 PM
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- Impact NeighStreets More/Other TC Tools Prior to the semi diverted on 32nd Ave there was already a fair
share of traffic flow and if your data was taken from a few normal days verses a Tuesday which also was an especially
slow one then your results would have been more accurate With this diverter it has not decreased traffic t only

5/28/2016 6 50 PM

makes for more traffic and gridlock and cars using residents' driveways to do a turn around or to find ways to
somehow move aside to allow all these passing cars to get by The diverter has caused cars to have to go backwards
on an already tight street because they have to back out into Division or Clinton because of many oncoming cars
This again is due to 32nd Ave being tight already and there are tons of parked cars and now you diverted traffic to add
to the chaos Best to remove the diverter You can install more stop signs instead But the only way to improve things
is if you can reprogram people to share the road and to follow the signs But the city has given justification to cyclists
that they don't have to be accountable for anything have witnessed more times than you can imagine where cyclists
do not obey stop signs and cross walks have seen where a pedestrian almost got hit by a cyclist not obeying the
crosswalk while cars were and there was no question why they stopped The cyclist will change on a dime from being
a cyclist to a pedestrian or car to suit their need This city has allowed them to do as they choose They are the ones
not wanting to share the road by moving over or waiming their turn at signal lights They can be 5 blocks away while
cars are waiting to make a right hand turn once the signal light turns green The cyclist will see that the light is turning
green from half a block away and all these cars have their turn signals on and instead of waiting their turn since they
weren't there before they would pedal as fast as possible to get in front of the cars already in the queue which can
and has caused issues because the cy list apared out of no where So where is the sharing of the roads there? Since
it appears that cyclists have been given the V P treatment and that they control many roads then where are they liable
for the road taxes also see the monies received from that aren't all going for fixing of roads and many for bike
purposes Since that is the case along with them want the same privileges plus more as cars then they should pay a
bike registration As for the diverters again you just made for more confusion and more traffic hassles Cars will not
stay on Division where they clearly can see the gridlock a mile away You created passing through the neighborhood
cars and cars trying to find parking to go to one of the businesses on Division along with passing through cyclists to
look for different avenues within the surrounding streets and due to these diverter restraints they have done some
illegal moves along with upsetting the residents in the neighborhood
41

More/Other TC Tools Reduce parking along Clinton to improve visibility at cross streets so cars don't have to pull
out so far to see people coming

5/28/2016 5 10 PM

42

f your going to make it hard for cars to drive on Clinton & similar streets then it should be illegal for bikes to travel on
main streets like Division & Hawthorne

5/28/2016 3 17 PM

43

Stop wasting tax payer dollars Not everyone can ride or walk or take public transportation to work

5/28/2016 1 32 AM

44

Personal Safety Traffic Safety/Enfor The median diverted at 17th simply forces cars off onto the nearby
neighborhood roads can't see how that increases safety overall

5/27/2016 7 30 PM

45

Improve@Other Locations More/Other TC Tools Please consider an additional diverted at 50th or other
measures to control speed or traffic between Chavez and 50th

5/27/2016 12 11 PM

46

- Impact NeighStreets More/Other TC Tools Constant lane reductions throughout Portland are making it difficult
for East Portlanders to get to their jobs in close in Portland No Clinton St is not a lane reduction project but its intent
is to make people use the now overly congested Division St (recently reduced from four lanes to two) or the terribly
overly congested Powell Blvd Having to cross the new Orange Line Max Tracks and Union Pacific rail crossing at SE
11th & 12th to get between Powell to Division is a nightmare Trimet and bicycling are not always feasible and are
hardly practical or reliable modes of transportation for everyone Not everyone is able or willing to ride a bike in the
cold and rain (especially from East Portland to nner Portland) nor do they have the time to take Trimet for a 4 hour
daily commute if the bus actually shows up or is not already full or its too hot or too cold and the max breaks down

5/27/2016 10 06 AM

this is wasted time they could be spending with their family "Cut through" streets are being utilized by drivers for a
reason because auto lanes are constantly being removed from major east west streets in SE Portland while
population and employment levels are rising By the changes made to Clinton St there are now drivers finding
themselves being diverted into small residential streets Wouldn't it make more sense to divert pedestrians and
bicyclists into those streets rather than cars? While Clinton St might not have been originally designed for heavy car
traffic with the lack of Portland streets actually capable of handing such traffic the overflow fills into Clinton St by
nature since it is bigger wider and safer than the residential streets around it Major cities need major streets for
commuters and so far drivers are seen as the culprit of all transportation problems in Portland whereas believe it
truly continues to be the fault of irrational city planners who do not seem to consider the need for private cars and
commuters nor ill effects that spread to the areas surrounding their traffic "tests" that effectively build dams on the
roadways When given any opportunity to make traffic flow better by widening streets or building new roadways its is
normally made only worse thereby squandering any tax revenue gathered by the city for bureaucratic politicians' pet
projects ( 'm talking to you Novick by the way hope you realize the majority of Portland voted against your
reelection in the recent Primary) and not making the city more livable for residents and businesses alike Tax
revenue is supposed to make more and better roads not take them away and cause longer commute times more
prevalent road rage incidents and wasted fuel and increased emissions The city planners should be ashamed and
alarmed by the problematic results of their actions
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47

Traffic Safety/Enfor f cars are being discouraged from using neighborhood streets with dedicated bike lanes like
Clinton which am strongly in favor of bikes must also be discouraged from using streets without dedicated bike
lanes e g Division Specifically would like to see 814 220 amended to include nearby streets so if there was a bike

5/27/2016 10 04 AM

lane on Clinton a bicyclist would be prohibited from using the two adjacent streets on either side which would include
Division Also there is very little 'road sharing' going on by bicyclists using Clinton must drive on that road to get to
and from work and to drop my child off at school and bikes routinely ride two and three abreast at 10 12mph in
violation of 814 430(e) impede traffic by crossing into the green stacking lane at 12th and Clinton without looking
signaling or at extremely slow speeds and unnecessarily block the right turn lane at Clinton and 12th and in general
most fail to give hand signals in violation of 814 440 Some 'share the road' police enforcement strictly focused on
bicycles is due here The city should dedicate bike police to enforce these streets t is dangerous and really out of
hand
48

More/Keep Diverters The Clinton improvements have been great Keep them coming

5/27/2016 8 36 AM

49

Improve@Other Locations More/Other TC Tools We need one way caps (like at 39th) at 26th and 50th too One
is not enough

5/27/2016 6 25 AM

50

More/Other TC Tools Personal Safety Traffic Safety/Enfor Traffic signal needed at Clinton and 20th with all
the new seasons traffic going south on 21 into the Clinton intersection Very unsafe for pedestrians and bikes as well
as other cars going down Clinton street Slow traffic on Clinton and other streets to 20 mph Speed bumps on
Woodward and Brooklyn diverters on Woodward and Brooklyn close to 39th Blinking crosswalks

5/27/2016 12 06 AM

51

More/Keep Diverters Love the changes makes my commute much safer more pleasant and way less stressful
Thanks

5/26/2016 6 20 PM

52

- Impact NeighStreets Personal Safety Traffic has diverted to side streets putting more traffic into the
neighborhood The cars going around blocks makes the area less safe in general for everyone Clinton should be
shared by all not a Bike only street

5/26/2016 4 07 PM

53

The one way on 34th makes the street much safer and better for bicyclists as well as drivers People no longer come
zooming across Division thinking that 34th is a thoroughfare to Powell t is my impression that the diverters have cut

5/26/2016 1 37 PM

down the traffic and speeding on Clinton but traffic study will be needed to confirm whether this is true
experience more traffic than before on the side streets use coming from my home near Clinton St
54
55

56

don't

More/Other TC Tools This should be done on more SE Portland bike streets
- Impact NeighStreets Personal Safety Traffic Safety/Enfor have lived in the Clinton neighborhood for over
20 years to my knowledge there have been no bicycle fatalities on Clinton Drivers know how to drive with bicycles
especially on streets with bicycle lanes All that the closures/diverters have done is make drivers speed along other
streets and hit the corners in anger Traffic on Woodward & 23rd has increased dramatically and the speed in which
the cars travel is way too fast especially for such narrow streets t is also alarming that an ambulance cannot go
through Clinton street if needed and if traffic if backed up on Division both ways (which is a common occurrence) how
will an ambulance get through there with bio swales and one lane each way? We have got to remember that there are
way more (tax paying) car owners than bicyclists we should not cater to the minority f we are going to double in size
in the coming years so will the cars and we need to prepare for that by keeping lanes open
Improve@Other Locations More/Other TC Tools The biggest impact you can make is to fix the intersection at

5/26/2016 1 17 PM
5/26/2016 12 50 PM

5/26/2016 12 07 PM

Division at SE 11th That's what backs the traffic up and causes cars to avoid Division 'm still driving down Clinton
when drive instead of bike due to that problem intersection No parking should be allowed between 10th and 13th it
should be widened to provide protected left turns on to SE 12th and SE 11th and 12th should be raised over the train
tracks to avoid back ups The bike barriers are welcome especially when 'm cycling on Clinton but cars will still drive
around them due to that problem intersection That said thanks for the improvement t's working as expected
57

More/Other TC Tools Put 20 speed limit and speed humps on the one way 34th ave section People are driving too
fast Also improve the signage at Division for this section and update GOOGLE MAPS so people navigating with it
aren't told to turn off Division going the wrong way

5/26/2016 12 03 PM

58

- Impact NeighStreets Personal Safety Traffic Safety/Enfor Woodward has become treacherous since the
Clinton St changes When Division went through all its changes a couple of years ago traffic shifted south to Clinton
from Division Now that same traffic has shifted further south to Woodward Cars travel at a high rate of speed west
from 26th then hit the narrowing of Woodward at 23rd and have to slam on their brakes (Skid marks in that section of
the road are now common ) Dangers are increased because Woodward currently allows parking on the north and
south sides of the street between 23rd and 21st and cars coming fast from the east can suddenly find themselves in a
bottleneck that is a problem even at normal speeds At morning rush hour we no longer find it safe to cross
Woodward in the 26th 21st area and we have seen bicycles and children nearly hit on more than one occasion
(children used to find the 23rd 21st stretch of Woodward a safe and quiet place to play) Traffic calming devices are
essential if the Clinton St changes are made permanent and "no parking" on the north side of Woodward from 23rd to
19th would be highly desirable as well

5/26/2016 10 52 AM
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59

- Impact NeighStreets More/Other TC Tools PLEASE add signage on Division and Woodward informing cyclists
that a Greenway exists 1 block away There are more cyclists on Woodward now and at least 3 times a week (as a
driver) encounter a cyclist adding to the increasing congestion on Division by cycling in a traffic lane This is not for

5/26/2016 9 38 AM

short distances like they are trying to reach a destination on Division They are traveling through on Division from 12th
39th (Cesar Chavez) Please consider making SE 34th from Woodward to Clinton one way northbound This stretch
seems to have more volume and the road is VERY narrow Due to the narrow street and fewer pull out areas (curb
cuts/driveways) ahve seen cars having to back up onto a more congested Woodward (scary) and/or Clinton (more
scary) so one of the cars can travel through Having lived in the neighborhood for 20+ years now will only use the
lights at 34th and 26th to get OUT of the neighborhood appreciate the lights since turning left onto Division is a
harrowing experience due to the increased traffic volume parked vehicles dleivery trucks and pedestrians Consider
adding a left turn arrow to the north and southbound at the traffic signal at 26th and Division That intersection is
receiving a lot more volume due to traffic pattern changes n the mornings traffic backs up past Clinton on 26th
because only 1 2 cars get through the light because they need to turn left (west) onto Division This adds unsafe
congestion at the 4 way stop at Clinton and 26th making it more hazardous for bikers This conversely happens in the
evening commute hours where traffic is blocked on 26th north of Division due to cars parked on both sides of street
and traffic backing up because of cars wanting to turn from 26th onto Division Please consider installing speed
bumps on Woodward and make the intersection at 32nd & Woodward a three way stop Cars are confused when they
are diverted onto a street that does not pass through (32nd) witness a lot of perplexed drivers or drivers coasting
through the existing stop sign
60

More/Keep Diverters feel so much safer on Clinton Street now Cars aren't zooming by and feel more entitled to
this modest space for bikes in southeast Portland t sends a clear signal that the City prioritized this mode My only

5/26/2016 6 54 AM

question why weren't these installed years ago?
61
62

More/Keep Diverters Keep up the great work

can't wait for the Ankeny diverters to go in next

5/25/2016 11 16 PM

Improve@Other Locations More/Other TC Tools Please consider the high traffic impacts occurring on side
streets of division Particularly the 32nd Ave impacts The street is heavily burdened with traffic already to
accommodate parking for the local restaurants The diverted only increases the flow at this intersection There is no
light to help direct the flow and back ups are common People who have been diverted drive at high speeds to try to

5/25/2016 9 19 PM

reroute themselves it is dangerous
63

More/Other TC Tools Personal Safety Traffic Safety/Enfor the Westbound diverter at 34th feels way too
narrow between the barrel and the curb am an experienced cyclist and feel like have to swerve to make it my 6th
grader caught his handlebar on the barrel and crashed there also cars routinely go around the barriers and continue

5/25/2016 8 31 PM

into oncoming traffic making a dangerous situation otherwise love the improvements Clinton St feels much safer
now for me and my family thank you
64

More/Other TC Tools Re/move Diverters As someone who is thoughtful about these issues and not attracted to
hyperbole the traffic created on 32nd Ave is really absurd The street isn't designed for this level of traffic as it is
narrow and isn't a through street There is no room for cars to turn off division onto 32nd as other cars are diverted off
Clinton have yet to talk to anyone living in the neighborhood or people who frequent the neighborhood of Richmond
who think it makes any sense t is diverting traffic onto 32nd ave which is already busier than designed due to the

5/25/2016 8 10 PM

many attractions nearby such as pok pok and others t really needs to be moved to a through street or a street that
has less attractions Also have yet to see the city put a traffic counter on 32nd Ave as they did before the diverter
There is absolutely no measuring of the adding traffic on a small street like 32nd and no way to see what impact it has
had The diverter really just needs a better home
65

- Impact NeighStreets Causing back up on Division
Division

as has the loss of two lanes and no pull outs for buses on

66

- Impact NeighStreets Democracy was hijacked by bike activists who are ideologically opposed to cars Bikes don't
necessarily use the greenway nor do they feel compelled to follow the traffic laws The speed and safety issues were
lies just sold my house in this neighborhood because was so negatively impacted by the increased density and the
overall social tension created by it Steve Novik and the Portland Planning Department can all go to hell or
Amsterdam whichever is closer

5/25/2016 1 03 PM

67

drive from SE Powell and 43rd to downtown for work would stay on Powell if it wasn't so often a mess Division is
horrible to drive on That's how often end up on Clinton have a new route around the diverter on SE17th and
Clinton take the side streets and feel bad for those people but you are forcing me there

5/25/2016 12 46 PM

68

More/Keep Diverters t's made a huge impact on my bike commute Fewer cars and they drive MUCH slower
much safer as a result Nice work please keep them

5/25/2016 12 33 PM

69

More/Other TC Tools To decrease the volume of cars and speed on both SE Woodward st and Taggart st would
suggest to make more 4 way stop signs Especially in between SE Woodward st and 17th and on SE Woodward st
and 18th

feel

5/25/2016 5 47 PM

5/25/2016 12 29 PM
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70

We have not gone through a summer season to fully test these changes live a block from the division and 28th
Place food carts which will receive lots more traffic this summer surveying again after that experience will be
informative

5/25/2016 12 22 PM

71

- Impact NeighStreets The traffic diverters have been a nightmare Traffic from Clinton now funnels onto other
streets including residential and main arterials Division in particular is a headache for auto commuters More traffic on
a street that was mostly reduced to one lane a couple years ago due to bioswales being installed These decisions
appear to be made piecemeal Absolutely no long range planning whatsoever Cars and bikes can coexist but
banning cars on certain sections of roadways is not the answer As a handicapped person and a driver feel like
these changes were made without a wide range of input My commute time has increased 50% More time on the road
idling means more auto emissions into the atmosphere

5/25/2016 11 55 AM

72

More/Other TC Tools would love to see two additional modifications to Clinton One is there needs to be a
crosswalk/light for safer passage across 50th This intersection is annoying to cross each day f at the bare minimum
a crosswalk were added it wouldn’t feel as unsafe to navigate daily Two no longer allow cars to turn onto Cesar
Chavez n fact just turn all of Clinton into a bike/pedestrian only road and that also allows local access cannot tell
you how unsafe it feels to have a car bearing down on my rear when it’s trying to gun it through the light at 39th The
real issue is that as a cyclist know not to ride on Division or Powell so why is that motorists are allowed to drive on
Clinton? They are often short cutting around the very traffic they are contributing to and are usually a menace to riders

5/25/2016 11 33 AM

Clinton is a great road and this is the best bike commute route ’ve ever had and ’ve been riding for something like
15 years at this point but Clinton could be a landmark street that confirms Portland’s dedication to cycling and
pedestrians
73

Improve@Other Locations More/Keep Diverters

love these ideas and would love to see more throughout the

5/25/2016 11 31 AM

city also think community policing by PPD in the new areas could help with frustrated or confused drivers who do
not know what to do
74
75

More/Keep Diverters

think over all the improvements are helping

More/Other TC Tools Personal Safety Re/move Diverters Traffic Safety/Enfor The traffic on woodward and
32 and 33 has increased dramatically No one pays attention to the stop sign on 32 & Woodward t is very dangerous
especially on Friday Sunday Fri/Sat night are very dangerous Please remove the divider on Clinton/32 Best to

5/25/2016 11 09 AM
5/25/2016 10 52 AM

target parking violations on Clinton They park over the sidewalks at fire hydrants etc t is ignored and this is
dangerous to walkers cars and bikes Ticket and tow the cars that violating parking laws Many our out of state
licenses 've been taking photos of horrific violations
76

Improve@Other Locations More/Other TC Tools would like to see additional safety improvements further out
along the greenway as well as improvements in bike facilities once bikes come down off the Hawthorne Bridge into
downtown Bikes go from having a separated platform to being thrust onto a moonscape road with no bike lanes 've
been in two crashes on that stretch in the last year (neither were my fault)

5/25/2016 10 23 AM

77

More/Other TC Tools Remove the stop sign at the corner of the Clinton Street grocery Bikers rarely stop for it
Make the Clinton greenway car free and put the traffic calming devices on Woodward

5/25/2016 9 18 AM

78

More/Other TC Tools Drivers are trying to avoid the intersection at 39th and Powell so they turn west onto
Brooklyn Once on Brooklyn an excessive volume of cars are driving way too fast Please consider blocking off the
entry to Brooklyn from 39th adding speed bumps between 35 & 36th or adding video speeding cameras along this
residential route where many children live Thank you

5/25/2016 7 19 AM

79

- Impact NeighStreets The diverters on Clinton combined with the narrowing of Division inside of SE 26th have
caused automobile traffic to pour onto all the residential streets Residential streets should have been protected by
PBOT not sacrificed and made noisy and unsafe for residents just because PBOT wants to promote a bike friendly
image Many of the cyclists don't even live in the neighborhoods that are being negatively impacted by the traffic mess
PBOT has caused The reality sucks even if PBOT thinks the image of Portland is improved Shame on you for
treating your citizens this way

5/24/2016 11 08 PM

80

- Impact NeighStreets Ultimately the Division street changes have been detrimental to this area As a business
advocate and community advocate for the last 6 years have witnessed businesses and communities dislocated as a
result of these changes while traffic and parking issues have become increasingly difficult problems was very
disappointed that the change at 17th and Clinton happened without a survey to the home owners and renters of the
neighborhood

5/24/2016 10 59 PM

81

More/Other TC Tools signage from division not adequate regarding left or right hand turns so traffic still driving
south on 34th and speeding after they realize the mistake live at 2600 SE 34th so see it all day more so in
evening traffic Need no left turn sign on division westbound and no right turn sign on division eastbound thanks for
listening

5/24/2016 6 31 PM

82

More/Keep Diverters These are great thanks for adding them

5/24/2016 5 27 PM
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83

There are no questions about the economic impact on the businesses in this district The economic impacts need to
taken into consideration

5/24/2016 5 21 PM

84

More/Keep Diverters Thank you for watching out for cyclists on SE Clinton This is a high use area for bikes and
the excess Division traffic has made this a tempting pass through for speeding cars

5/24/2016 3 32 PM

85

More/Keep Diverters Thank you for doing this it has made for a much more enjoyable commute

5/24/2016 2 22 PM

86

- Impact NeighStreets There is more chaos with the diverters in place people going around them starting down
34th only to turn around erratically frustration then speeding away expect that to get better with time

5/24/2016 12 56 PM

87

- Impact NeighStreets While appreciate the effort to make Portland more bike friendly don't think the diverters
are getting people out of their cars The diverters are increasing traffic on neighboring streets Mostly ride my bike in
southeast but when need to drive to get from my home near 23rd and Hawthorne to 34th and Powell find myself
cutting through the neighborhoods to get there s that the purpose of the diverters?

5/24/2016 12 31 PM

88

- Impact NeighStreets More/Other TC Tools Please consider the increased negative behavior of drivers
especially upon encountering these new roadblocks have seen significantly increased incidents of road rage and
angry speeding/rapid u turns by cars that are confused about suddenly running into a dead end or not being able to
turn where they have for years Additionally a great deal of cars and bicycles are able to just ignore the diverters and
their traffic rules at 32nd and Clinton especially have a family member who was involved in a bicycle collision as a
result of confusion about these new installations Thank you for conducting this survey know there is a strong
attitude that minimizing routes for cars to drive on will somehow just cause people not to drive t's a nice idea but
see a lot of similarities with the pro/anti gun fights myself drive a good deal for work but also like to bike and would

5/24/2016 10 43 AM

like the neighborhoods to be safe for pedestrians families etc just am not sure that reducing routes for cars does
anything other than create horrible congestion and increase the tendency of drivers to get angry and drive
dangerously appreciate that "induced demand" is an article of faith in the planning community but would like some
consideration for those of who live and work in the area Thank you
89

90

More/Other TC Tools Barriers need to be well marked traffic flow changes should have better signage f there is a
new barrier a "no left turn" / "no right turn" sign should be added if the barrier is likely to be obscured by traffic flow
Automotive traffic can be reduced without total obstruction Minor flow inhibition and visual cues may solve this issue

5/24/2016 10 37 AM

- Impact NeighStreets More/Other TC Tools Personal Safety Traffic Safety/Enfor We can see that traffic

5/24/2016 9 47 AM

has calmed on Clinton as we walk it frequently That feels great However we have observed people driving on the
wrong side of the street against oncoming traffic to get around the diverters and also making U turns on Clinton Not
sure how to solve this situation We live on Woodward between 26th & 28th The increase in traffic volume and speed
has been quite noticeable Cars fly down Woodward over 28th heading west They go only a little slower up Woodward
heading east There is a stop sign at 28th & Woodward on 28th We have heard many more honking horns since the
diverter went in as conflicts happen with people in cars or bicycles not stopping or yielding t seems only a matter of
time and luck before an accident happens here n addition there is only room for one car at time to travel east or west
on Woodward & it is dangerous to pull in & out of our driveway or even to get in or out of a car parked on Woodward
Frequently cars must queue and wait for their turn to travel This rarely happened before the diverters went in
Woodward doesn't feel like a residential street to us or our neighbors anymore and many of us have lived here over
20 years Traffic flow on Division needs to be streamlined The lack bus pull outs creates increased trip times for
motorists and buses sending frustrated motorists to Clinton and now to Woodward Sending those frustrated motorists
back to Division via the diverters seems counter intuitive as they cannot seem to make headway We would like to
see Division made so that cars do not get stuck in long lines behind buses There need to be pull outs for the buses to
get out of the traffic lane when picking up passengers Perhaps remove some swales to accommodate this?
Frustrated drivers leave Division and drive the residential streets just to keep moving Also a turn signal at Division
and Chavez to allow traffic on Division to turn onto Chavez with a signal rather than having to wait for traffic to clear
would go a long way to keeping traffic off Clinton We primarily use Clinton now to turn onto Chavez and we do this
because there is a dedicated turn signal t is impossible for more than one or possibly two cars to make the turn
onto Chavez from Division during rush hour traffic Traffic turning onto Chavez can get backed up into the main
east/west lanes on Division and further delay and frustrate drivers We are over 60 years old and do not ride bicycles
for transportation We do ride buses Putting too much emphasis on bicycles seems short sighted Not everyone can
will or should ride a bicycle We can be reached at 503
91

- Impact NeighStreets automobile traffic has increased dramatically on SE Woodward from 23rd to 26th
Homeowners are putting up signs to deter fast driving and neighborhood cars have been hit

5/24/2016 8 58 AM

92

More/Other TC Tools Traffic Safety/Enfor Traffic on Division is a big contributor to this problem Finding ways to
improve traffic flow on Division during peak times will be paramount in the improvement of safety speed and volume
on Clinton St

5/24/2016 8 28 AM

93

More/Keep Diverters truly hope to see the traffic calming features that have been installed in Clinton be utilized
throughout the city NW Portland's residential area would benefit greatly Those side streets are treated like full speed
highways and stop signs are commonly ignored by all wheeled vehicles

5/24/2016 5 55 AM
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94

More/Other TC Tools n my opinion the long term problem of Clinton being used as a cut through for cars was
largely fueled by the fact that buses traveling down Division don't have pullouts (or use them) hope this design issue
is not made on other east/west corridors adjacent to Salmon and Lincoln

5/24/2016 5 42 AM

95

More/Other TC Tools Been noticing lots of cars bypassing barriers on 32nd ave Cars that are diverted south on
32nd seem to drive really fast up a blind hill with only room for one lane

5/24/2016 4 45 AM

96

Personal Safety live at 23rd and Woodward and the increased volume and speeds especially early AM westbound
(down hill and funneled into a single lane at 23rd) are very noticeable and seem to be inviting injury or worse Many
families and pedestrians walk this area What are the auto vs bicycle accident stats on the Clinton corridor prior to the
change?

5/23/2016 10 43 PM

97

The changes are fine but the traffic has to go somewhere

5/23/2016 10 27 PM

98

More/Keep Diverters knew there are tons of opinions and criticisms and that folks use strong language to express
strong opinions am grateful for all the effort being made to make this a safe bike route for me my kid and our fellow
cyclists Thank you

5/23/2016 9 55 PM

99

More/Keep Diverters Thank you for making our city safe and liveable for everyone

5/23/2016 9 25 PM

100

More/Other TC Tools there is less traffic but jerks still go too fast more speedbumps?

5/23/2016 8 59 PM

101

- Impact NeighStreets n the past year Clinton has indeed become more bike friendly and cut through car traffic
has lowered significantly This is undoubtedly what you're looking to hear but it has in the meantime pushed

5/23/2016 8 52 PM

additional traffic onto and north of Division bringing traffic to a crawl and making parking a nightmare To an extent
understand that new tenants in the neighborhood are a part of this impact as well but while traffic is being curtailed
through these control features no activity is apparent in solving the growing issues north of Clinton which are having
the effect of making the neighborhood less livable
102

More/Other TC Tools Please improve Clinton/Woodward between Chavez and 82nd Equity for East side

5/23/2016 8 52 PM

103

More/Other TC Tools Please for the love of god just make the whole area one ways Clinton a westbound one way
for cars but bi directional bike traffic would be soooooo nice

5/23/2016 8 48 PM

More/Keep Diverters

5/23/2016 8 11 PM

104

think the changes have made a huge impact on the street t's much more like or was before

the division construction Nice work
105

Personal Safety Traffic Safety/Enfor One way northbound 34th is GREAT bike on it often and it went from
being a major problem to being not a problem At 32nd there's sometimes so little room between a parked car and the
added obstacles that it's tricky to fit my bike through like blocking car traffic there but the final design should be
made easier to maneuver for bikes

5/23/2016 7 51 PM

106

Thank you

5/23/2016 7 35 PM

107

Traffic Safety/Enfor More traffic entering Clinton street westbound on 16th 15th and 14th Cars driving at high

5/23/2016 7 27 PM

speed during that stretch as well Also more is needed west of 39th
108

just cross Clinton in my car on 36th Ave That wasn't an option in the survey

5/23/2016 6 42 PM

109

Improve@Other Locations Please do this on other N S and E W streets in Portland e g Salmon Street

5/23/2016 6 07 PM

110

Personal Safety Traffic Safety/Enfor The one issue that have using SE Clinton (or any greenway for that matter)
while on my bike is that drivers of cars do not seem to know (or care) about safe passing distances have almost
been clipped several times by cars speeding past me at an unsafe distance Educational efforts (like signs reminding
vehicle drivers or something of that nature) might be helpful

5/23/2016 5 35 PM

111

More/Other TC Tools By eliminating Clinton it has only worsened Division and the other streets near Clinton
Horrible idea which now makes extra traffic for those who live near the road diversions forcing motorists to "go
around" the diversions Thank you

5/23/2016 5 34 PM

112

More/Keep Diverters Thank you for doing this Cyclists need good routes and cars have plenty of other options

5/23/2016 5 24 PM

More/Other TC Tools By pushing alternative forms of commuting on residents it's causing additional traffic through

5/23/2016 5 22 PM

113

small family neighborhoods Let's solve the real issue by figuring out how to improve commuting on our roads without
forcing cars out of the equation pay taxes to use the roads bicyclists DONT
114

More/Keep Diverters The new traffic control devices seem fine Keep em

5/23/2016 3 55 PM

115

- Impact NeighStreets The changes you have made in the lower Division our horrible Causes huge traffic
problems and makes neighborhood inaccessible to its residents and people trying to bring neighborhood business
Streets are being taken away from the people who live work and spend money in the area for people who are
commuting through

5/23/2016 3 45 PM
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116

More/Other TC Tools Traffic Safety/Enfor There needs to be a traffic officer at 32nd and clinton every time i ride

5/23/2016 3 32 PM

through i see at least one car weave through and continue on as if the diverter wasn't there
117

- Impact NeighStreets see people anger driving on Clinton and surrounding streets now and the changes do
nothing to address the complete and total shit show created by new seasons at 20th and Clinton

5/23/2016 2 42 PM

118

More/Other TC Tools Make it more visible that east west trafic at the divider on 15th (or whichever intersection that
is) doesn't have stop signs 've had problems with a few vehicles treating it like a 4 way intersection and 've had to
slam on my brakes as a result which is never fun

5/23/2016 1 43 PM

- Impact NeighStreets The initial response to the diverter placement was drivers that had habitually used Clinton as

5/23/2016 1 24 PM

119

a thruway went around on Woodward or Taggert More recently the flow seems to have diminished 'm still wary of
traffic east of 39th on Clinton (to South Tabor)
120

- Impact NeighStreets Traffic Safety/Enfor live two houses off SE 33rd and have seen a huge increase in the
amount and speed of traffic on this street predominantly South towards Powell based on my schedule can't speak
for Northbound traffic People appear frustrated and are not obeying stop signs f these diverted will be staying
additional controls (speed bumps and street painted stop signs) may be necessary

5/23/2016 12 54 PM

121

Cars shouldn't give right of way to bikes when bikes have a stop sign

5/23/2016 12 48 PM

122

More/Other TC Tools Personal Safety Traffic Safety/Enfor As you divert more and more traffic to Division
please make it safer for pedestrians to cross at 50th and Division Lots of aggressive speeders angry at that point and
not watching for pedestrians Almost every light cycle has left turners running red lights once pedestrians have already
started crossing Drivers are angry and aggressive by the time they finally get to this intersection and it is
dangerous The curbs are so low that cars come up onto the sidewalks when they turn

5/23/2016 12 43 PM

123

More/Other TC Tools After you fucked up Division Clinton is the next best street to get through PDX from work to
home Either ban bikes from riding up Divison (since they have Clinton) or stop banning cars from trying to move

5/23/2016 12 41 PM

through the city t's hard enough to get to work as it is the more you attempt to divert off of the few streets we do
have that go more than 10 blocks the worse traffic gets everywhere else Also NSTALL SOME GOD DAMN TURN
S GNALS AT EVERY MAJOR NTERSECT ON
124

Re/move Diverters Stop making it hard to access my neighborhood via car

5/23/2016 12 10 PM

125

More/Keep Diverters Nice work

5/23/2016 12 10 PM

126

- Impact NeighStreets Re/move Diverters live off of Woodward street and the traffic has increased dramatically
since these diverters have gone in on Clinton t makes sense as Woodward is the closest nearby side street that goes

5/23/2016 12 07 PM

through (Taggart does not go through the whole way from 39th to 12th) Not only has the traffic increased but people
are driving very fast down the street Clinton street is a much larger street and can handle the traffic better than our
small residential street PLEASE remove the diverters so we can have a safer road in our neighborhood
127

Personal Safety Traffic Safety/Enfor While there has been impact on neighboring streets of people cutting
around the diverters dangerously and quickly the overall improvement is worth it

5/23/2016 12 04 PM

128

- Impact NeighStreets has not resulted in a positive outcome for my use of the neighborhood live and commute
and in

5/23/2016 12 04 PM

129

More/Keep Diverters

5/23/2016 11 52 AM

130

More/Other TC Tools Use a TCD that would eliminate cut through car traffic past the SE 32 diverter That is more
dangerous than cars driving on Clinton

5/23/2016 11 19 AM

131

- Impact NeighStreets

5/23/2016 11 17 AM

132

More/Keep Diverters t's been nice thank you for the survey

love the work you have done on SE Clinton Keep up the great work

rarely drove on Clinton because of the heavy bicycle traffic now don’t use it at all

5/23/2016 10 49 AM

133

More/Other TC Tools Personal Safety Traffic Safety/Enfor like the Clinton St traffic calming but something
needs to be done on Woodward live in Woodward between 21st and 22nd and cars now fly through the area at
times pushing 50mph Traffic is way heavier which wouldn't mind if it wasn't also so much faster Something as
simple as a stop sign on 22nd and Woodward would be nice Just anything to slow people down

5/23/2016 10 31 AM

134

More/Other TC Tools Figure out a way to improve morning rush traffic flow on Powell and Division otherwise there
will always be cut through traffic in the neighborhoods between them

5/23/2016 10 04 AM
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135

More/Other TC Tools Greenway is a euphemism for a top down undemocratic assault on a neighborhood by
tinkerers serving downtown interests The whole hub and spoke structure of Portland is wrong and necessitates
commuting bike or otherwise Bicycle commuting caters to a certain demographic to the detriment of other and older

5/23/2016 9 38 AM

populations My wife and lived at 35th and Clinton during our working years but our neighborhood became too dense
and hectic (wacko pedestrian culture) and travel became too dangerous Moving in our neighborhood became like a
deadly video game We have just solved our personal problems with the neighborhood by moving to Salem but we did
so with a lot of resentment towards those who are "planning" Portland f you want a real city transportation solution
you should go to mini buses and a grid system and spread city development homogeneously across all of the metro
area
136

More/Other TC Tools make the diverter so that people can't go around it in a car 've seen a number of people just
drive around it

5/23/2016 8 34 AM

137

- Impact NeighStreets Traffic Safety/Enfor Parking is tight all around 34th Making the N B lane one way
removes parking as an option when driving on Division t's a giant c f because the traffic divider redirects you The
diversion on S E 17th creates a situation where getting to the Water Ave district from S E 26th ( 'm coming from the
Woodstock neighborhood) leads me to being redirected onto Division on a street where there isn't a light so taking a
left turn during peak traffic hours is difficult and somewhat dangerous because it's hard to see traffic going East when
cars are parked on Division Also there is very little residential housing as you get closer to 12th Ave and being
redirected for 5 blocks is a huge pain that think outweighs any benefit Traffic gets so clogged up at the light on

5/22/2016 10 46 PM

Division at 12th heading westbound f anyone is turning left to go south particularly if the train is going through you
can really get stuck used to be able to take 26th to Clinton Clinton to 12th west on Division to the new light and
under the McLoughlin bridge to Water My commute was manageable on bike or by car Now have to snake my way
through other back streets t's so much less efficient
138

More/Keep Diverters Personal Safety care especially about the 34th Street one way change Previously that
block was barely wide enough for one way traffic and a bike but would often be scarily navigating two way traffic

5/22/2016 9 05 PM

Especially scary at night esp as that's the main traffic light to get across Division between 28th 34th So glad to see
the current set up and it's made a big difference in feeling safe riding south on 34th especially at night Thank you
139

More/Other TC Tools 34th is so much better But can you enforce the one way or sign it better? People are still
trying to drive south on it in the bike lane

5/22/2016 7 02 PM

140

- Impact NeighStreets Too many people illegally drive on the one way near Sen Yai ( Dangerous for kids

5/22/2016 5 47 PM

141

More/Other TC Tools t would be very helpful to have other ways to decrease or disencourage drivers from driving
too fast on streets around Clinton (in Hosford/Abernethy area) Maybe more stop signs or speed bumps?

5/22/2016 5 07 PM

142

Landscaping Make them pretty Why not trees? This looks terrible

5/22/2016 4 36 PM

143

Traffic Safety/Enfor this has turned our neighborhood into a race track way too many cars on side streets

5/22/2016 4 27 PM

Improve@Other Locations survey did not address West Clinton is an ndustrial zone with many Large trucks which

5/22/2016 4 05 PM

144

are being diverted on to smaller streets
145

More/Keep Diverters This is my bike commute route into my neighborhood (se 52nd and Foster) t makes me feel
like am considered as a resident and bike commuter ( also drive and see no hindrance because of these changes)
Thank you

5/22/2016 2 58 PM

146

Traffic Safety/Enfor Thanks for your work bike commute Clinton and have noticed less traffic ON Clinton but
more side traffic This side traffic can be dangerous because drivers can't see far past cars parked on Clinton and pull
out anyway Riding in the middle of Clinton helps this but you still have to be very cautious of drivers who are
unfamiliar with the area Thanks again for your work much appreciated

5/22/2016 10 11 AM

147

f Portland put as much effort facilitating efficient vehicleovement as obstructing it we'd have safer streets better local
economy & a more livable city

5/22/2016 9 43 AM

148

More/Keep Diverters So glad for the effort to support safe bike transportation

5/22/2016 8 58 AM

149

More/Other TC Tools Re/move Diverters Bikes have almost crashed into me as cross the street at SE 32ND
ave a 4 way stop including for bikes would help with the situation at SE 32ND remove the traffic barrier on SE 32ND

5/21/2016 5 49 PM

150

More/Other TC Tools The 17th Ave diverter is a safety hazard in its current form t is confusing for everyone
because bikes don't have to stop as they cross 17th

5/21/2016 4 41 PM

151

- Impact NeighStreets think this just diverts car traffic to surrounding residential streets Does help cyclists but
increases traffic on von Woodward etc Cars already avoid Division due to congestion

5/21/2016 3 52 PM

152

- Impact NeighStreets All you are doing is diverting MORE traffic to other streets Ladd Hawthorne Division
These changes for 3% of the population are ridiculous With the added development of Goat Blocks and
apartments taking away car access is a terrible terrible idea

5/21/2016 2 25 PM
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153

More/Keep Diverters Personal Safety As a bike commuter from SE Steele it's great to have a dedicated bike
route to downtown

154

155
156

5/21/2016 2 03 PM

no longer have to ride in traffic and feel much safer

t is my understanding that the City just approved a development on 50th & Clinton (three houses from mine) with
Retail on the ground floor and the entrance to parking ON CL NTON This is ridiculous and stupid if you want to
reduce car traffic on Clinton How did this get approved????

5/21/2016 12 28 PM

More/Other TC Tools We need these types of changes on more greenways

5/21/2016 12 18 PM

- Impact NeighStreets More/Other TC Tools

5/21/2016 10 36 AM

live at 32st & Woodward and there has been a small uptick in

traffic and speed on Woodward but nothing crazy bad Maybe put a stop sign at 31st & Woodward? Clinton has been
a LOT better but the biggest problem is that people drive around the diverter at 32nd f there was a way to prevent
people from doing that that would be the optimal solution
157

- Impact NeighStreets We are seeing more traffic diverted to bother streets every time pbot makes changes in main
car thoroughfares to accommodate bikes Bikes have no business in major roads and can be accommodated much
easier in the calmer side streets Please stop these ridiculous changes and forcing more cars onto the smaller side
streets Accept people use cars are going to continue to use cars and as pdx grows more cars will be here Stop

5/21/2016 8 31 AM

spending our tax dollars to make concesions for the small percentage of folks that bike and recognize cars are the
dominant form of transport and will be until this city gets a reliable public transit system that isn't trimet
158

- Impact NeighStreets You just diverted traffic to other streets Powell and Division are a mess because you
allowed such extensive development in such a short period of time Clinton should not be solely used by bikes

5/21/2016 7 14 AM

159

More/Keep Diverters While do bike walk and take the 19 mostly find myself driving on Clinton The traffic
calming works t's so annoying that i drive different routes now and that's an improvement for alternative
transportation

5/21/2016 6 41 AM

More/Other TC Tools The signage is terrible The North side of 35th has no warning whatsoever to the upcoming

5/21/2016 3 27 AM

160

one way change And the South side has a sign indicating the use of bikes and pedestrians ten feet in there's a "Do
Not Enter" sign which has subsequently been run over and knocked down Clearly ineffective
161

Traffic Safety/Enfor Most cars don't follow the semi diverter around 32nd because there are no consequences for
going through it

5/20/2016 10 04 PM

162

- Impact NeighStreets More/Other TC Tools Traffic Safety/Enfor The safety and livability impacts to SE
Woodward St (from Chavez to 26th) and SE 32nd Ave from the increase in cut through traffic and speeding have
been terrible There are so many out of neighborhood cars speeding on Woodward and using it as a cut through

5/20/2016 9 16 PM

street creating dangerous conditions for everyone who lives walks and plays on Woodward and on SE 36th Cars
traveling up 32nd from Clinton do not stop safely at the top of the hill and speed through the neighborhood SE 36th
has also seen tremendous increase in cut through traffic and speeding as cars use it to cut between Powell and
Division (in part because cars can no longer easily use Clinton to go to the light at Chavez so they take 32nd to
Woodward and then use 36th instead of Chavez) During the time that the diverter has been in place on SE 32nd and
Clinton drivers have now been trained to use Woodard as a cut through street Even if the diverter on Clinton and
32nd is removed we need the City to address the dangerous conditions on Woodward and 36th We need PBOT to
implement more traffic calming and safety measures on Woodward and on 36th We need more stop signs including
making Woodward and 36th a 4 way stop with a small traffic circle (like on SE 30th and Grant) or if a circle is not
possible then relocate some of the diverter planters from Clinton and 32nd to the center of the 36th/Woodward
intersection We need PBOT to add stop signs on Woodward at 37th and 38th to slow traffic coming up and down the
hill on Woodward Cars take off from the stop sign at 36th and gun it up the hill and cars coming down from Chavez
let their speed pick up to 35 40 mph without noticing We also need horizontal speed limit signage (painted on the
roads) throughout the neighborhood especially on SE Woodward SE 32nd SE 36th and SE Clinton Drivers seem
oblivious to the 20 mph speed limit on residential streets and need many more reminders The diverters on Clinton
haven't done anything to slow car traffic down or reduce cars from passing bikes ride my bike on Clinton daily and
still have cars passing and driving quickly on Clinton The signage that PBOT added into the traffic circles is not
explicit enough "Thanks for traveling with care" doesn't tell drivers the specific behavior desired drive slow don't
pass bikes aggressively let bikes use the full lane PBOT needs to provide signs and messaging that is specific to the
behavior desired along with physical improvements to slow traffic
163

More/Other TC Tools Traffic Safety/Enfor As a resident of this neighborhood who travels mostly by car it has
been especially frustrating to see bicyclists more willfully disobey traffic rules such as stopping at four way lights
Clinton would be much safer if the speed limit were reduced to 20 mph instead of traffic diverts Clinton street is my
home but feel as though commuters are being given special treatment and it is making me consider leaving

5/20/2016 8 49 PM

164

Personal Safety Traffic Safety/Enfor bike commute between Woodstock and downtown This year changed my
route to Clinton all the way up to 52nd for several reasons 1) multiple deadly accidents on my old route at 26th &
Powell and on Gladstone at 39th 2) completion of the 52nd ave bike lane 3) These improvements on Clinton This
route is now a much safer choice

5/20/2016 8 08 PM
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165

Improve@Other Locations Please do this on the Lincoln Greenway as well

5/20/2016 4 18 PM

166

- Impact NeighStreets Traffic Safety/Enfor Many more commuters are now turning off of Powell onto 36th and
then turning onto Clinton The volume of traffic is greatly increased as are speeds Something need to be done to
make Division more driveable and get the traffic off of our neighborhood streets Division has become so full of
random pedestrians crossing drivers looking for parking (slowly) it is pretty unusable for those living in the area And
by the way have NOT noticed more bicyclists on Clinton

5/20/2016 3 27 PM

167

- Impact NeighStreets More/Other TC Tools The diverters cause the traffic from Clinton to go to Woodward and
Brooklyn The solution is not to just divert this traffic but to move it back onto Division street More diversions just push
it like water onto other residential streets The Fix is to make Bus PULL NS on Division to allow traffic to proceed
having the bus stop in lane was the worst decision ever A bus stop every 2 blocks is excessive remove half of the
bus stops on Division and traffic will be much better Division is an Arterial road keep it flowing

5/20/2016 3 16 PM

168
169

live and work on Taggart

appreciate you reaching out for opinions

- Impact NeighStreets More/Other TC Tools Personal Safety Traffic Safety/Enfor live on the corner of
18th and Taggart St Our street used to be quiet We have several children on our block Now we see and hear cars
speeding down our street and routinely going through the stop sign with out stopping Yesterday was trying to cross

5/20/2016 2 38 PM
5/20/2016 2 15 PM

the street and a car was rolling through the intersection When he finally did see me raised my hands and pointed to
the stop sign He then swore at me This happens almost daily t feels like our neighborhood has really been
impacted Also bikes don't yield for pedestrians on Clinton They don't think they even need to look walk my son to
and from school on 17th every week day and it feels very unsafe would love to see the 4 way stop placed back so
that people can walk safely and everyone can cross the intersection without fear of hitting anyone would also love to
see what we can do to keep people from speeding past my house and blowing off the stop sign Please help and
thank you for the opportunity to give input
170

More/Other TC Tools Overall these are nice changes

would say the best change is the northbound one way on

5/20/2016 2 13 PM

27th Definitely keep that at least
171

More/Keep Diverters More/Other TC Tools t would be nice to discourage cars from driving eastbound up the hill
on Clinton from 26th A diverter there would be amazing

5/20/2016 12 04 PM

172

More/Keep Diverters All these traffic calming devices seem to be working on Clinton thank you for these efforts and
for asking the people what they think

5/20/2016 11 57 AM

173

More/Other TC Tools The change on 34th to one way / northbound only prevents me from using the light at 34th to
get to Woodward going home There has never been any information sent out about where the corresponding one

5/20/2016 11 35 AM

way in the other direction is located or if there even is one like to cross major streets at a light since started driving
very late in life and the security of controlled traffic at a light feels better than gauging oncoming traffic speed and
darting across from a street with a stop sign 'm not sure where the next nearest full traffic light is but am sure it is
out of my way and inconvenient
174

More/Other TC Tools Personal Safety Re/move Diverters Traffic Safety/Enfor Traffic flow being diverted up
32nd has become quite hazardous 've almost been hit numerous times by drivers increasing their speeds up the hill
towards Woodward t's nothing but a headache for the homeowners at the intersection who now can't navigate their
neighborhood properly as well as increasing the possibility of accidents of trying to get to our homes with the traffic
being diverted to a street leading to a T intersection t never made any sense to put the diverter at the intersection of
32nd & Clinton and city council members ignored the people who live in the area when we said we didn't want it The
new traffic patterns are making the neighborhood unsafe to walk in because people are increasing their speed
because of the inconvenience Most drivers are turning South up to Woodward only to immediately turn back North
back onto Clinton to get around the obstruction The new traffic patterns at 34th are being blatantly ignored and people
are driving down the street anyway t's not making any difference

5/20/2016 11 14 AM

175

More/Other TC Tools love it think it is odd cars even drive down that area of Clinton any more have had a few
issues with people in cars not understanding the removed stop signs (thinking it is still a 4 way stop at 17th & Clinton)
but it seems to be getting better

5/20/2016 8 58 AM

176

More/Other TC Tools Add an entry diverter westbound at 50 th and turn 45 traffic island into a diverter The stretch
east of Ceasar Chavez needs help Long term re right the bus and convert the block from 25 th to 26 th into a
pedestrian plaza

5/20/2016 7 25 AM

More/Keep Diverters

5/19/2016 8 10 PM

177

bike thru 17th and Clinton from se neighborhood to tilicum crossing/downtown Feel much

safer now Less traffic and the cars that do drive by seem more aware of bikes
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178

We need to think about the future of Portland Our City is supposed to double in population in the very near future yet
we continue to take away driving lanes and parking lanes for more bicycle lanes We have enough safe bike lane
areas We build high density housing without adequate parking Let’s be honest every 2 person household has 2
cars and if they own bikes a high percentage of these folks use them only for pleasure riding and not commuting Our

5/19/2016 7 53 PM

side streets are full of parked cars We need to insist that builders create building plans with inclusive parking models
in every project the City approves Let's KEEP Portland a great place to live and raise a family
179

More/Keep Diverters the dividers have really helped restore some calm to Clinton

5/19/2016 7 39 PM

180

- Impact NeighStreets see more frustrated drivers AND bicyclists and more traffic racing down my normally
peaceful dead end street worry for the pets and children that live here and feel the barriers only add to the
congestion in the area

5/19/2016 7 26 PM

181

- Impact NeighStreets Traffic Safety/Enfor These changes have forced more traffic into the surrounding streets
on Clinton and people are disobeying the barriers that are already there t's become more dangerous to myself as a

5/19/2016 7 04 PM

pedestrian
182

- Impact NeighStreets More/Other TC Tools The speeds on Woodward were always pretty high especially for
our narrow stretch between 21st and 22nd but speeds have gotten a little higher mostly from the direction where
Woodward is wider above 23rd The diverters really made drivers angry for a little while making it pretty scary to bike
around the neighborhood anywhere People are used to it now so it seems like that's not an issue The non standard
solutions like having two way biking on a one block one way stretch of 34th creates conditions that are easy to

5/19/2016 3 26 PM

misunderstand Same goes for the bike spaghetti between the new Clinton Street MAX station and the Tillikum Bridge
Confusion means the solution isn't as safe as a design that's more predictable/standard Vision zero is only going to be
achievable when the city commits to changing the speed limit to 20 mph everywhere f that means changing the state
law that needs to happen and PBOT in charge of safety on our roads should be leading the charge
183

- Impact NeighStreets More/Other TC Tools really like the one way on SE 34th Could we have more of those?
live on SE 31 between Division and Clinton The traffic volume on my block has been increasing S GN F CANTLY for
the past few years Lots of B G trucks Lots of cars going too fast And because there are constantly cars parked 24/7
on both sides of the street it is difficult for vehicles traveling from north and south (at the same time) to fit

5/19/2016 2 46 PM

Occasionally there is ROAD RAGE right here on SE 31 when drivers have to back up pull over yield to on coming
cars etc drive to work using SE 31 to Powell For walking and biking frequently use Clinton There might be fewer
cars they might be going slower However the cars CROSS NG Clinton continue to be a problem Speed and not
stopping at stop signs are happening The traffic diverter at SE 32nd is ugly
184

- Impact NeighStreets More/Other TC Tools f the diverters are retained on Clinton Street the marked increase
in speed and volume of traffic on Woodward Street needs to be mitigated 1 nstall a stop sign at 28th for traffic on
Woodward Street at present there is no stop for traffic between 26th and 29th (and the 28th 29th block is the
equivalent of 2 blocks length) and there is a hill down which cars speed 2 nstall speed bumps The issue of cars

5/19/2016 12 46 PM

speeding between 28th and 26th (where there is an incline) is significant 3 Put in a left turn signal on Division and
39th St
185

186

Traffic Safety/Enfor Cars are going around the diverter to avoid traffic and are generally angry about it making for a
worse situation

5/19/2016 12 09 PM

- Impact NeighStreets You are killing our businesses Making it harder and harder for any of our customers to get

5/19/2016 11 08 AM

around Not everything or eveyone can ride a fucking bike to work you're also making it harder for fire department to
get around?
187

More/Keep Diverters Traffic Safety/Enfor f it were up to me there would be more of these There would also be
a cop out there citing reckless redneck drivers during rush hour

5/19/2016 10 32 AM

188

More/Other TC Tools Traffic Safety/Enfor While the stated purpose of a diverter is to discourage streets as a cut
thru for Clinton that might be the outcome but the collateral impact has been to divert and disperse traffic onto other
neighborhood streets n the case of the SE32nd Ave diverter traffic and parking are now forced onto very narrow
streets and into neighborhoods There is poor visibility at the t intersection of SE 32nd & Woodward and for the many
drivers who are diverted to that spot it is confusing Brooklyn Street has become the new Clinton for westbound
morning traffic t didn't take drivers long to figure out that among the options (Woodward Brooklyn Tibbetts) that
Brooklyn provide the best route to avoid the diverters all the way past the one on 17th Savvy westbound drivers also
know they can avoid the 17th St diverter by turning south onto 18th @ Clinton and re enter Clinton west of 17th
witness all of these changes daily as walk from my home at 33rd & Brooklyn to the Max stop at 12th & Clinton The
change in volume and speeds on Woodward & Brooklyn has been significant Further these new drivers aren't
invested in keeping the streets safe because they don't live there They are in a hurry to get where they are going Of
all the projects the diverter at 32nd is the most ill conceived and the one with the greatest adverse impact to the
quality of life for residents along 32nd as well as 31st & 33rd between Woodward & Division because visitors to the
area use those to circle back towards Division where there is so much commercial activity t's as though the city has
practiced eminent domain but left the homes standing

5/19/2016 9 48 AM
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189

Traffic Safety/Enfor As a daily bike commuter these new efforts are a good step

have noticed cars entering

5/19/2016 8 47 AM

Clinton on 17th or 16th and driving faster towards 13th Also some cars don't know that bikes don't stop at 17th and
Clinton
190

Let's focus our transportation dollars on areas with actual safety issues instead of spending money on this vanity
project for a few SE bike activists

5/19/2016 12 02 AM

191

Traffic Safety/Enfor There are many cars cutting through at higher speeds the higher up you go

5/18/2016 10 39 PM

More/Keep Diverters More/Other TC Tools

5/18/2016 9 43 PM

192

bike Clinton from 20th to Woodward and 71st Need diverters east of

Cesar Chavez as the posted limit is 20 and cars speed at 25 to 30 most of the time A zero cost no left turn sign on
Northbound 50th at Clinton
193

Re/move Diverters Traffic Safety/Enfor t is still beyond me why you think it is a good idea to divert traffic up
32nd when it Ts 2 blocks south of the diversion the road is too narrow for two lanes of traffic and it is a mess during
rush hour and not safe for our kids in the evening as irritated drivers in a hurry cut through our neighborhood

5/18/2016 8 27 PM

194

- Impact NeighStreets More/Keep Diverters More/Other TC Tools bike on Clinton 4 mornings a week from
34th to 7th then return home by bike from 7th to 34th pass through each diverter 34th ave one way northbound is
so much better than previous That street is not wide enough for traffic going both directions and parking on both sides
of the street The new configuration is much safer for everyone now have seen one car going east on Clinton and
zooming around the semi diverter at 32nd and continuing eastbound on Clinton This is a very dangerous maneuver
to say the least f this diverter becomes permanent (which hope it does) don't know if the permanent structure will
make such an automobile maneuver that witnessed less likely My wife bikes north on 53rd and regularly sees cars
disregard the no turn and do not enter signs from Burnside onto 53rd Some people will do what they want regardless
of signage Thanks for your work on this project like all three changes But do have friends who live on Woodward
and 32nd who are not happy and tell me the traffic on their street (Woodward) has increased significantly with these
traffic changes t is not possible to please everyone t is a pity that some homeowners affected feel that their needs to
access their neighborhood have been seriously and negatively impacted (increased traffic on narrow streets that were
not intended to be neighborhood collectors and self righteous bikers yelling at any car driver in the vicinity) am a
regular bike commuter and have not witnessed this but my Woodward friends have and say it is awful

5/18/2016 8 23 PM

More/Other TC Tools n a city where traffic is congested PBOT is doing all it can to make it worse Fix potholes Fix

5/18/2016 7 50 PM

195

potholes Or are those your new "calming" devices? "Better Naito" branding is so Orwellian Or is it meant to be hipster
irony? Sam Adams lives
196

Personal Safety Traffic Safety/Enfor Brooklyn St has gotten too much traffic with drivers going too fast The
parking on both sides of the streets creates narrow passage ways and people don't slow enough to let others thru
Kids are at risk due to car speeds

5/18/2016 2 37 PM

197

More/Other TC Tools Consider making Woodward and Brookyln one way streets one going one direction and the
other going the other direction

5/18/2016 2 26 PM

198

- Impact NeighStreets feel that the diverter at SE Clinton & 32nd Ave is achieving its goal of preventing cars from
using the green way as often as before however also feel that it impacts several of the narrow and dense residential
streets immediately south of Clinton St by cars rerouting through them know do because live off of SE 20th and
Brooklyn Ave and would rather cut through them instead of diverting via Division St or Power Blvd

5/18/2016 2 07 PM

199

- Impact NeighStreets Traffic Safety/Enfor SE Brooklyn especially between 39th and 35th is attracting drivers
avoiding Powell traffic jams Clinton diverters and Division stoplights because of the lack of traffic calming devices
People drive very fast and often miss or roll through the stop sign on 35th since it's the only one worry for our kids
who cross the street to play with friends or walk to the store

5/18/2016 12 01 PM

- Impact NeighStreets Traffic Safety/Enfor 've been using Clinton for years to visit friends and take care of other

5/18/2016 9 25 AM

200

business in SE Mostly via bike but also walking and occasionally in a car t's always been a little busy and people
have driven a little too fast but the last couple years it had been getting crazy Thanks for taking steps to calm the
traffic
201

More/Keep Diverters think all the enhancements have been successful and as a bike commuter appreciate the
city making these changes to our greenway Thank you

5/17/2016 10 06 PM

202

- Impact NeighStreets Division's traffic pretty terrible before is only worse now since the project And many bikes
are using NOT Clinton which they've been given but Division Taggard and others

5/17/2016 9 40 PM

More/Keep Diverters There was an immediate and significant impact on traffic volume and speed

5/17/2016 9 29 PM

203

live 1/2 block

from Clinton and have a 2 year old Crossing Clinton with my toddler at 31st where live used to be pretty sketchy
sometimes think pedestrians and cyclists are much safer with these enhancements Thank you
204

Improve@Other Locations More/Keep Diverters Move the bike roadways onto a street like woodward t goes all
the way through ride a bike and drive a car as well

5/17/2016 8 23 PM
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205

Improve@Other Locations More/Keep Diverters More/Other TC Tools literally shouted with joy when saw
these up have been cycling on Clinton daily for the past 7 years and have noticed a huge increase in traffic the past
several years have noticed much of this traffic is people coming to and from division specifically and are often

5/17/2016 8 11 PM

making erratic turns and speed up/slow downs making me feel much less safe Since these traffic calmers were put in
place have noticed an almost immediate return to the nice flow of traffic from 7 years ago when first started
traveling Clinton which at the time thought was one of the safest bicycle streets in town Kudos Please keep them
and use more in PDX
206

More/Other TC Tools Traffic Safety/Enfor would love to see some enforcement at the divide on 31st and
Clinton There are plenty of cars that go around the barrier to continue to travel on Clinton The intersection at 30th
and Clinton sees just as many near misses of cars vs bikes because so few people either see the stop sign or pay
attention to it They only notice the travel circle

5/17/2016 7 56 PM

207

- Impact NeighStreets Diverting the traffic at these spots sends a lot of people to Division whether they mean to
go or not specifically try to avoid Division at all costs now and when these blocks first came up i found myself
having to be diverted to Division on several occasions where traffic can move inches at a time Bicyclists still use
Division which adds to the traffic jams and they still use woodward which makes driving down that narrow street
much more difficult and dangerous n streets that are similar to Division in other large cities (San Francisco NY etc)
the lane that is used for parallel parking would be converted into a bike lane and that seems to do a lot people
visiting the area could disperse into the neighborhood areas to look for parking and not all jam onto the one street

5/17/2016 6 56 PM

and cyclists could stick on a main drag instead of biking through the neighborhoods and needing to cut through
208

More/Other TC Tools Personal Safety Traffic Safety/Enfor The features were added to curb pass through
traffic but what they have done is increase the danger for the residents of this area Drivers go around the barricades
at 32nd or turn around in resident's driveways Friday and Saturday nights are horrible with the visitors to the area
trying to find parking for the restaurants on Division Our problem was not 'pass through" traffic it is lack of parking
and bicycles failing to follow traffic laws

5/17/2016 4 37 PM

209

if we are going to have a greenway on division we shouldn't have people biking on division Only seems fair

5/17/2016 4 33 PM

210

- Impact NeighStreets t has been a little hard to tell what the effects are because 1) as the weather warms and
the economy continues to grow all traffic increases and 2) upper Hawthorne has been closed which is causing

5/17/2016 3 46 PM

congestion elsewhere Also 've seen a little bit of scofflaw driving southbound on 24th Some kind of low bumper
might help prevent that since drivers won't be sure if they'll clear it But fire trucks definitely would
211

Cars are not going to disappear People own homes live in apts condos all own cars to commute shop and
ultimately leave Portland to see the beautiful state of Oregon Bikes and the road accommodations are serving a loud
minority of commuters Another reason Portland is unlivable

5/17/2016 2 06 PM

212

More/Other TC Tools Please evaluate traffic volumes and speeds on neighboring streets BEFORE Portland Public
Schools are out for the summer Please allow flexible responses by PBOT to address affected neighborhoods rather

5/17/2016 1 17 PM

than simply responding that your hands are tied currently gather that PBOT is more concerned with bikers' safety
rather than the safety of children and the peace of the neighborhood We're proud and protective of the Clinton
Greenway it's a valued resource for Richmond and the entire city but we also value our residential streets f
modifications made to Clinton have negatively impacted neighbors (hint they have) PBOT should strive to mitigate
those as much as possible personally never had a problem with bicycling on Clinton (previously commuted
downtown daily) before the diverters went in understand some people felt threatened though and 'm happy to hear
they are now pleased with reduced traffic and speeds post diverters Thanks for taking time to get input from the
neighbors
213

- Impact NeighStreets Improve@Other Locations SE 34th Ave north of Division is still scary & intimidating
(particularly since Division St developments) this is a main bikeway for connections from Clinton northward (such as
Ankeny Hollywood district etc) having sharrows at the very least would be an improvement

5/17/2016 1 09 PM

214

Improve@Other Locations As read your message about how Clinton has been a Neighborhood Greenway for
over 20yrs can't help but think that Division was much different at that time As the city allowed massive
development it is unrealistic to think Clinton can be this street Cars need to move through the neighborhood Clinton
is designed for this t would make more sense to have Woodward Brooklyn or even Franklin be the Greenway
residential streets that are not geared for the amount of traffic you have diverted

5/17/2016 12 46 PM

215

More/Other TC Tools Traffic Safety/Enfor This is really confusing to drivers who don't live in the neighborhood
and who haven't had the opportunity to get used to it SE Division is now a tourist attraction and many drivers in the
area are merely passing through don't pay close attention to the signage or don't fully understand the meaning and
then try to back up onto Division which creates more traffic problems

5/17/2016 11 12 AM
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More/Other TC Tools Personal Safety Traffic Safety/Enfor We live on 32nd between Clinton and Division

5/17/2016 11 12 AM

There are 7 soon to be 8 young kids on our block Cars use our street as a highway out of confusion and frustration A
great amount of cars and trucks also go thru Clinton using each side of the barricades Each week there is road rage
confrontations between cars and bikes bikes expect no cars and don't pay attention to cross traffic including
pedestrians The traffic now on 32 is creating a daily danger to residents Cars speed and backing up in our driveways
very fast ignoring kids playing T s A MATTER OF T ME UNT L SOMEOE GeTS HURT Too many close calls t is
not working
217

More/Other TC Tools Traffic Safety/Enfor 've lived on 32nd Clinton St since '99 and appreciate the traffic
calming efforts with the rush of development in the area t has made the most impact on thru traffic during AM/PM
rush hours The 32nd device needs improved implantation for non local folks trying to park during 5 8PM for the
nearby restaurants
think they're following Google maps or other and are truly confused when they learn they can't

5/17/2016 11 01 AM

turn at that intersection Somewhat frequently they'll stop in the middle and try to backup into bike traffic Perhaps
once it's established for a longer period of time updating/notifying Google maps better signage or a permanent island
will improve this type of congestion Also noticed cars parked near the stop signs are more frequently damaged from
on coming vehicles trying to pass thru maybe once or twice a month not a big deal tho Lastly the 34th one way
might be confusing to non local folks driving thru the larger bike decal on the road way make the road way appear
bike only but again once it's more established it might not be an issue
218

More/Other TC Tools 've been cycling up and down SE Clinton since 1991 ( used to live by OHSU and work at St
gnatius now often bike on Clinton to reach outer SE ) As the businesses and condos have increased on Division and
Powell people driving cars often look for other routes We need to keep modifying streets and traffic calming devices

5/17/2016 10 42 AM

to keep neighborhood streets safe for pedestrians and cyclists Thanks
219

220
221

More/Other TC Tools Traffic Safety/Enfor feel trapped in my own neighborhood There are too many parked
cars on Clinton and crossing streets to be able to see to cross safely
More/Other TC Tools The main problem is cars deliberately going past these diverters

5/17/2016 9 44 AM

5/17/2016 9 40 AM

- Impact NeighStreets Traffic Safety/Enfor The diverters were touted as temporary tests yet the one at 17th
seems quite permanent Honestly prefer bikes on Clinton rather than Division and it has quieted things on Clinton
Unfortunately with no bus pullouts on Division traffic backs up significantly behind constantly stopping busses which

5/17/2016 7 34 AM

only encourages drivers to use streets like Woodward f Division were made more efficient that alone would
encourage drivers to choose that street Making things difficult for auto traffic may feel good for some but it does
nothing to improve neighborhood livability t's a fact that most people need a car for their daily lives and only a certain
percentage of the population have been blessed with a job that allows bicycle commuting or using public transport
often see bicycles on Division which is frustrating as most riders slow the pace of traffic when a great bike
thoroughfare lies only one block south Being a General Contractor rely on my work vehicle and work all over town
really avoid Division as it has gotten very slow due to terrible traffic planning am a cyclist and really love seeing the
steady stream of bikes on Clinton but instead of making Division efficient the city has made it insufferable
222

More/Other TC Tools Traffic Safety/Enfor f you leave the diverter at SE 32nd please consider the S MPLE
things the city can do to abate the negative safety impacts that these changes are having on adjacent streets The city
should install speed humps on SE 32nd near Woodward The city should make SE 32nd and Woodward a 3 way stop
Similarly the city should install speed humps on SE 33rd near Woodward The city should make SE 33rd and
Woodward a 4 way stop This will slow down traffic and make it much safer This would not cost that much money
Additionally there is too much east bound traffic from SE 26th on Clinton The city should install another diverter near
there

5/17/2016 7 05 AM

223

More/Keep Diverters Add another diverter between SE 26th and SE32nd if possible this segment still has some
dangerous drivers Overall though the test project has greatly improved SE Clinton St

5/17/2016 6 07 AM

224

Improve@Other Locations More/Keep Diverters These are all excellent features and 'd love to see them
retained 've had issues as a cyclist in these areas before the improvements with drivers passing unsafely Local
access for cars is still necessary but discouraging thoroughfare usage makes these types of streets safer for
everyone Similar streets like Salmon Would also benefit from these types of additions 've been looking for a place to
share my gratitude regarding this new system and 'm glad found this survey

5/16/2016 10 46 PM

225

More/Keep Diverters SE Clinton is still a bit busier around SE 26th but much less busy around SE 21st

was not

5/16/2016 9 08 PM

very excited about the diverters and spoke up against them but feel like they have made a substantial difference and
hope they are permanent
226

Traffic Safety/Enfor much of the traffic seems to be due to poor parking options for the people using associated
businesses on Division Many people are clueless about bikes and pedestrian traffic and are a dangerous addition We
need more bicycle etiquette and communication reinforcement

5/16/2016 8 54 PM

227

More/Keep Diverters Traffic Safety/Enfor
cars still go around 32nd installation many

5/16/2016 8 48 PM

think it has been successful Nice if 32 was built out like 17th many
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228

More/Keep Diverters These changes have greatly helped slow and lessen traffic on se Clinton Now that traffic is

5/16/2016 8 48 PM

on 35th avenue and Woodward which is where my children live and play
229

Thanks

5/16/2016 8 34 PM

230

Re/move Diverters have lived in the neighborhood all of my life pay taxes abide by laws am a productive
member of society Please quit taking entire roads and reducing road size for the small population of bikers Our traffic
is horrible in Portland this just makes it worse Let them use Clinton but not to the detriment of the actual residents
who pay for the roads Do NOT block off access to the residents who drive cars we live here too

5/16/2016 8 10 PM

More/Keep Diverters More/Other TC Tools

5/16/2016 7 00 PM

231

live on 34th on the one way section Traffic volume is reduced and

we love it Still a lot of wrong way traffic though we need better signage Parking is actually improved because
restaurant workers aren't going around block to get to our street and parking there all day Overall love the changes
please make them permanent
232

Re/move Diverters You realize traffic is completely f
because of that mess you let developers build on
Division right? Traffic is ten fold what it was there Sort of makes sense locals started using Clinton doesn't it?

5/16/2016 6 58 PM

233

keep bikes off division

5/16/2016 4 59 PM

234

Way too many parked cars on Clinton and the numbered streets due entirely to allowing the apartment building to
eliminate on site parking Vary bad planning

5/16/2016 4 45 PM

235

Presenting drivers with information about alternate/preferred motor vehicle routes would help visitors avoid using
Clinton and would reduce the unpredictable behavior of confused drivers who are trying to devise an alternate route

5/16/2016 2 22 PM

236

More/Other TC Tools Personal Safety Traffic Safety/Enfor Living in this neighborhood (right off the diverter
location on Woodward St ) we have watched dangerous driving increase hugely since this diverter was put in f these
drivers are too dangerous for cyclists why is sending them off to risk our and our kids' lives any kind of solution?
Driver education real signage and safety precautions and traffic enforcement need to be part of this project We who
live here see the aggressive driving blowing through stop signs and worse daily especially on weekend nights when
restaurant tourists take over the area We need better support and more than one diverter to truly handle this traffic
problem AND help cyclists' safety

5/16/2016 1 50 PM

237

More/Keep Diverters

love the traffic diverters As a bicycle commuter on Clinton St

would like to see additional

5/16/2016 12 36 PM

diverters to enforce the slower speed on Clinton think it is important to make it difficult to drive cars on Clinton By
making driving inconvenient hope we can increase the bicycle traffic and make the road safer for everyone
238

Traffic Safety/Enfor The changes went too far The bikes now travel far faster on Clinton and are becoming
dangerous and the bikers seems to feel entitled to do anything they want on Clinton now

5/16/2016 11 30 AM

239

More/Keep Diverters More/Other TC Tools Thanks for doing this Please put in more diverters as needed to
make it safe and a 20 mph speed limit

5/16/2016 11 18 AM

240

- Impact NeighStreets Traffic Safety/Enfor Overall mostly see a lot less traffic but there is still a lot of our of

5/16/2016 11 09 AM

area traffic doing some interesting things looking for parking (around 32nd & Clinton) doing u turns blocking
driveways etc mostly going to Pok Pok or Salt and Straw wish there was more we could do to encourage suburban
folks not to drive to inner Portland neighborhoods
241

More/Keep Diverters feel way more comfortable riding my bicycle on Clinton Street now that the diverters are in
place and comfortably ride along with my toddler all the time when felt too nervous to do so previously because of
the automobile traffic

5/16/2016 11 09 AM

242

More/Other TC Tools Every policy regarding our streets is making driving more difficult in many ways and
increasing traffic when those policies should be aimed at producing the opposite result Street Diet is the most

5/16/2016 11 06 AM

onerous of those polices removing lanes and bottle necking traffic is as wrong headed as policies come
243

t would be great if no parking was allowed on the south side of Clinton just east of 32nd as 've noticed it seems to be
a pinch point

5/16/2016 11 04 AM

244

Personal Safety There is a lot more bike traffic on Clinton and it is almost impossible to walk across Clinton because
bikes do not stop for pedestrians

5/16/2016 10 32 AM
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245

More/Keep Diverters

do see progress on SE Clinton Street as a result of the diverters

do hope that that

5/16/2016 9 42 AM

permanent diverters will be added and that the 32nd/Clinton diverter will be constructed in a way that makes it harder
for cars to get around The diverter on NE Holman Street at approximately 11th Avenue would be a great model
Traffic on Clinton is still too fast and higher than it should be for a residential street let alone a greenway The biggest
obstacle to safer riding and walking is driver behavior and regular traffic patrols for speeding would likely go a long
way A number of close calls for bikes and pedestrians occur when a driver makes an unsafe right or left turn onto
Clinton from a side street Having experienced a number of these interactions think it is very important to remove
parking spaces within approximately 20 feet of the intersection to improve visibility This should help drivers make
better decisions on when to turn and if they make a bad decision and a walker/runner or bicyclist gets hurt it is a far
less ambiguous situation Overall the diverters on Clinton are making my commute from Mt Scott Arleta to either
Downtown or Northeast Portland better
246

More/Keep Diverters Thanks for creating the Greenway Enhancement Portland will benefit from making bikeways
safe and giving more people the ability to experience the city without a car

5/16/2016 9 34 AM

247

More/Keep Diverters Personal Safety We usually walk everywhere in our SE area (SE 16th Ave & surrounds)
We have noticed a WONDERFUL lessening of aggressive car traffic on Clinton after the traffic change at SE 17th &
Clinton t feels so much safer to cross Clinton on foot than it used to Keep the traffic control change in place please

5/16/2016 9 31 AM

248

More/Other TC Tools Woodward is a smaller street with basically one lane of traffic There are now so many people
driving very fast through there suggest to implement a stop sign and speed bumps Something needs to be done for
safety in that area There are many children and animals in the neighborhood

5/16/2016 8 31 AM

249

More/Other TC Tools Personal Safety Traffic Safety/Enfor The impact has definitely been significant to
Woodward St 'm very sympathetic to the attempt to calm Clinton but the concern have is we're trading the safety of
one place for the safety of another There are still quite a few cyclists and pedestrians on Woodward St and the cars
avoiding Clinton are often traveling well over 25mph through what is a fairly narrow street Perhaps installing some
more stop signs on Woodward itself or some other mechanisms (bumps/diverters/one way sections?) of making
Woodward less attractive will help push more of the displaced Clinton traffic to Division or Powell?

5/16/2016 7 53 AM

250

Personal Safety Traffic Safety/Enfor The traffic diversions are confusing and sometimes dangerous t also forces
traffic onto side streets where there are a lot of kids walking to school Traffic was never very fast on Clinton to begin

5/16/2016 7 31 AM

with Also

find that avoid Clinton all together and thus the businesses there as well

251

More/Other TC Tools The stop sign configuration at 17th seems unclear to drivers crossing Clinton Because a 4
way stop became a 2 way stop many drivers don't yield to cyclists on Clinton

5/16/2016 7 22 AM

252

More/Other TC Tools Put speed bumps on the other side of Clinton and 39th

5/16/2016 6 01 AM

253

More/Keep Diverters All of this is impacted by the simultaneous construction on Hawthorne which has had an
overwhelmingly negative impact on bike routes in SE Portland More cars are using the bike routes and they are irate
and entitled can't imagine what would be happening if the traffic diverters weren't in place go out of my way to use

5/16/2016 12 55 AM

Clinton since the Lincoln bike route has been so dangerous recently
254

More/Keep Diverters Anecdotally the changes have helped a lot The diverters near 34th are confusing and weird
but seem effective

5/16/2016 12 25 AM

255

Improve@Other Locations Re/move Diverters The 17th change just pushes traffic further into neighborhoods
Divert the bikes not the cars 32nd is too confusing

5/16/2016 12 22 AM

256

The semi diverter at 32nd Ave is ineffective and unnecessary Car drivers often ignore it f followed it contributes to
congestion between Clinton and Division on very narrow side streets where it is hard to maneuver and turn left onto

5/15/2016 11 03 PM

Division (if you're heading west) Educational campaigns to promote reduced speeds on Clinton and encouraging cars
to use Division as much as possible make more sense than cutting off car traffic at that intersection The 17th Ave
diverter however has been more effective and helpful for bike commuters Having 34th as a one way bike boulevard
has been very positive as 34th is a main bike route and was previously difficult to share with two way car traffic Just
as many cars use Clinton as before the calming devices were installed The difference is that they are forced to divert
to Division which causes more congestion on that already busy road
257

More/Keep Diverters The diverters have done a great job at reducing volume and speed of auto traffic on Clinton
west of 39th Please keep them and make them permanent

5/15/2016 11 01 PM

258

Improve@Other Locations The combination of the diverters on Clinton AND having narrowed Division makes
getting east/west in the neighborhood tricky liked using Clinton to get up the SE cesar Chavez to use the left turn
signal Dead slow traffic on Division AND the unprotected left at Cesar Chavez make Division a poor choice
Sometimes go over to Powell or cut through 26th to Lincoln to get the protected left on Cesar Chavez or even go
through on SE 27th to Hawthorne

5/15/2016 9 51 PM
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More/Keep Diverters

bike with my kids in a trailer and on their own Before the diverters the number of cars and

5/15/2016 9 41 PM

people parking on Clinton had gotten so bad that it no longer felt safe for family bike rides noticed an improvement in
Clinton traffic immediately after these diverters were installed t was like night and day There were a fraction of the
number of cars and the cars that are on the street now aren't trying to speed ahead to make up for the traffic they
were trying to get away from on Division Really it feels much safer now Thank you very much for installing these
features
260

More/Other TC Tools The traffic got really terrifying between when the Division construction started and the recent
improvements were made would like to see the one way treatment on 34th on the North side of Division with it being
one way for cars towards Division t feels very dangerous for a few blocks some of the time Things are much better
since the improvements but now have noticed a new trend t seems like the most dangerous drivers are later in the
evening after the commute is over by people who don't live in the neighborhood heading to Division street night life

5/15/2016 9 33 PM

can tell they don't live in the neighborhood by how lost they look They always bee line to Division after parking and
aren't dressed in work clothes feel like people should be strongly discouraged from driving to bars as it usually
means someone is driving after drinking have witnessed the aftermath of two instances of cars crashing into the side
of the road in recent years One of them on Clinton Preferably bars should close before the last bus either by making
the buses run later or the bars close earlier Making it less convenient to park near bars would help such as making
evening neighborhood parking only allowed for residents
261

More/Other TC Tools WAHOO Traffic control More everywhere please Even better
Controlled access and zero street crossings Like an interstate but not lame

Bike super highways

5/15/2016 9 18 PM

262

Traffic Safety/Enfor Diverting the routes that cars drive seems to make drivers angry which cause them to dislike
bikes and be less cautious around bikes f you would like the city to be better for biking you need dedicated and safe
bike paths And you need to stop pretending that people don't drive cars t would aldo be helpful if bikers were held to
the same traffic law standards as drivers You have no idea how many times 've almost run bikers over because they
blew through stop signs in the dark with no light in dark colored clothing t's ridiculous

5/15/2016 9 10 PM

263

Improve@Other Locations Personal Safety Traffic Safety/Enfor Please consider diverters E of 39th
buzzed by cars most frequently now between 41st and 50th

get

5/15/2016 8 38 PM

264

More/Other TC Tools ncrease #4 #10 and #9 and #14 bus service For future planning incorporate street car
service from at least 82nd/or the MAX line down Division Powell and from 50th and Hawthorne would help

5/15/2016 8 27 PM

immensely Encouraging regular traffic stings to fine drivers for speeding not stopping at stop signs etc Also Clinton
St is in great need of many more painted crosswalks at strategic intersections Drivers do not yield to pedestrians as
they're required to do
265

More/Keep Diverters

ride this way multiple times per week on my way to/from work and it is lovely

266

Re/move Diverters came to this survey via a link from bikeportland org and 'm sure the vast majority of those
taking the survey did to am opposed to the Clinton diverters and most of the Bike Loud agenda and monitor

5/15/2016 8 27 PM
5/15/2016 8 15 PM

bikeportland org just to have an opportunity to state my opinion on these surveys Just goes to show what a lousy job
of outreach PBOT does to groups that aren't part of the bike lobby echo chamber that have to go to the bike fanatic
sites to find out about this survey To be fair the results of this biased survey sample should be ignored as it will
inevitably be filled with Mausketeer bikist rhetoric and little more
267

Improve@Other Locations These traffic calming devices seem to be working great to reduce auto traffic and
increase bike safety along Clinton 'd love to see more along this and other bike routes Thanks

5/15/2016 7 39 PM

268

Thanks for focusing on this project 'm hopeful it will be a template for many more throughout the city

5/15/2016 7 16 PM

269

Improve@Other Locations More/Other TC Tools Traffic Safety/Enfor These diverters were sooooo very much
needed would love to see this kind of treatment installed all over We really need them on Salmon as well which is
another route often ride 've lived here 15 years and over the last few the traffic the speeds and unsafe passing on
Salmon have increased quiet markedly Please add diverters there as well

5/15/2016 6 42 PM

270

Improve@Other Locations 'm glad the City stepped in to make Clinton more bike/ped friendly t had gotten really
unpleasant and caused me to switch my commute over to SE Lincoln The traffic calming features do seem to be
helping although (and many people 've spoken to) wondered why they weren't installed closer to the epicenter of
traffic on Clinton which is the intersection at 26th

5/15/2016 6 39 PM

271

More/Keep Diverters feel much safer now on my bike in this area which is where spend 95% of my
commute/errand running time

5/15/2016 6 31 PM

272

More/Other TC Tools Time for speed bumps or humps on SE 35th south of Clinton t's an extra wide flat area that
is seeing a disproportionate and at times dangerous negative consequence of your good changes for bikes on 34th
and Clinton That block shoulders a double burden for being the next street up from 34th and also being the cross
street for your Clinton experiment Please add traffic calming ASAP

5/15/2016 6 07 PM
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More/Keep Diverters Clinton is part of my daily bike commute to and from work The installation of the devices have

5/15/2016 5 56 PM

made the greenway safer and more pleasant
274

Improve@Other Locations More/Other TC Tools Can we put more diverters on side streets? Maybe some east
west and some north south? The neighborhood is still being used as a commute short cut to avoid Powell and
Division The other streets are getting traffic pushed onto them from Clinton now too For traveling on Clinton the
biggest danger to biking and walking on Clinton is cars crossing clinton on side streets Many people don't fully stop
and don't look for bikes/pedestrians before continuing on to cross Clinton

5/15/2016 5 17 PM

275

- Impact NeighStreets Re/move Diverters Cars diverting off Clinton St drive very FAST going South up SE 31st
Ave and SE 32nd Ave Speed bumps or some other slowing device is needed to slow down cars from speeding
around the diversion at Clinton and SE 32nd Cars do not stop at the stop sign at SE 32nd & Woodward and whip
around the corner onto Woodward *Try removing the 32nd St barrier on Clinton and see if traffic stays lower on
Clinton That diverter is a problem for those of us who live nearby **Most importantly we need a Left hand turn light at
SE Division and Chavez (to turn N onto Chavez) t is almost impossible to turn left and people make very dangerous
turns through red lights to make the turn This is an accident waiting to happen

5/15/2016 4 55 PM

276

More/Keep Diverters As a small business owner on Clinton my husband reports that no effect in walk in business
has occurred due to Clinton diverter project think that's great news No negative impact is great news to share back
to you We love it Thank you

5/15/2016 4 28 PM

277

- Impact NeighStreets More/Other TC Tools Traffic Safety/Enfor have lived two houses away from Clinton
for 25 years and do not think that the way Division was developed or Clinton is being restricted are effective answers

5/15/2016 4 18 PM

to the newfound traffic cluster that has been created in our neighborhood Enforcement of parking in addition to a
realistic approach to making some more street parking for trucks to unload without blocking the road would be nice
Trucks block 30th ave illegally almost every day servicing D street village and Bollywood theater Also am 100% for
promoting bike commuting but do not like the sense of entitlement the riders on Clinton have The lack of obedience
to traffic laws and the right of way of pedestrians has made me question that support
278

Personal Safety Traffic Safety/Enfor The semi diverter on 32nd has made traffic less predictable as it is
unexpected for visitors to the area They speed around the diverter or up the hill toward Woodward As the street can
only handle one way traffic with cars parked in either side the blind spot near the top of the hill is frightening

5/15/2016 2 03 PM

279

More/Other TC Tools One change for the diverter/island at 32nd and Clinton the parking spaces are too close to
the gap for bicycles to pass through

5/15/2016 1 31 PM

280

More/Keep Diverters live and work JUST outside the neighborhoods mentioned and use Clinton regularly to
commute to and from work Woodstock to SE industrial used to use it regularly until it became unpleasant to do so

5/15/2016 12 41 PM

and switched back after these changes also use Gladstone to SE 17th bike path (LOVE) but the Clinton hill is an
easier uphill home this there is room for a little more traffic calming on Clinton but these improvements are much
much better 'd feel comfortable biking my kid on this street again outside of rush hour hope you keep the changes
281

- Impact NeighStreets 've lived in the same house in SE Portland very near the recent changes for more than 30

5/15/2016 12 37 PM

years As you can imagine 've seen dramatic changes to this neighborhood mostly in the positive do question the
what perceive to be excessive concessions made to accommodate bicycle traffic 've an avid cyclist t amazes me
that so few cyclists use SE Lincoln/Harrision for East/West travel This street is only a few streets north of Clinton and
is ideal for bike traffic with light auto use and wide streets For every one bike see on Lincoln there are many bikes on
Clinton 'm not sure if people do not know about Lincoln or that they do not want to go out of their short way to use it
but if more cyclists used it the need for Clinton to be so bike friendly would be lessened Thoroughfares really are
necessary for auto traffic Although Clinton is now a more bike friendly street the priced payed is dramatically
increased traffic on Division as well as car traffic spilling on to adjacent residential streets Seems to have defeated the
purpose of making the SE a more livable neighborhood
282

- Impact NeighStreets The traffic on Clinton is not reduced do to this change and the change has just caused

5/15/2016 12 30 PM

people to pull u turns divert around the obstacles but still ending up on Clinton not accomplishing the goal and making
other roads unsafe
283

- Impact NeighStreets There is more traffic on Lincoln now Not sure how much is from this and how much from

5/15/2016 12 28 PM

Hawthorne sewer construction
284

- Impact NeighStreets The Greenway Enhancement Project enhances Portland's reputation as a city being made
over by corporate culture to provide a fun campus for its financially successful employees t symbolizes the
breakdown of trust between long time residents and city government t's a yuppy vanity project designed to attract
upwardly mobile worker bees to Portland We get the message Homeowners who have poured their life energy into
their homes and neighborhood are not particularly important to the future of Portland Surveys like this are just a way
to handle us neighborhood folks by creating your version of proof that you actually take our lives into consideration as
you erode our neighborhood's livability By the way the only reason ever drive on Clinton Street is to access the
stoplight that will enable me to turn onto Cesar Chavez without risking my life

5/15/2016 12 04 PM
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- Impact NeighStreets Improve@Other Locations The folks that need to use motor vehicles have now had the

5/15/2016 11 44 AM

right to share the road with bicycles removed and have added more congestion to nearby streets Stop wasting our tax
dollars with all of these social engineering projects that soak up needed funds for street & sidewalk repairs and traffic
signals (not that cyclists obey them) How about keeping cyclists off of sidewalks
286

More/Keep Diverters Personal Safety

think safety has improved as a result of these changes

5/15/2016 11 30 AM

287

More/Keep Diverters Keep it going baby

5/15/2016 11 20 AM

288

More/Keep Diverters The changes are great

5/15/2016 11 15 AM

289

More/Keep Diverters The diverters on Se Clinton st were almost too little too late worry that if we don't act fast
and make our green ways safe for families we won't get to 25% by 2030 Those diverters should have been there
years ago before it got to an almost crisis level still occasionally see and experience cars pass way too fast and way
too close but it's way better now with the diverters Please keep doing the right thing for the safety of portlanders and
tell the people who are too selfish to be slightly convenienced driving their cars to deal with it They don't own the
streets hope this project leads the way to help make other free ways safer faster Thank you know how much

5/15/2016 10 42 AM

heartache this project has caused but know you know how important it is
290

- Impact NeighStreets The problem started when you stupidly made Division one lane in either direction with the
really stupid bus stops that stick out into the street forcing everyone to stop behind the buses (that does not make the
traffic flow smoothly) Those changes caused people to use Clinton rather than Division and one with the comb
diverters you are pushing the traffic on to neighborhood streets that were not designed to support the traffic like
Division used to be Another stupid project the city forced down our throats and wasted a ton of money on

5/15/2016 10 36 AM

291

- Impact NeighStreets You can not address the city's growth and transportation needs by making driving more
difficult time consuming and dangerous by directing cars through neighborhoods Clinton was made a Greenway
when division was a major through street Now you can effectively drive through neither and our ever increasing traffic

5/15/2016 9 36 AM

is getting pushed through side streets
292

More/Keep Diverters
commuting in SE

like the effort to promote Clinton as a safe east/west bicycle way it can only increase bicycle

5/15/2016 12 19 AM

293

More/Keep Diverters Anything to keep all but local auto traffic off Clinton t used to be a great bikeway but this was
marred by people in cars trying to avoid Division Please do whatever it takes to keep the speeders and reckless
drivers off of bikeways

5/14/2016 11 27 PM

294

- Impact NeighStreets Division is now more congested with cars bikes and people t's going to get worse with
continued development f Clinton parallels Division and is where bikes are supposed to be then bikes should be

5/14/2016 10 44 PM

banned on Division f you are pushing more cars onto Division it becomes potentially more dangerous for bikes and
people f Clinton has been a bike greenway for 20 years it appears to have worked well as it was There doesn't
seem to have been a rash of car/bike/pedestrian accidents/deaths as there is on Foster So this whole effort on Clinton
seems like a solution in search of a problem and an expensive one that actually causes more problems BTW if you
are traveling west on Clinton and want to go south on 17th how are you supposed to do that? Clinton already slows
down traffic with speed bumps center islands and stop lights Those are methods that let everyone coexist Your
survey also asked about additional traffic/speeds on Woodward and Taggart but only offered a yes or no option for
what 've noticed HOWEVER since almost never travel those roads don't know if there is more volume on those
streets nor the speeds My 'No' answer does not mean there is not increased volume or speeds and you should not
report the data that way as it would be a misrepresentation because you didn't offer a 'don't know' or 'NA' response
295

Improve@Other Locations More/Other TC Tools The diverters have served their purpose and 'd like to see this
in a number of other places Currently many people 'd like to ride with on these greenway corridors will not ride out of
fear for their safety Almost all area related to motorists having "discovered" them via waze or whatever means and
now regularly barrel down these streets Sometimes they're on these greenways during rush hour but that really
shouldn't matter because whatever time it is the threat is ever present and my mother father wife and others that
come visit won't ride on these corridors because of it So 'd like to see diverters breakdown that traffic and decrease
speeds Without

296

5/14/2016 9 19 PM

ride alone and ponder leaving the city because of it

More/Keep Diverters t looks good

5/14/2016 9 03 PM

297

- Impact NeighStreets Re/move Diverters these slow down measures are a waste of time and money Tax the
new apartment buildings20% to 30% more on the rental revenue and maybe not so many people will be moving into
our over crowded neighborhood Portland allowed what 20 to 30 new 4 story high rise apts without parking and
without insisting these apt owners pay for widening roads and creating parking Foolishness and diverters will not
help

5/14/2016 9 00 PM

298

More/Other TC Tools SE Clinton has TR PLE the *maximum* car volume of what a neighborhood greenway should
have 99% of our streets are completely given over to cars we need at least a FEW true (extremely low car volume)
neighborhood greenways where any 8 year old can ride a bike totally safely Streets are for PEOPLE Let's create at
least a few people friendly streets in Portland

5/14/2016 8 52 PM
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299

More/Other TC Tools The current barrier on 35th needs a much better design

5/14/2016 7 53 PM

300

More/Other TC Tools Not familiar with this change but it looks confusing from the photograph

5/14/2016 7 39 PM

301

wahoo

5/14/2016 7 20 PM

302

More/Keep Diverters

303

More/Other TC Tools Those lawn signs that are posted along this corridor (and surrounding streets) are a waste of
resources and are condescending in their tone Use those resources for anything else Literally anything Else

5/14/2016 6 19 PM

304

More/Other TC Tools Please do not allow the planned 100+unit apartment on SE 50th and Clinton to have its
road/rdriveway entry on SE Clinton This would put more vehicular traffic on Clinton The Clinton Greenway
Enhancement efforts should extend to 50th & Clinton a portion of the greenway that needs more traffic calming
please

5/14/2016 4 55 PM

- Impact NeighStreets

5/14/2016 4 43 PM

305

bike more often because of the Clinton St improvements

like the diverters a lot

didn't see a huge need for changing 34th street to one way b/c the

5/14/2016 7 04 PM

stop sign at the intersection of 34th and Clinton kept traffic evenly spaced Even during rush hour never experienced
a ton of traffic going south on 34th so the change seemed unnecessary And now as a bike traveling south on 34th
have to stay in a narrow lane that is often debris filled
306

More/Keep Diverters 've seen cars going around the diverter at 32nd somebody put in some cones to help
prevent this and maybe there is a more permanent solution

5/14/2016 4 00 PM

307

More/Other TC Tools The signage at the corner of division and 32nd is not clear

5/14/2016 3 33 PM

308

More/Keep Diverters Thank you for making traffic diverters

5/14/2016 2 20 PM

309

More/Other TC Tools bike Clinton on a non regular basis from SE 12th to 36th drive on Clinton from 21st to 23rd
very infrequently (the diverters are irrelevant to me as a motorist) The traffic on Clinton seems lighter from 12th to

feel much safer

5/14/2016 2 13 PM

17th but whatever 'm accustomed to sharing the road with automobiles MO the diverters were put in because
"we" cyclists hate cars filled out the childish "frogger" questionnaire that was circulated prior to their installation so
the motiviation behind it was pretty obvious drive regularly on Division The closure on 34th is good simply because
it gives the tourists one less distraction while they look for parking
310

311

- Impact NeighStreets Personal Safety have witnessed several almost accidents on the side streets Some are
too narrow to handle the additional traffic Taggart where it jogs between 20th and 19th has vision impediments at the
intersects The neighborhood has cats way over the speed limits on side streets t's been awful
- Impact NeighStreets Re/move Diverters Clinton St has been a bike friendly commuter street for a long time

5/14/2016 2 05 PM

5/14/2016 1 05 PM

have lived on 18th a block and a half south of Clinton for almost 10 years now Adding these dividers to block cars
from going through only causes drivers to weave throughout quieter side streets in the neighborhood so that they can
get back on their initial course There are very few streets in inner SE that connect between 12th and Cesar Chavez
By forcing all cars to cross over from Clinton to Division a busy 2 lane street only makes the traffic there even worse
t also causes traffic that didn't exist before on quieter neighborhood streets Another negative effect is that due to less
cars on Clinton cyclists seem to ride more recklessly with the new dividers They create a false sense of comfort as if
the street is only for bikes now making it that much more dangerous for other cyclists cars and also pedestrians t
seemed like cars bikes and pedestrians all shared the road a bit more cohesively prior to these dividers Division St is
not a street that was designed to have such an intense heavy flow of traffic and that is essentially where all cars are
being redirected to with these dividers in place Shut it down
312

- Impact NeighStreets You are making these streets more dangerous for every driver bicyclist and walker They
make no sense frustrate people and force them off to neighboring streets t is a disaster

5/14/2016 12 10 PM

313

More/Keep Diverters These changes have made Clinton a much safer street for everyone Cars used to get
frustrated with traffic on division and would come over to Clinton and go really fast putting children pedestrians
cyclists and pets at risk

5/14/2016 11 37 AM

314

- Impact NeighStreets Personal Safety Traffic Safety/Enfor The car traffic that has been forced off Clinton due
to the diverters has had a detrimental affect on the neighborhood Residential side streets now have much increased
traffic at much increased speeds TH S S A SAFETY SSUE Also live 1/2 block off Clinton and so experience the
car traffic on that street every day and for many years ( have lived in the neighborhood since 1988) The diverters
have just displaced traffic onto unsafe alternate streets and have had no big affect on reducing car traffic on Clinton
very often see cars get diverted at 17th and 32nd only to pop out on Clinton again a few blocks later This experiment
has been a failure

5/14/2016 11 32 AM

315

More/Other TC Tools have always enjoyed walking near 32nd and Clinton but think the semi diverter there is
unattractive and detracts from the nice neighborhood feel of the street t makes car traffic more noticeable and calls
attention to the street rather than just having the focus be on the lovely surrounding homes understand that it's
important to protect bike traffic on Clinton but are there alternative diverters that are more visually appealing?

5/14/2016 10 50 AM
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316

Traffic Safety/Enfor More accountability needs to be upheld for violations of the law

5/14/2016 10 48 AM

317

- Impact NeighStreets Since putting these in place the traffic on Division has gone from bad to worse Now every
day there is a line of cars almost solid backed up from 11th to 39th have lived at 1306 se von for over 42 years
and this is the worst screw up the city has done since making Division a 2 lane road

5/14/2016 10 11 AM

318

More/Other TC Tools Personal Safety Traffic Safety/Enfor Living on SE Clinton & 33rd Place other problems
still exist 1) Cars making u turns in the middle of the Clinton Greenway between north south streets where drivers are
trying to get to the now open parking space Very dangerous for bikers pedestrians and other cars traveling on
Greenway 2) With no queuing areas at either end of north south streets off of SE Division & SE Clinton it becomes
an obstacle course between cars bicyclists and pedestrians 3) No or very little parking enforcement Complaint
driven Cars that block ADA yellow pad sidewalks fire hydrants and driveways heard a comment recently while

5/14/2016 10 10 AM

walking out my neighbors house when passengers exited a truck that had just pulled up and parked halfway into their
driveway My neighbor said you're blocking my driveway The male driver said thank you for being so hospital said
really you got to be kidding me Or the car that totally blocks the ADA sidewalk crossing and the owner says 'm just
going to Salt & Straw for ice cream Or the lady when said she's blocking the fire hydrant says but live in the
neighborhood why are you being such a jerk Well that's what we deal with when you increase density in
neighborhoods without parking considerations People still drive their cars We are unable to affect peoples behavior
and lack enforcement We live in a time with more aggressive behavior disrespect for private property and these type
of encounters that make you say really
319

Thanks for fucking up SE

5/14/2016 9 53 AM

320

More/Keep Diverters More diverters please Every neighborhood greenway needs them to preserve the intent
having the greenway in the first place SE Ankeny is in serious need

5/14/2016 9 40 AM

321

More/Keep Diverters The traffic diverters and other traffic calming measures are amazing They have greatly
improved my enjoyment of riding on the street

5/14/2016 9 29 AM

322

Please stop making our streets so unfriendly to those who pay taxes & need to get our kids to school shop at the
store & get to work We would like to share the road We also bike when we can but when we need our cars let us
be able to drive them on these streets Please We pay our taxes

5/14/2016 9 11 AM

323

More/Other TC Tools Re/move Diverters The semi diverter installed at SE 32nd Ave & SE Clinton St is an
eyesore and looks industrial Please remove it

5/14/2016 8 55 AM

324

More/Other TC Tools Traffic Safety/Enfor Need end of enforcement of speeding disobeying converters
distracted driving

5/14/2016 8 46 AM

325

Quit monkeying with the street just because the bicyclist lobby keeps pushing you for excessive selfish changes

5/14/2016 7 23 AM

326

Personal Safety Traffic Safety/Enfor https //www youtube com/watch?v=0KZ4D4QOyXM The increase in
vigilantism is concerning

5/14/2016 12 59 AM

327

More/Keep Diverters More/Other TC Tools feel that the posted speed limit for this greenway is too high and
there should be more diverters Albuquerque NM has a bicycle boulevard (along SE Silver) that incorporated traffic
diverters in a less "suggested" and more actualized way with a speed limit of 18mph Here we have a 25mph speed
limit and drivers that will pass aggressively Also how about some actual traffic law enforcement against cars? Speed
cameras Red light cameras Make people pay for their infractions by losing their privilege to drive

5/14/2016 12 40 AM

328

Improve@Other Locations More/Keep Diverters Please add more diverters on Clinton 'm still seeing cas drive
on it for as long as they possibly can

5/14/2016 12 12 AM

329

Re/move Diverters What frustrates me about this process is the typical city interaction with citizens of doing
whatever they want even when residents and even other agencies tell you they don't want it and they are bad ideas
Additionally you are fixing a problem that only exists because of the extremely poorly designed and implemented
changes to SE Division creating frustration and expense to fix a problem that you (the city) created This city has
gone unbelievably overboard to accommodate a relatively small population of bike riders who don't even provide any
financial support like auto drivers do Stop causing unnecessary expense by implementing poorly thought out projects
(you are poised to do this all over again on SE Foster)

5/13/2016 11 30 PM

330

More/Keep Diverters Thank you very much for making these changes

5/13/2016 11 20 PM

have noticed a difference

331

- Impact NeighStreets Personal Safety Traffic Safety/Enfor feel the changes have increased traffic on the
side streets making it s more dangerous neighborhood to travel in by foot bike or car

5/13/2016 11 09 PM

332

More/Keep Diverters Overall like the improvements Traffic on Clinton is much better as a cyclist As driver
would often take Clinton as a way home from the grocery store but now avoid it completely ncreased traffic on
other neighborhood streets has happened but overall cyclist safety has improved on Clinton

5/13/2016 10 36 PM
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333

- Impact NeighStreets With all the traffic and lack of parking on division commuters naturally use Clinton as a

5/13/2016 10 16 PM

thoroughfare However since it's nearly impossible to navigate now the other streets between division and Powell are
being used more often by a large percentage of frustrated drivers How the city allows the development of so much
housing and businesses to occur on division without adding any parking is absurd The cross streets e 30th 28th
etc are far to narrow for the giant increase of volume and are bottlenecking traffic Terrible planning based largely on
greed
334

Improve@Other Locations Please bring these features to SE Salmon

5/13/2016 10 15 PM

335

More/Other TC Tools Re/move Diverters Move the bike paths to the narrower side streets and open Clinton back
up Place a light at Clinton and 17th Time the lights at 8th and Division so that traffic flows east/west when train gates
are down

5/13/2016 10 13 PM

336

More/Other TC Tools Anything that can be done one to 6 blocks off Clinton to divert car cut through of traffic would
be appreciated

5/13/2016 10 01 PM

337

Improve@Other Locations More/Keep Diverters A diverter on 26th and Clinton would also be fantastic

5/13/2016 9 52 PM

338

More/Keep Diverters

5/13/2016 9 48 PM

339

More/Keep Diverters Thank you for prioritizing human transportation on this network of streets

340

feel much safer biking my son to school since the diverters Traffic is much calmer

Improve@Other Locations More/Keep Diverters t seems like the diverters are a little far apart and wonder if it
would be more useful to have the 33rd one further down like 30th maybe (sorry this should have been an answer to a
previous question) Otherwise

5/13/2016 9 48 PM
5/13/2016 9 33 PM

love the diverters and wish we could put more on other streets

341

Traffic Safety/Enfor find this street very confusing live on Woodward and walk bike and drive around the
neighborhood t is often very frustrating to get my car in and out of my neighborhood This particular device has
stymied me several times only drive a few times a week but the streets have gotten totally nutty

5/13/2016 9 13 PM

342

Division really needs to become an easier/quicker route to incentivise drivers
that happens

5/13/2016 8 51 PM

343

- Impact NeighStreets More/Other TC Tools Because these changes have pushed the traffic to other
neighborhood streets can they have speed bumps? Also it is very hard to drive north south on 32nd now

5/13/2016 8 50 PM

344

More/Keep Diverters More/Other TC Tools live at 28th and Woodward 'm impacted by these decisions My
work my commute my 3 kids safety schools and livability are all impacted by these decisions like the changes to
phasing out cars Keep up the good work but always be mindful of the people who live with your decisions

5/13/2016 8 30 PM

345

This is a valuable function of our city government

5/13/2016 7 45 PM

346

- Impact NeighStreets More/Other TC Tools The diverters seem to make it less safe for cars bikes and
pedestrians There used to be a blinking stop light at 17th and Clinton That was removed and now bikes don't have to
stop and are difficult to see Not safe for anyone Because of the shortsighted changes on Division between 12th and
39th cars noticeably began using Clinton more Now with the Clinton changes cars divert to the neighborhoods
don't know what city PBOT and the decision makers is living in but the population in Portland is growing quickly Even
if people have bikes most also have cars n addition bike traffic is partly seasonal i e there are more bikers in better
weather and not everyone is able to ride bikes Many of the PBOT "enhancements" have only made traffic worse and
less safe and benefits only a minority of the people who are trying to get around shudder to think of the impact the
changes on Foster and 82nd will bring Traffic is bad already and all the poorly thought out bike routes and swales on
major streets ( don't see any swales in rvington) has made it worse You ask us to vote for tax increases ruin the
things that are working and don't fix what's broken Portland is over

5/13/2016 6 46 PM

347

- Impact NeighStreets More/Other TC Tools These measures were well intentioned but have significantly slowed
traffic on Division which in turns slows down public transportation (#4 bus) which encourages people to drive more

5/13/2016 6 36 PM

don't think there will be any better until

Division already has enough trouble being backed up when trains or the Max block traffic at 11th/12th
348

Traffic Safety/Enfor One way streets in the midst of two way streets are simply confusing More accidents or near
misses

5/13/2016 5 47 PM

349

Improve@Other Locations Now you need to look at traffic on SE Franklin

5/13/2016 5 46 PM

350

Re/move Diverters

5/13/2016 5 09 PM

351

Traffic Safety/Enfor The previous questions are hard to answer time of day matters Many people ignore the
barrier and come through anyway garbage trucks food delivery vehicles hard maintenance and private vehicles
There seems to be no traffic control or police presence

don't like the changes and would like for things to go back the way they were

5/13/2016 4 33 PM
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352

- Impact NeighStreets More/Other TC Tools Personal Safety Traffic Safety/Enfor People are angry and

5/13/2016 4 24 PM

RAC NG up our streets nearby (we are on Tibbetts) This puts our children and cats in danger Clinton has
speedbumps NONE OF US HAVE SPEEDBUMPS So to get EXTRA traffic is incredibly dangerous for us there is
NO stopping the angry drivers who have to redirect because of this annoyance T SN'T HELP NG
353

- Impact NeighStreets More/Other TC Tools This change on Clinton feels very much like a very successful act of
N MBY transfering traffic problems to other sctions of our neiborhood We live on Division Street which is still a mixed
use street with more residental sectors than commercial Traffic volume in front of our house has become very

5/13/2016 4 20 PM

noticeably heavier since the change on Clinton Much of the day it basically seems like a traffic jam in front of our
house or if the traffic clears for a bit cars rocket past us and it's extremely difficult to cross the street with our
daughter to visit her friends two blocks away At the very least we need more crosswalks on Divison if not other ways
to make us feel safer from the traffic
354

More/Keep Diverters

look forward to more diverters on more of the greenways

5/13/2016 4 15 PM

355

More/Other TC Tools First Division has been narrowed and car traffic has come to a crawl understand that Clinton
is a bicycle street Where are cars suppose to go have been using Woodward now but cars park both sides of the
street making it very narrow in places The street needs to be redesigned to take the traffic that has been diverted
from Division and Clinton Some of us are too old to safely ride a bike The questions about Taggert did not believe
were that relevant since it is not a through street

5/13/2016 3 25 PM

356

More/Other TC Tools find the change to one way northbound on 34th to be an excellent one 'd like to see more
of the narrowest streets between Division and Clinton set up the same way 37th could be one way northbound for

5/13/2016 3 09 PM

cars 38th should be one way southbound
357

358

More/Keep Diverters More/Other TC Tools Personal Safety Be bold 'm a confident rider but we need to
continue to improve safety to attract new riders and let parents feel comfortable riding with kids
More/Keep Diverters More/Other TC Tools These are great improvements they make me feel safer for myself
(as a runner) and my kids

359
360

5/13/2016 3 07 PM

5/13/2016 2 59 PM

think more of Clinton should be closed off to traffic

- Impact NeighStreets The 17th Ave change has shifted traffic to Taggart St

5/13/2016 2 10 PM

More/Other TC Tools f rebuilt the semi permanent traffic diverter on Clinton and 34th needs to do a better job at

5/13/2016 1 52 PM

preventing cars from just zigzagging past it 've seen that happen a few too many times
361

- Impact NeighStreets Personal Safety Traffic Safety/Enfor The traffic diverters have increased traffic and
traffic speeds on neighboring streets to ridiculously unsafe amounts don't even think cars realize how fast they are
going on a neighborhood street where children are crossing and playing just to get to and from This is especially true
where stop signs are not present for several blocks Cars are using that span without stop signs to really gain speed
and make up for not being able to use Division or Clinton street as thoroughfares any longer t is a huge problem

5/13/2016 1 36 PM

work from home 2 days a week and have noticed a HUGE increase in the number of cars going down Woodward and
a HUGE increase in the speeds at which they are travelling Someone is going to get their car sideswiped or a
pedestrian or child is going to get hit
362

would like to know where all this money is coming from to initiate all you grand e so implementation of non funded
bike programs? They pay no taxes for roads they pay no licensing or registration fees they break the laws of all
streets signs The have little cutesie bike ornaments on each corner signage at a cost of what?? Please respond
Street are for cars are being cut in half where once a four lane street is now a 2 lane street And yet the fees for car
licensing and gas tax for street improvements are not use for their intended purpose They say they no money to fix
roads need more taxes What kind of bs is this??

5/13/2016 1 01 PM

363

More/Keep Diverters Mostly great some increase in aggro drivers some increase in aggro bikers as well Overall
decrease in auto traffic most slower gradual increase in all types of bike traffic

5/13/2016 12 59 PM

364

More/Other TC Tools Curb painting and enforcement of cars that are parked too close to intersections making it
hard to see when turning and making it hard to get around some diverters

5/13/2016 12 49 PM

365

More/Keep Diverters This was a great change and long overdue Clinton was getting scary to ride on drive
through the area too had noticed that it can be faster to drive up Clinton than Division where through traffic belongs
so we needed to do something to deter people from using it as a highway

5/13/2016 12 45 PM

366

More/Other TC Tools Traffic Safety/Enfor Clinton needs continuing enforcement to prevent speeding unsafe
passing and driving through the semi diverter Also 25 mph is way too high of a speed limit for a designated bike
boulevard with such high cycling volume Should be no more than 20

5/13/2016 12 37 PM

367

This doesn't help people who don't have the luxury of riding a bike We need more help for drivers

5/13/2016 12 36 PM
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368

- Impact NeighStreets Personal Safety Traffic Safety/Enfor Traffic driving down Clinton get to the 17th street
median and diverts around it The traffic going towards 12th street use Taggert and come up 16th usually at higher
speeds They roll through the stop signs and back onto Clinton live on the corner of 16th and Clinton and find that in
the mornings drivers are very aggressive and have almost hit multiple cyclists think more medians down 17th
pushing traffic towards Powell would be much better Also notice that drivers tend to just go the wrong way around
the median to be able to take a left turn into Clinton Can we crackdown on this somehow?

5/13/2016 11 53 AM

369

More/Other TC Tools The diverter at SE 32nd and SE Clinton has some confusing signage The double arrow on
the diverter itself isn't clear in its instruction t could be interpreted as telling drivers to go around it Another "Do Not

5/13/2016 11 52 AM

Enter" sign would be clearer Or build a wall with a little bike sized doorway in it
370

- Impact NeighStreets More/Other TC Tools Traffic Safety/Enfor live on the corner of 23rd and Woodward
and the amount of traffic has probably tripled since the changes on Clinton People are driving extremely fast as well
Woodward narrows from 23rd to about 19th and this is causing more traffic issues Two of my neighbors' cars have
been hit in the last two weeks There are no stops signs from 25th to 21st and cars are flying down the street would
like something done about this Stops signs put in or speed bumps would like Clinton to go back to the way it was t

5/13/2016 11 29 AM

is a much larger street that can handle more traffic
371

Traffic Safety/Enfor Make the divider bigger on SE 17th A lot of cars illegally turn into coming traffic to be able to
turn into 17th

5/13/2016 11 16 AM

372

More/Keep Diverters Though parking is slightly more annoying now ( live off of Clinton and 32nd) overall the
diverted help slow cars and seem to make them more aware of the bicyclists tide my bike/walk through this area
more than drive and overall feel safer and like the cars that are on Clinton drive slower since it is now mostly local
automobile traffic instead of being used to bypass Division

5/13/2016 11 14 AM

373

Improve@Other Locations More/Keep Diverters More/Other TC Tools live at 27th and Woodward and bike
daily down Clinton to my work downtown and also daily with my son who attends Abernethy have noticed increased
traffic on Woodward and would like you to consider a speedbump at 27th or perhaps a stop sign at 28th to decrease
the speed of cars coming down the hill to 26th in the morning have noticed much less auto traffic on Clinton thank
you Biking with my young son in the morning to school is much more pleasant There is still considerable cut through

5/13/2016 11 07 AM

traffic btw 17th and 12th 'd love you to consider the original plan to have a diverter at 12th to alleviate this problem
That said the volume of auto traffic btw 17th and 12th is less than it was in the immediate aftermath of the diverter
installation Again thank you for your work As the Safe Routes to School coordinator at Abernethy next year 'm
happy to help with outreach within the Abernethy community to garner support for the permanence of the diverters
Thanks Cari Threadgill
com
374

More/Other TC Tools The lower Clinton traffic device will continue to drive around through the neighborhood one

5/13/2016 10 58 AM

block before it notice tons of cars doing the same thing every morning nstead of cars and bikes stoping at a 4 way
stop the cars will just cut over and assume you will see more accidents caused by this change
375

More/Other TC Tools Traffic Safety/Enfor

have experienced close calls with bicycles as cross Clinton Since

5/13/2016 10 45 AM

can no longer turn onto Clinton from 17th which is a wide high visibility intersection am forced to cross on 16th
where visibility is often severely limited by foliage and parked cars This is particularly concerning at night and/or in the
rain when bicycles are not well lit
376

More/Keep Diverters Clinton feels much safer now Thank you travel on Clinton via biking and walking frequently
with my young child and it was getting really scary with speeding and high traffic and aggressive driving think this
has really helped also hope a future high speed bus line on Powell will give drivers more options

5/13/2016 10 45 AM

377

- Impact NeighStreets More/Other TC Tools see a lot of U turns made on 17th in order to turn east or west
Confusing Bikes not needing to stop going east or west Dangerous

5/13/2016 10 43 AM

378

More/Keep Diverters

live in the Clinton St Apts directly on the corner of SE Clinton and SE 16th This has been a

5/13/2016 10 42 AM

HUGE improvement for the neighborhood for bicycle safety Not only do see way more bicyclists but see way less
cars do notice that there are more cars unfamiliar with the neighborhood who are more aggressive when driving
around these barricades Overall it's improved the safety of the neighborhood because cars take other roads traffic is
reduced everyone is much safer and it seems like more people want to bike Please ignore anyone else who thinks
these are bad they likely drive cars
379

More/Other TC Tools think bicyclist and motorist should be able to share the road without all the diverters and
keep the motorist speeds very low for the people who actually live or work in this neighborhood

5/13/2016 10 36 AM

380

Improve@Other Locations More/Keep Diverters nstall a diverter at 12th please as well as a safe crossing an
westbound diverter at 50th Clinton should be difficult or impossible to use for auto traffic between any of its
intersecting major streets such as 52nd 50th Chavez 26th 20th and the 11th/12th couplet

5/13/2016 10 24 AM

381

More/Other TC Tools Traffic Safety/Enfor cops on bikes to target "distracted" and speeding drivers vs the usual
stop sign stings

5/13/2016 10 08 AM
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382

Personal Safety Traffic Safety/Enfor There was no mention in here of the impact on local residents driving

5/13/2016 9 41 AM

patterns We now do much more driving through the neighborhoods on both sides of Division Trying to get onto
Division or across Division is especially dangerous much of the day
383

More/Keep Diverters thank the City for these changes as have written in a few times requesting some action to
make Clinton Street safe for vulnerable road users but was told there is no money Ultimately the current solution
could not have cost much at all and from my observation believe it has cut down motor vehicle traffic to what believe
is about 50% of what it previously was however still believe with a full diverter added and the positions changed to

5/13/2016 9 39 AM

stop more cut through traffic this could change a good greenway into a really great one where people will feel
comfortable riding with small children again t is good to see some of that happening again since the temporary
diverters were added but still shudder sometimes when a large pickup truck is riding fast next to a small child on a
bike
384

Improve@Other Locations Re/move Diverters The design of the one at 32nd doesn't work see cars go around
it every time 'm in that area 'd love to see something more done on Clinto between 50th and 39th There's always a
high volume of car traffic through there and high speeds with people trying avoid the traffic congestion at 50th and
division and it's only going to get worse with the new buildings going up in the area t would be great to see the 50th
and Clinton intersection changed to reduce traffic entering Clinton westbound off of 50th

5/13/2016 9 38 AM

385

Improve@Other Locations More/Other TC Tools The REAL problem is SE 20th where live Now that there are
speed bumps on SE 21st and New Seasons resides on the corner of SE 20th and Division SE 20th has become a
very busy street with both heavy large truck usage and cars going way too fast in spite of stop signs every two blocks
SE 20th needs round abouts speed bumps or traffic medians desperately now Another comment The more
"entitled" bicylcists are allowed to become by the City pandering to them the worse it gets for those of us who don't
ride bikes whether due to age or preference Bicyclists should have to pay for licenses and display them on their

5/13/2016 9 28 AM

bikes since they are the main beneficiaries of all these accommodations
386

More/Other TC Tools Personal Safety Traffic Safety/Enfor

am a bike commuter a car driver and live a half

5/13/2016 9 24 AM

a block off of Clinton like having less cars on Clinton and having it more bike able think that along with this Clinton
Green Way campaign there should be a campaign to get cyclists off of Division Division is not the best street to bike
on but one block over is an ideal street to bike on 've been living and biking in Portland for 27 years When 'm driving
my car 'm always patient with bikers however there seems to be some bikers that lack common sense putting there
own safety and the safety of those around them at risk For instance while on a bike is it a good idea to taking up a
lain of traffic on Powell Boulevard 82nd Avenue or Sandy a good idea? don't think so because 've almost hit a few
people that where doing it There are gust some streets where the traffic speed and the biker speed are so out of
synchronization that it's dangerous to have on the same street People shouldn't ride bikes on the sidewalk People
shouldn't use crosswalk while riding a bike as if they where on foot The car driver comes to a crosswalk looks both
ways doesn't see anybody on foot starts to go and instantly there's a guy on a bike with the trailer in the crosswalk
Dangerous don't know what the answer is Maybe a awareness campaign maybe better signs maybe a change of
some laws
387

maybe all of the above

Improve@Other Locations More/Keep Diverters Personal Safety bicycle from my home in Foster Powell to
my job in Sunnyside several times a week using the Clinton Street greenway have found the ride to be much more
pleasant since the changes have been implemented The new design seems to be effective at discouraging use of the

5/13/2016 9 21 AM

greenway as a higher speed alternative to Division Street for auto through traffic n general have noticed auto
speeds to be lower and passing to be more cautious and considerate Please make these changes a permanent fixture
for Clinton Street would also strongly urge you to implement similar changes on other greenways around the city
388

More/Other TC Tools Make the pass through area not have to ride over a sewer grate

389

Improve@Other Locations More/Keep Diverters
deploy them throughout the city

390

More/Keep Diverters Personal Safety The neighborhood feels much safer for all pedestrians cyclists and
automobiles

5/13/2016 9 15 AM

391

- Impact NeighStreets This has adversely impacted other neighborhood streets and highly impacted the livability of
the neighborhood negatively

5/13/2016 9 09 AM

392

Re/move Diverters The 32nd st barrier is really disruptive to neighborhood traffic

5/13/2016 8 57 AM

393

More/Keep Diverters Big improvement Thanks

5/13/2016 8 26 AM

394

would like to see the city standardize their diverter design and

5/13/2016 9 21 AM

Improve@Other Locations More/Keep Diverters More/Other TC Tools Traffic diverters on greenways are
much needed improvments and should be installed all over the city With major arterials experiancing road diets and
development car drivers are more often seeking alternative routes installing diverters on greenways keeps these
drivers off of bike routes and ameliorates the number 1 barrier for new bike riders safety concerns Keep improving
the safety of our bike routes and neighborhood greenways

5/13/2016 9 19 AM

5/13/2016 7 21 AM
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395

- Impact NeighStreets More/Other TC Tools The diverters are working to a certain extent ( still see cars cheating
and driving around them when possible) but the main problem is really that cars will still use Clinton when possible
(especially due to traffic situations on Division or Powell) and then drive too fast 39th is a big problem with that outlet

5/13/2016 7 20 AM

396

Improve@Other Locations More/Other TC Tools How about making them either more attractive and/or modular
so they can be easily tested and moved played with And then put on your big boy pants and just start diverting more
and more streets and giving cyclists an enjoyable safe ride everywhere in the city

5/13/2016 6 34 AM

397

Improve@Other Locations More/Keep Diverters The divider @ Clinton+ 34th has to be made so that a small car
( 've even seen a truck with a trailer with a lawn service ) are thwarted in pulling through it told a guy in a Prius who
did it to not do that & he said to '
off' he was 'from here' (implying wasn't)

5/13/2016 6 12 AM

398

Improve@Other Locations More/Keep Diverters Thanks for eventually finding a low cost solution to this serious
situation on our bikeways There should be another diversion on SE 50 th and more like these on other bikeways too

5/13/2016 5 27 AM

399

Used to be two set of parking with one effective lane for awhile in essence then one set with moderate movement to
avoid bicycles Since the advent of the "reinvigoration" of Division in that area they can live without the pain of
parking for the cars they leave behind Who knows where the business patrons park but on the street? That street
has always been too skinny there

5/13/2016 3 02 AM

400

More/Keep Diverters More/Other TC Tools As a cyclist these changes are all nice for me The cars on 17th still
haven't caught on to the fact that the stop signs on Clinton are gone but that's not the city's fault do wonder if
Division has become a bit more congested Also this isn't exactly what you're asking about but 've encountered a
driver who didn't understand that the circular medians sprinkled along Clinton are not roundabouts This fellow thought

5/12/2016 11 18 PM

that if he entered the "roundabout" first that gave him the right of way even if he was turning left and someone
coming the opposite way was going straight All that to say 'm glad to see that the changes you're making don't
involve more of that kind of median One last comment don't care for the yellow plasticky things that mark the
corners at crosswalks because they are somewhat slippery when wet
401

402
403

Improve@Other Locations More/Keep Diverters More/Other TC Tools would love for 34th going north to be
an official greenway take it often and it feels like cars don't respect bikes as much there

5/12/2016 11 00 PM

Re/move Diverters Remove remove remove

5/12/2016 10 46 PM

- Impact NeighStreets More/Other TC Tools i find the traffic is worsened by the street barriers We need to make

5/12/2016 10 07 PM

bigger bike lanes not partially divert traffic We need to make laws that require bike riders to use bike lanes to keep
them off of major roads and then give them bike lanes that are larger safer and better managed More one way
roads less blocked off roads
404

- Impact NeighStreets Re/move Diverters These changes to Clinton are making traffic worse on other streets
Streets are made for cars and bikes Limiting car traffic on a street like Clinton that was made for more car traffic than
other side streets only makes things worse in other neighborhoods Bicyclists should learn how to ride with car traffic

5/12/2016 9 35 PM

not demand that cars be removed from their routes All diverters on Clinton need to be removed Diverters on Clinton
only contribute to global warming as they make car traffic back up and go slower on Division and Powell
405

More/Keep Diverters Personal Safety Traffic Safety/Enfor ride my bike regularly on Clinton and have
noticed fewer cars and high speed passes the diverters seem to be working in that regard have noticed more
crossing traffic which is concerning often rolling into the intersection and 'm never sure if they see me or if they will
stop 'm always more concerned for my safety with crossing car traffic than passing car traffic have also witnessed
cars going through the diverters and not turning perhaps a permanent installation will prevent this Overall think the
diverters are good and 'd view them as a success

5/12/2016 9 23 PM

406

More/Keep Diverters More/Other TC Tools The semi diverter should be wider so that cars can't drive around it
Also it would be helpful to remove one parking space past the diverter to make movement around the barrier easier
But if a bike could ride through a gap in the middle of the lane there wouldn't be an issue

5/12/2016 9 20 PM

407

More/Keep Diverters t's a success Nice job

5/12/2016 9 17 PM

408

- Impact NeighStreets More/Other TC Tools Personal Safety Traffic Safety/Enfor As a walker runner
cyclist and driver being able to see and be seen is one of my main concerns with regard to safety am also
concerned with the speed limits and would love to see Clinton be 20 mph However with the diverters in place have
noticed more aggressive driving and increased speeds on Clinton and side streets

5/12/2016 9 09 PM

409

- Impact NeighStreets More/Other TC Tools Personal Safety Traffic Safety/Enfor live on Woodward St
and feel the extra traffic we experience now moves at very unsafe speeds People basically bomb down this

5/12/2016 9 03 PM

narrower street like they did on Clinton Less bicycles as targets but more kids live on this street and it is narrow and
twisty We are very displeased with this unintended consequence
410

More/Keep Diverters More/Other TC Tools 'd love to see those directional spikes installed on the roadway at the
32nd Ave diverter Those would quickly discourage wrong way driving around the diverter which keep hearing
about 've seen it only once

5/12/2016 8 58 PM
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411

pass through this neighborhood from Woodstock to inner SE downtown where work don't speed but do use
other side streets So my impact is to the same neighborhood merge on to Clinton a few blocks down to access
division

5/12/2016 8 47 PM

412

More/Other TC Tools f the barrier at SE 17th is retained at least allow Eastbound traffic to divert to Division which
has a stoplight and is intended (?) to be used for car commuting traffic Current setup allows cars to drive South only
until Tibbetts (my street which has become a high speed car commuter thruway as a result of this change) As a
pedestrian and parent am feeling a negative impact from these changes as safety seems to have degraded for

5/12/2016 8 43 PM

pedestrians As a driver am also feeling a negative impact since two of the major east west roads (Division and
Clinton) have become difficult to drive on at most hours
413

These changes have been a huge hassle Bikes need to share the road with cars and pedestrians

5/12/2016 8 29 PM

414

More/Keep Diverters am so grateful that the city has installed these devices to divert traffic bike to work daily and
it feels much safer now also looooooove the new streets signs reminding car drivers that cyclists may take use the
entire lane of the road When drive my car the devices deter me off Clinton so have to feel that they initally deter
others as well Thanks again for a great solution to a growing problem

5/12/2016 8 23 PM

More/Other TC Tools We need paint at the end of Gladstone and 22nd Make half the block no parking next to the

5/12/2016 8 18 PM

415

entrance to the rail yard ts so dangerous take the sidewalk Ride it daily Commuting since 1997
416

More/Keep Diverters Thanks to PBOT for adding the diverters As a resident of SE Clinton St they have made a
significant difference in traffic and most especially safety for cyclists The amount of car/bike rage has also decreased
noticeably t is slightly inconvenient for us on some car trips but the positives of diverters far outweighs the

5/12/2016 8 09 PM

inconveniences Please make them permanent
417

More/Keep Diverters More/Other TC Tools The changes made thus far have made a very helpful impact The
diverter at 17th works but i believe some sort of signage at the stop signs on 17th would remind drivers that there is
still thru traffic to look for When ride through that intersection using Clinton often fear that auto users aren't really
stopping and end up stopping myself

5/12/2016 7 44 PM

418

Improve@Other Locations More/Other TC Tools 'd like to see additional measure installed on Clinton east of
39th

5/12/2016 7 44 PM

419

More/Keep Diverters like diverters and wish they were more common t's stressful to ride up the hill going east on
Clinton and wonder if someone is going to try to squeeze their car past me

5/12/2016 7 32 PM

420

- Impact NeighStreets More/Other TC Tools 'm very pro bicycle but find these street disruptions obnoxious
frustrating and a waste of resources There is a similar disruption of Ankeny near burnside and it is absurd and
pointless would rather see bike lanes added to division remove those bizarre planters that make it dangerous to
bike on that street and bring bicycles and cars together rather than making annoying cosmetic fixes to a problem that
didn't exist

5/12/2016 7 12 PM

421

More/Other TC Tools realize PBOT is trying to control the traffic areas on Clinton but the real problems are with
Division Street There are way too many cars for such a narrow strip of road and forget it when the No 4 comes
barrelling down it Truth be told there is just way to many businesses and apartments in this neighborhood and

5/12/2016 7 09 PM

cringe when see more construction going up don't know how traffic is going to move out of this area in an orderly
fashion if there is an emergency like an earthquake But since have no control over what the Portland City Planners
have already signed off on will either live with this or decide to move to a less congested part of Portland (ha ) May
suggest putting up traffic mirrors at the tight intersections on Clinton (the one at 33rd and Clinton comes to mind)
Because cars are allowed to park at the very end of the street corner it is impossible to see around these parked cars
to see if moving cars or bikes are coming from either way have witnessed a number of near misses by both cars and
pedestrians Also can you please put up a few of those pedestrian crossings with the warning lights Thanks
422

Improve@Other Locations More/Keep Diverters More/Other TC Tools Please expand this project to include
MORE diverters and one way entry (especially at 50th )
think all three have helped make Clinton a safer and better street Thanks for the hard work

5/12/2016 6 37 PM

423

More/Keep Diverters

424

We have noticed a bit of bike lash with people in cars seeming to be frustrated and speeding up between
installations But in general we are seeing this all over portland

5/12/2016 6 31 PM

425

More/Other TC Tools Living at 21st and Woodward the volume is fine just more high speed people cutting through
a tight section Would not mind making it one way between 21st and 23rd either way is good The initial month was
scary with some mad drivers

5/12/2016 6 19 PM

426

More/Keep Diverters

5/12/2016 6 05 PM

427

You have diverted traffic to Woodward 17th doesn't go through Now that Division is 25 mph Powell is so backed up

especially like the change on 34th Thanks

5/12/2016 6 33 PM

5/12/2016 5 48 PM

fr
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428

More/Other TC Tools 32nd street traffic diverted should be wider of have further features added as have seen

5/12/2016 5 48 PM

multiple vehicles drive around it illegally
429

More traffic on Division with problems with pedestrians crossing in mid block Very dangerous

5/12/2016 5 46 PM

430

Improve@Other Locations

5/12/2016 5 23 PM

431

t is much better There is a lot more work to be done to reduce the number of people who drive autos recklessly stuck
as speeding illegal passing between bikes that are traveling opposite directions etc People operating bikes also could
take more care to stop door pedestrians

5/12/2016 5 21 PM

432

The greenway is incredibly nice especially with the tie in to the Tilicum bridge Prior to these changes had no interest

5/12/2016 5 11 PM

would like to see additional measures east of Chavez

in commuting via bicycle The only issue see is where the bicycle Blvd crosses the train tracks at 12th The freight
train has repeatedly caused me to miss my appointments and seems to be unpredictable The back up that occurs
when the train is stopped on the tracks is both un reasonable (the amount of bikes (and cars) backed up during the
typical 15min wait ends up looking like a critical mass demonstration after the train finally clears the tracks) and
dangerous ( see people jumping over or going under the links of the train cars out of frustration) To me this is a huge
design flaw if your going to encourage so much bike traffic on this route
433

More/Other TC Tools At SE 39 and Division Left turn lights need to installed for SE Division Traffic have noticed
that the bicycle riders are becoming more aggresive and have less regard for traffic laws was told by one female
bike rider on SE Ladd to get off "my
road" As far as can tell the shareoes mean to share What you are doing
is encouraging bad behavior and more opportunities for bike riders to do what they DAMN well feel like and increasing
more road rage on the part of both car drivers and bike riders We can live and get to where we need to go if you
would really think things through before implementing half baked ideas You could also impose a licensing fee for all
bikes to help pay for these things you are imposing on the citizens of Portland Enforce the laws on bikes as on cars
also Level the playing field

5/12/2016 5 01 PM

434

- Impact NeighStreets More/Other TC Tools don't know enough about how traffic works to make these
decisions but will say as someone who lives on 12th and von which is really close to the Clinton street divider on
17th the traffic diverter has done nothing to calm traffic Our neighborhood is becoming less calm due to the
developments and growth happening around us Since Division Clinton Hawthorne have started to develop in the last
4 years traffic speeding and congestion has become more prevalent n my neighborhood 'm now being charged to
park because of all the congestion really would like to see the diverter moved out rethought but 'm curious to see
how other people feel

5/12/2016 4 45 PM

435

- Impact NeighStreets have lived in the Hosford Abernathy neighborhood just south of Clinton St for 26 years
and the advocates for further traffic disruptions on Clinton St do not represent my feelings AT ALL Pushing the

5/12/2016 4 33 PM

Clinton St automobile traffic to Division only makes our neighborhood less accessible not more
unimpressed with recent transplants claiming that things are better "now " No they're not

am especially

436

t is much better than before the diverters Thank you for installing them

5/12/2016 4 30 PM

437

- Impact NeighStreets After Division was choked by development that put in without any regard to the fact that a
four lane street has been made into two lanes by rainfall catchers and on street parking the traffic diverters on Clinton
have made it even more painful to get around this neighborhood As someone who has lived in the Hosford Abernethy

5/12/2016 4 22 PM

neighborhood for 25 years the changes have been extremely inconvenient Drivers needs a better way to get up to
39th (and beyond) than Division (choked) or Clinton (diverted) Taking the traffic off of Clinton has only increased the
traffic on other streets in the neighborhood
438

The changes on Clinton coupled with the water diversion basins on Division cripple our neighborhood

5/12/2016 4 11 PM

439

Improve@Other Locations Additional diverters further east on clinton would be excellent Clinton St still suffers
traffic issues between 39th and 52nd

5/12/2016 4 11 PM

440

typically use Clinton on my bike and travel through the corridor so can't speak to whether there is diversion to other
parallel streets have noticed a marked decline in the volume and aggressiveness of auto traffic on Clinton t is a
much more comfortable place to ride than it was before the diverters went in 'm very excited to see more of this kind
of improvement for bike boulevards throughout the City

5/12/2016 4 00 PM

441

- Impact NeighStreets This seems to have just gotten people agitated and they move to other streets and drive
faster

5/12/2016 3 59 PM

442

live on 15th in between Taggart and Woodward The traffic has definitely increased in volume and speed believe
the increase in speed is directly affected by the irritation people feel trying to navigate around the diverters to get to
their final destination specifically the installation on 17th come to this conclusion because of the erratic driving and
the fact many people have seen seem to be lost and trying to escape the maze of streets have also seen smart

5/12/2016 3 50 PM

cars ZOOM NG thru the bicycle entry at the 17th median diverter They went thru so fast it was obvious that they had
done it many times before
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